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INTRODUCTION
...

iStudy skills n science are essential for effective learning. They include a wide array of
methods which facilitate good academic performanceand help students make more efficient use of
class and study time.

Science has its own vocabulary, notation, and procedures. Just as working with scientific
measuni.tools is a learned skill, so are problem solving and "taking command of a test." We

- need to take the responsibility for teaching science study skills because they are critical to our
students' success in learning in the science classroom.

.. ...
4 r

Many students who are doing well in science can develop more efficient study skills. They can
also benefit from learning how to organize their skills into a useful system. Others who are doing
poorly may lack proficiency in study skills and will need to learn 'both the skills and systematic
ways of using them. Many of these students think they do not have the necessary ability, but the
problem is often the' combination of a lack of study skills and a minimum of self confidence.
When these students learn effective study skills, they become more competery and more confident
learners.

Study Skills in Science: What Are They?

*

Study skills are procedures for acquiring knowledge and competence. In science they include
such skills as interpreting charts and graphs, using scientific measuring tools, working in scientific
notation, and developing and testing hypotheses. Study skills such as listening, building
vocabulary, taking effective notes, and reading for meaning are other skills which are basic to all
learning and of value to students in the science classrooM.

In a larger sense, science study skills are strategies and methods for solving problems of any
sort. The student who gains mastery of science study skills is really discovering how to learn

. effectively in any situation.

Study Skits and Independent Learning

When students develop a repertoire of study skills, they become more independent as
learners. For example, many students who can follow a set of directions when the teacher is
present may experience great difficulty when they must work on their own, either in school or at
home. Students who know how to Mow directions, use resources, develop a study plan, and
analyze problems will be more successful as independent learners.

i.

Students learn study skills best when they have the opportunity to try a variety of study or
learning strategies, decide which ones are mciSt effective for them, and gradually refine those
strategies into an effective study system.

Science Study Skills and Basic Skills

In a position statement adopted in 1982, the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA)
described the goal of science education as developing scientifically literate individuals who
understand how science, technology, and society influence one another and who are able to u'se
this knowledge in their everyday decision making. The hm Science Study Skills Program is based
in part on the NSTA's statement that the scientifically and technologically literate person:

v
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: uses science concepts, process skills, and, values in making responsible..everyday
decisions;

understands how society influences science and technology as well as how science and
technology influence society;

understands that society controlsi science and technology through the allocation of
resources;

recognizes the limitations as well as the usefulness of science and technology in
adVancing human welfare;

distinguishes between scientific evidence and personal opinion; and

understands ,the applications of technology and the decisions involved in the'use of
technology:

THE hm SCIENCE STUDY SKILLS PROGRAM

The hm Science Study Skills Program is designed to provide an introduction to study skills in
science fof students in grades 7-10 through a series of 14 activity-oriented units. Some of the units
will require one period of class time. Others will require two periods or more.

The units progress from basic skills such as listening and reading for meaning to more
complex skills like problem solving, working in scientific notation, and developing and testing an
hypothesis. The program culminates in a class project which permits students to use many of the
science study skills they have learned.

:

FOCUS ON PEOPLE, ENERGY, AND TECHNOLOGY : ?

Unlike the other books in the hm series which focus strictly on study skills, this program also
provides instruction in a specific content area within the 7th-10th grade general science curricu-
lum. The same activities which enable students to practice science study skills alsct introduce them
to a variety of technologies for collecting, transferring, storing, and conserving energy. In
addition, students can begin to discover how the decisions made about energy today affect the
technologieS they will rely on for food, shelter, and transportation in the decades to come. .

Appropriate Technology .,

While people, energy, and technology are the subjects of the hm Science Study Skills
Program, "appropriateness" is the unifying theme. Unit I poses the question, "What Does
Appropriate Mean?" The next six units apply the concept of appropriateness to technology:

Unit II illustrates why technologies which use locally available resources are preferable
to those which import them from far away.

Units III and IV explain why technologies which use renewable sources of energy are
preferable to those which. rely on finite sources, such as coal, oil, and natural gas.

Unit V stresses the importance of minimizing the environmental impact of technology.

Unit VI stresses the importance of minimizing technological waste and inefficiency.

Unit VII demonstrates the usefulness of life cycle cost analysis when choosing among
competing technologies.

vi
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These first seven units serve to establish a set of criteria which Students can use to assess the
appropriateness of any technology. Unit VIII tests students' understanding of these ideas.

,vr

Th"."SOlar Greenhouse

In the second section of the book (Units IX-XII), students take a closer look at one example
of appropriate technology: the attached solar greenhouse which can be used to produce food and
heat. The solar greenhouse is a small-scale, simple structure which embodies in microcosm alt of
the characteristics of appropriate technology presented in,the first seven units:

it relies primarily on passive solar energy, a locally available, renewable
resource; ..
it has minimal impact on the environment;

when propelly designed and constructed, it is extremely efficient in its use of
energy; and

it withstands the test of life-cycle cost analysis.

In Unit IX, students experiment to discover how a solar greenhouse traps and retains the
sun's energy. Unit X introduces students to the scientific laws which explain how energy behaves
in a solar greenhouse. In Unit XI, students again experiment, this time with vieays of storing solar
energy. In Unit XII they work ivith ways of conserving energy in a solar greenhouie and the
structure to which it is attached. .

,,

Appropriate Technology in Action

The third and final section of the book gives students an opportunity to apply what they have
learned about appropriate technology. In Unit XIII, students design and test either a wind machine
or a passive solar collector. In Unit XIV, they design and implement an appropriate technology
aimed at solving a problem within their own school. The science study skills presented rfi the first
13 units will be useful to students as they work on this project.

SCIENCE STUDY SKILLS AND LEARNING BY DOING

The hm Science Study Skills Program is based on the assumption that activity-oriented
lessons are the most effective way to teach study skills; more succinctly, that "learning by doing"
is the best way to master study skills. In the activities in the hm Program, students will both learn
about study skills needed for 'science and practice these skills in a science environment.

The program is deliberately designed to meet a wide range of student needs:

I. For the student who has little sense of a particular study skill, it provides an
introduction to that skill.

2. For the- student who is ready to acquire a skill, it provides an initial learning
, expe?ience. / .,,...

..-- 3. For the student who has mastered a skill, participation offeis review and
reinforcement. .

Thus, the Program's exercises allow for the participation of students with a diversity of skills
and promote learning on various levels of competence.

vii 8
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USING THE hm SCIENCE STUDY SKILLS PROGRAM: WHERE AND WHEN

We suggest that the hm Science Study Skills Program be taught as one unit of an ongoing
gerArcalssienee course. Only in the regular science classroom can the teacher of the hm Program
show the student tht imniediate and lone-term value of mastering the various skills. -

Our classroom resting has shown the applicability of the hm Program in grades 7-W. It may
also be of value to stlidents at other grade levels.

. .

Our testing clearly demonstrated that teachers found the program most successful when they
used the units in sequence from beginning to end. Some teachers found it possible to use :the first
eight units at one time and the last six at another time or to use individual units in conjunction
with other, ongoing science curricula. We suggest that you discover the most beneficial way of
integrating the Program into your curriculum through your own experitice with its use.

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING
THE hm SCIENCE StUDY, SKILLS PROGRAM

Background for the Teacher

Eacti Unit in the Teacher's Guide begins with background information for the teacher about
both the study skills to be presented and whatever facet of energy or approplite technology is
covered in the unit. In most cases, the information about energy and technology apes beyond the
material presented to the student so that you can be in a position to field questio4 with greater
confidence. In some cases, additional background information is presented in an akpendix. The
teacher who wishes to.become even more familiar with the material will find numerous sources of
additional information in the selective bibliography at the end of the Teacher's Guide.,

Suggested Directions

1. The Teacher's Guide offers 'Suggested Directions" for teaching each unit in the Program.
Our classroom testing has shown these methods to be useful. Of course, we invite you to adapt
them in ways which you see fit.

2. We suggest that you examine both the Student Text and the Teacher's Guide carefully prior to
your teaching of the various units. All of the material in the Student Text has been included in
.the Teacher's Guide. Adswers to student exercises have been added to the Student Text pages
in the Teacher's Guide where appropriate.

Suggested Times

1. The units in this Program are structured to accommodate the teacher who meets with his or
her class for one period in a given day.

2. Each section of the "Suggested Directionst" in the Teacher's Guide includes approximate times
for the various parts of the units. We caution yai that these times are approximate.

Our classroom testing experience has shOwn us that the wide variation in teacher style results in
an equally wide- range in the pacing of instruction. We strongly suggest that you examine the
Program units carefully and gauge your 'planning of instructional time according to tour
knowledge of how things actually work in your classroom.

viii 9
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Unit Summaries

1. Each unit concludes with a summary. Since Unit VIII ("Becoming a Skilled Test Taker and
Appropriate Technology in Review") advises students to review these unit summaries in

= preparation for an upcoming test, we strongly recommend that you bring them to the attention
of your students at the end of each unit.
. I.

Additional Suggestions arid Infolmation
i

1. Students will need additional activities beyond the scope of this Program to practice and rein-
force their acquisition-of science study skills. Some ideas for the extension of the various units
qe included with each section' of this Teacher's Guide and are entitled "Additional
Suggestions."' .

2.- You will find a selective bibliography and several technical appendices about energy ana
appropriate technology followidg Unit XIV. A glossary of energy terms is included at the end
of both the Teacher's Guide and the Student Text.

Advance Preparation

1. Man of the units in the hm Science Study Skills Program require you to duplicate information
for stadents or to provide, them with materials for their experiments. A complete list of these
units and what they require is given on the next page. We suggest that you fry out the experi-
ments and work through alrdf the mathematical calculations in each unit before assigning

4

them to your students. -.
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UNITS WHICH REQUIRE ADVANCE PREPARATION.a MATERIALS

UNIT EXERCISE PREPARATION

1 II Duplicate copies of passages A,.B, and C.

Oil and IV You may want to update numbers used in passages in
-0 these units. See Unit Ill for references.

V III Duplicatecopies of information on houses.

VIII Duplicate copies of Unit 1-V11 Review Test. You may also
need copies of another test with which students can
practice test taking skals.

IX Thermometers needed.

Protractors needed.

Materials for experiment:
protractors watch or clock
cardboard light source
glass jars with screw-on,lids

IV Materials for experiment:
same as above plus insulating materials such as
construction paper, cloth, wool.

X II Materials for experiment:
beaker and ring stand
Bunsen burner
sawdust

Ill Materials for experiment:
light bulbs
cardboard

XI II Materials for experiment:
glass jars with screw-on lids
Celsius thermometers
energy source (heat lamp or sun)
storage materials (sand, rocks, water, wood

chips, clay)

Xi 11 II and IV. Materials for testing solar collectors and wind machines:
energy source (sun or heat lamp)
thermometers
string
weights

11
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TEACHING THE hm SCIENCE STUDY SKILLS PROGRAM:
A. POTPOURRI OF .HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS Wry

Small Groups

Most of the units in the hm Science Study Skills Program are suitable for whole class or small
group instruction. We highly recommend that you give your students the opportunity to work in
groups of two; three, or four. If students work with a partner, we suggest that you pair students
of generally si 'lar ability. .

The interacts of students working on a common task can facilitate the learning Of skills
through shared problem solving. In this way students can learn from each other.

Small group processes offer a useful method for genuinely engaging students in an activity.
Such processes help both to enhance motivation for learning and to increase interest in the content
of the lesson, as they offer active participation to each and every student.

Individual Work in Study Skills
.A'

,c.

Individual work is of critical importance to the learning of skills. When a skill is introduced in
a group setting, it becomes crucial to provide individual work with that skill through homework
and/or other class activities.

Student Discussion and Learning

To learn study skills effectively and know how and when to use them, students need the
opportunity to discuss their work. Their discussion must include not only the "right answer" but
the process through which they arrived at the answer and their reasons for considering it correct.
At this point in your students' development of study skills, the process is more important than the
individual answer. .

Using Calculators

Students will find calculators helpful in Units XI and XII. One calculator for every two or
three students is enough. If calculators are not available in the school, students may be able to
bring them from home. The use of calculators will not detract from students' activities in these
units but will help them see calculators as useful scientific tools.

Student Perceptions and Expectations

Sometimes students perceive new study skills as more time-consuring than their unskilled
learning behaviors. In a few cases, this is an accurate perception, bi.,.:1 most often it is not.

You can help students gain a wider perspective about their own learning by telling them that
any skill, by its very nature, takes more time to use when you are first learning how to do it. Then,
as you become more competent in using the skill, it takes less and less time. Ask students to think
of examples of this from their own experience. Or, give them a few examples which will illustrate
this relationship between competence and time.

xi 12.
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Grading

Given the grade-oriented reality of ',lost classrooms, we suggest that the student's
involvement with the hm Program be evaluated in Jome fair and concrete manner. Your standard
of evaluation ought to keep in mind the process of how skills are learned, namely through
repeated practice over time, and set reasonable levels of expected mastery. We also suggest that
you inform your students about how their work with the hm Program will be evaluated at the very
beginning of their use of the Program.

Unit VIII includes a test of students' understanding of the information on energy and tech-
nology presented in Units 1-VII. As explained in the Teacher's Guide to that unit, the test may be
given as a test or can be used in the unit's exercises which help students practice test taking skills.
The projects students design and implement in Unit XIV can also be used to evaluate their under-
standing of the scientific principles taught in the Program.

An Overview of Study Skills
During the past decade, many educators have defined uasic skills primarily in terms of com-

munication and computation skills. Study skills, though often neglected or ignored, are also basic
skills. These skills for learning are at the core of educative process.

WHAT ARE STUDY SKILLS?
Study skills are learned abilities for acquiring knowledge or competence. The table- of

contents of a study skills handbook or text usually includes, among others, the following skill
areas: listening, textbook reading, note taking, planning your time, study behavior and environ-
ment, vocabulary skills, and test taking. These skills and others which fit into the category of
study skills directly relate to many of the activities in which students are engaged while they are in
school or doing schoolwork.

A broader definition of study skills or learning skills views them as processes for learning.
When one learns a study skill, one is learning more than a specific technique. One is learniq?_ a
way of problem solving, a method which can be used in any relevant context. One is also learning
more about how to learn effectively and how to be in charge of one's own learning. It is this
perception of study skills as transferable processes for learning which reveals the critical impor-
ance of these skills.

A review of nearly 80 years of study skills literature indicates that, at least throughout this
century, the nature of study skills has remained relatively constant. Study skills in 1940 were much
like those in 1920, in 1960, and even in 1980. There have been variations of emphasis as well as
some genuinely innovative developments over the years, but the strongest impression is one of
continuity.

This continuity is important to keep in mind in view of the trendy nature of American
education which often seems to produce a good deal of ill-considered change. Even though an
element of the curriculum is found to be useful, we still often choose to eliminate or ignore it
whenever the next new trend appears. Because study skills have been relatively impervious to
change, they have been periodically discarded over the years, only to be rediscovered mucn later.
TIis pendulum effect has had damaging results because the importance of learning how to learn
never diminishes.

xii 13
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HOW HAVE STUDY SKILLS BEEN TAUGHT?

The most common approach to study skills instruction during the first few decades of this
century was essentially the preaching of morality. This approach related good study skiff s to what
was called "high morals," indicating that students who displayed the correct moral values would
be the ones with good study skills.

This moralistic approach to the teaching'of study skills peaked before World War II, at least
if the literature is an accurate guide, and was replaced by a focus on techniques and formulae. The
most famous of these formulaic methods is SQ3R, an excellent method for reading a textbook
which was developed by F. P. Robinson.

The chief characteristic of a formulaic approach to study skills is the learning of a specific
series of behaviors. For example, using SQ3R, one learns to survey, question, read, recite, and
review. Unfortunately the use of such formulae often descends to the level of gimmickry. Students
are taught to.use a particular technique as if it involved an act of magic; that is, something beyond
their active and conscious participation, comprehension, and control. Although formulaic
methods attempt to create understanding and involvement in the student, the mere fact of their
use guarantees neither of these necessary outcomes.

While formulaic techniques can be very useful, they must be employed within a framework
for the teaching of study skills which engages the student not only in learning a particular skill but
also in learning about what happens within oneself when one learns and uses a study skill. It is
important for the student to learn why a skill works and why it is valuable as he or she is learning
how to do it. A central part of this learning involves the student's initiative in the exercise of
judgment and choice.

A third method of teaching study skills is the handbook approach. While this method claims
to understand and appreciate the value of study skills, it argues that no class time is available for
study skills instruction. Thus, this approach relies on the handbook to elicit involvement and
learning. Students are given written descriptions of various study skills and are expected somehow
to translate verbal abstractions into behavior. A few students can and will make this leap, but the
vast majority cannot, because they lack the motivation, self-discipline, and conceptual ability
required to learn study skills independently. Though not Uncommon, the handbook approach is
not particularly helpful. Although it is an effort to address the need for teaching "study skills, its
use results in a minimum of learning while simultaneously creating frustration and resistance in
the student.

STATUS OF STUDY SKILLS TEACHING

The overview of study skills instruction presented below is primarily drawn from two sources:
the editors' observations throughout the country over the past 11 years, and a national survey
conducted by one of their colleagues. While this overview is a generalization to which specific
contradictions can certainly be cited, the larger picture which it offers seems accurate.

During the past several years, the "back to basics" movement has led to a greater emphasis
on basic skills during the middle school/junior high years. However, this movement has not
addressed the lack of effective study skills instruction in most middle/junior high and high school
curricula. Despite the renewed concern for skills education, the widespread failure to regard study
skills as basic skills has resulted in a continuing lack of emphasis on study skills instruction.

4
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Another problem involves the nature of study skills teaching which does take place. Though
many teachers do include some study skills instruction in their curricula, they tend to do so with a
lack of focus on precisely what skills they wish to teach and on how their students' learning is
going to occur. This absence of focus results in a lack of coordination of their efforts toward the
teaching of study skills in any given class over the course of the war. Rather than a well-planned,
highly coordinated effort, what often results is the haphazard collection of insufficiently related
lessons.

A third shortcoming is the lack of, coordination of efforts in teaching study skills among
teachers of different subjects at the same grade level. While there is some uncertainty and conflict
in regard to the responsibility for teaching other basic skills, this confusion is particularly intense
in regard to study skills. For example, is the English teacher the only one who is responsible for
teaching the various communication skills which are also study skills? Or should every teacher deal
with these in some way relevant to his or her own subject? The reality is that schools often fail to
delineate the areas of responsibility for the teaching of study skills. It is no wonder that confusion
arises among teachers; ultimately, though, it is the students who suffer most.

A fourth problem is an extension of the previous one: not only do schools fail to coordinate
and organize the teaching of study skills in any particular grade, but the same phenomenon also
takes place on a sys.tem-wide basis throughout a student's academic career. Teachers often assume
that somebody else has taught certain skills to their students or will teach them later on. But often
no one ever gets around to teaching them because there is no clear assignment of responsibility.

HOW DO WE TEACH STUDY SKILLS?

People learn skill: through processes of repeated trial and error. One key to effective study
skills teaching, then, is providing the student with sufficient opportunity for practice of the skills
to be learned. Of course, there is an inevitable tension between providing students with trial and
error practice of a new study skill and helping students to maintain their interest in learning the
skill in the face of the necessary repetition. While this tension cannot be removed, it can be
minimized by acknowledging the tension as a natural part of learning something new, and through
the use of varied and imaginative instructional design.

A second key to study skills teaching is the recognition that learning a study skill --or' ,s the
learner to err before he or she can succeed. We learn skills by trying to use a news htking
mistakes, identifying our mistakes and learning from theM, and then correcting our misttmes. This
understanding creates several responsibilities for the teacher:

I. The teacher provides a space within the learning process where the student can try out a
new skill, experience a good deal of error, but not feel that he or she has failed or is a
failure.

2. The teacher provides usable feedback to the student about the effectiveness of the
student's use of the new study skill.

3. The teacher rewards the student fot what he or she has done well in using the new study
skill. With such recognition, the student experiences success in the learning process and
will be more motivated to continue the development of mastery in the new study skill.
Recognition involves the acknowledgement of the effort to risk in the face of possible
failure.

xiv
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In addition to these two key understandings, a program of effective study skills instruction
would be based on the following underlying values:

1. Study skills need to be defined as processes for learning.

2. Study skills need to be included within the cluster of basic skills.

3. An important pgt of learning study skills involves learning more about how one learns.
Thus, instruction in study skills engages the student in an active participation in his or her
own learning. The student is encouraged and provided with the opportunity to develop the
ability to exercise his or her own judgment in regard to the learning and use of study skills.

4. Learning by doing is the best way.to learn study skills.

5. A considerable part of study skills instruction ought to take place during class time. Such
instruction should also be integrated with the regular curriculum of the course.

6. The learning of study skills offers a transfer effect; a skill learned in relation to one subject
can be applied to any other relevant context.

,i. The work of various developmenta' psychologists has shown us that there is a continuum
of cognitive development throughout the years of childhood and adolescence, and that
people are only able to deal successfully with learninwasks which are appropriate for their
level of development. It is crucial to relate this insight to the teaching of study skills and to
ask a student to learn only what is within the realm of his or her cognitive ability at that
level of development.

,,
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UNIT I: LISTENING AS A SCIENCE SKILL
and

WHAT DOES APPROPRIATE MEAN?

STUDY SKILLS

Listening means more than just hearing. Listening means hearing and understanding.

This unit is desithed to introduce the student to the idea of listening as a set of skills which
can be learned. Its activities present several specific listening skills to the student and give her or
him the opportunity to learn how to use these skills.

The unit also introduces note taking as a skill which both promotes active listening and helps
the student generate a record of what has been heard. In this unit, students learn the key word
method for taking notes. Other note taking methods are presented in Units III and IV.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

This unit introduces the student to the concept of appropriateness. Something that is
appropriate fits the situation in which it is used. An understanding of the concept of
appropriateness is central to the first seven units of this book.

PLEASE NOTE: The activities in this unit assume that your students already have some
rudimentary skill in discerning "main ideas" in a paragraph or passsage. For
those who lack this skill, you will need to provide instruction in this area. The
skill will also be addressed in Unit III of this book.
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INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS STUDY?

Studying means learning. Learning often invokes listening, reading, watching, and
writing. It alwass invokes thinking.

You study in many different places and doing many different things. You can study
basketball or soccer, clothes, dance, or other people Whenever you try to learn, you are
studying

WHAT ARE STUDY SKILLS?

Study skills are ways or methods of learning. Knowing a variety A study skills and how
to use them can help you become a more etfectisc learner.

When you've des eloped study skills, you will be able to make better use of your time and
effort. *Null become a more independent learner and problem solver. An independent learner
knows which questions to ask and how to find the answers to those questions.

SCIENCE STUDY SKILLS

Some study skills are useful in all subjects. Knowing how to listen, for example, will help
you learn in ady class. Other skills are most useful in a particular class or subject.

When you learn science study skills, you find out how to learn science more effectively.
For example, you discover how to read graphs and charts, how to take notes from your
science textbook, and how to work with large numbers and the metric system.

People learn study skills best when they practice them. Each unit in this book will help
you hrarn about useful study skills and will give you a chance to practice those skills.

PEOPLE, ENERGY, AND APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

As you practice science study skills in this book, you will also have the chance to learn
about some 14} ideas in science. As you examine the connections among people, energy, and
technology, think about these questions:

Where does energy come from, and how is it used?
What makes one technology better, or more appropriate, than another?
How can people make the best use of the energy and technology available to them?

By the time you finish this book, yor should be able to answer these questions and more
about people, energy, and appropriate technology.'

.4- STUDENT TEXT

is

Suggested Directions for Unit I

1. Organize your class into small groups of three or four students. Have a student or students read
the Introduction (page 1) aloud. Discuss for emphasis.

Approximate time: 5 minutes
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UNIT' I: LISTENING AS A SCIENCE SKILL
and

WHAT DOES APPROPRIATE MEAN?

WHAT IS LISTENING?

What is lissom' And M hat is the (larcener between listening and nearing'

You probably spend a lot of so sr tune listening In fact. students ate asked to listen glow
55% of the tune that the% are in school

Think for a few moments about *hat actual!} do when someone asks sou to listen
Then. define hearing and listening on the lines below.

heating _ILOlifStUll_pfsXeSS...1210.12141:6g.=c1 peisp,m_sc;aixf

ligemog x hearoi r.PAyI 9 agtlem./.2_w_haLrure

ie. make sense of it

(Accept a, reasonable ansiter.)

2

NOTE: The picture is an example
of inappropriateness. You can dis-
cuss the picture with students at this
point in the unit, asking them what
seems wrong with it, or you can
come back to it later in the unit
after students have become more
familiar with the terms appropriate
and inappropriate.

2, Ask Your students to read "What Is Listening?" (page 2) and answer the question at the end.
Or, ask them to read the section, discuss the differences between "hearing" and "listening" in
their groups, and write down the answers which they generate. When they are done, have
several individuals read their own or their grow s answers. Discuss, focusing on listening as an
active, meaningseeking process.

10 minutes

3
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LISTENING IS A SKILL

Hearing takes place in your ears. It is a physical process. But listening is more than just
hearing. Listening means paying attention to what you are hearing and trying to maks/sense of
it.

People are not born as good listeners. but they can learn how to listen. Listening is a
study skill which you can learn through practice.

A good listener is an active listener. An active listener hears words as they are spoken and
thinks about what they mean a

ACTIVE LISTENING

Active listening means concennohng and parlicipattng.

When you concentrate, you choose to direct your attention to what you are hearing.
When you start to listen, tell yourself vs ithiour inner voice. "1 am going to listen vim
easefully." Whenever you find that you are not listening. direct your attention again by
repeating these words to yourself.

An active listener participates in what she or he is hearing. Parlicipanng means hearing
the words that are spoken, thinking about what the speaker is saying, pnd trying to make sense
of it.

Three ways to participate in what you are hearing are:

I. When you listen, ask yourself questions about what you are hearing. If you
can, answer the questions.

2. Try to connect what you are hearing with what you already know.
fa

3. Try to "picture" in your mind what is being said. Sometimes a picture can
help you understand what the speaker is saying.

..-

EXERCISE I

Directions: Your !cachet will read a paragraph aloud to you. Listen carefully, using the three
ways of participating in what you hear suggested above. Try to find the main idea
of the paragraph. Write the main idea on the lines below.

Main idea: (AcCe,pf any ettsonabie answer 1 C/toos'oul eilig. rrtIlif fool fir a
u .,

ICaltiS rntportaref

3

a

3. Have your students read "Listening Is A Skill" (page 3) and "Active Listening" (page 3). Go
over each of the specific listening skills for emphasis.

0

5-10 minutes

4. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise I (page 3). Then, read aloud the paragraph
for Exercise I. Give students an opportunity to write the main idea, and then have several
students share their main ideas with the class. Discuss.
10 minutes

PARAGRAPH FOR EXERCISE I

It is important to choose the right tool for the task you want to do. You wouldn't use an axe
to cut your meat. You wouldn't wear long underwear on a hot summer day. You wouldn't use a
hammer to swat a mosquito. You would choose the equipment which best fits what you are
doing. In this book, you are going to learn how to choose appropriate tools for the tasks you
want to do.

4. 2.
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EXERCISE at

Directions: You will hear three different paragraphs about the same topic. Listen carefully,
and try to find the theme or main idea common to all three paragraphs.

When you hive heard all three paragraphs, work with your group to describe the
theme or main idea shared by the three paragraphs. Then, write the theme on the
lines below.

You may want to jot down key words as you lislen to help you remember. Use the
spate at the bottom of the page.

Theme/main idea: (Accept Anti reaSonnfie answer.) -file politt of 'Mese

po.reirplis is to ottrodttoe 'Ate concept of OproptsedaseSS . if appropriate

A./ t ,

have 6e_ saved

Key words: 4Shedp,r4t answers will Vary.)

4

5. Select three students in each group to be readers. Give one reader in each group passage A,
one passage B, and the third passage C (on the next page), so that each group can hear all
three passages. YOU WILL NEED TO DUPLICATE THE PASSAGES FOR THE
READERS PRIOR TO CLASS. Tell the readers to read their passages slowly and clearly but
only once.

Have the class read the directions for Exercise II (page 4). Then, tell the readers to begin.

When students have completed the exercise, have each group write its main idea on the board.
Discuss the ideas, focusing on ways in which they are similar and different. Also, ask your
students if they wrote down key words while they listened and in what ways this note taking
helped. You may also want to go over the key words which students have written down.

15-20 minutes
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PASSAGES FOR EXERCISE II

PASSAGE A

Mr. Johnson always believed in competing wah his neighbor, Ms. Jackson. Ms. Jackson had
just installed three solar panels on her home to provide her and her family of four with hot water.
Mr. Johnson decided to buy and install six solar panels to help provide hot water for himself and
his wife. "lf three panels save the Jacksons some money on their fuel bill, six panels should save
me twice as much," Mr. Johnson thought.

At the end of the winter, Mr. Johnson took his utility bills over to Ms. Jackson's to compare
their savings. To his complete surprise, he found that his six solar panels had not saved him much
more than the Jacksons' three solar panels had helped them save. "Didn't you know," Ms.
Jackson said, "less than one solar panel per person is all you need?"

PASSAGE B

Joe Caruso was a contractor who specialized in building shopping centers. When he built the
Riverside Shopping Center, he followed most of the usual building procedures. For example, all
of the windows in the shopping center were sealed shut. This meant that even on mild days the air
conditioning had to be on to keep the shopping center from overheating. One spring day the air
conditioning broke down. Store owners tried to open windows but couldn't. en the shopping
center manager called Mr. Caruso for advice, he had none to offer. T mg center was
forced to close until the air conditioning could be fixed.

PASSAGE C
..

It was Jack's turn to do the laundry, but he really did not want to do it today. He wanted to
.be outside enjoying the warm spring weather. Instead he was stuck in the house. He washed the
clothes, threw them in the dryer, and waited for thenPao be done. When they were finished, more
than an hour of the beautiful day had been lost. Jack put the clothes where his sister would fold
them when she came home. Then he ran Out into the yard, nearly catching his neck on the
clothesline as he ran by.

i.)
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TAKING NOTES

Taking notes is another day of becoming an active listener. To take useful notes; you
need to pa); attention to what you are hearing and think about what is worth writing down.
When you take notes. you also create a record of what you have heard which you can use
later.

One way to lake notes is to write down key words The steps for taking notes in this way
are listed below:

I. Do not try to write down everything that you hear. Instead. listen for words which
seem key or important, and jot these down. The speaker may defiwe a key word.
emphasize it, repeat it, give examples of h. or tell you in some cater way to pay
attention to it.

2. As you listen to a speaker, jot down all the key words that you hear.
Remember: Key words can be a single word or a group of words.

3. When the speaker is liniwed, go back to each key word and write sometning about it fi
Define it. use it in a sentence. and/or give examplevof it. When you write about the
key w or- ds. you make sure that you really understand what they mean.

EXERCISE III

Direcrrons: Your teacher will read a passage to you. Listen carefully, and take notes by
jotting down key words on the lines below.

When your teacher is finished, write what is important about each key word.
Then describe the main idea of the passage in the space provided below.

Key words: Siude4s' lists or key words will vary as won urtuue-fisevary
..,

Wilt RbOrti Aar. Accept any reosotableanswers Eyaryles of
..

11;ordeapp2p4e..1tr

diproprreite

Main idea:

yOk use of.

Ps (Me st oft

does 'lite job

does lao 1if1k .

r

S

.re

a

6. Have your students read "Taking Notes" (page 5). Go over the steps
procedure. Then, ask your students to read the directions for Exercise 111
to do this exercise individually. Read the passage on the next page aloud
to work with the key words and write the main idea. When they are done,
their key words and what they have written about them either in small
.whole class. Then, discuss the main idea of the passage.
10-15 minutes

r
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and give them time
have students share
groups or with the



PASSAGE FOR EXERCISE HI

Anything which is appropriate fits the situation. Air conditioning is appropriate only when
there is no other way to keep a room or building horn overheating. Remember the ,rindows that
couldn't be opened, even on mild days. An activity can be appropriate or inappropiiate as well.
Swimming is most appropriate for a hot summer day but not suitable for a cold winter night.
Equipment can be appropriate or note. An electric knife on a camping trip where there is no
electricity is just extra baggage. A folding jackknife which you can slip into your pocket would be
appropriate. Behavior can also be appropriate or inappropriate. Loud yelling would be much
more appropriate at a football game than in a hospital.

Anything which is not appropriate, or inappropriate, does not fit the situation. You would
be surprised to see someone wearing a fur coat to go swimming, hunting butterflies in the snow,
or turning cartwheels in a china shop. All of these are inappropriate.

To see if something is appropriate, ask yourself:

Does it do the job?
Does it do too little or too much?
is there anything which fits the situation better?

If it does the job well, not by too little or too ach, and if there is nothing which fits the
situation better, then it is appropriate.

I
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EXERCISE IV

Direct:0ns: longing that your 'cience class is Planning a day trip to the beach to examine the
plants and animals which live there. In the space provided !Kim.. write three
things it would be appropriate for you to bring. and three things that would be
inappropriate for you to bring. On the line next to each object. explain why the
object is appropriate of inappropriate for this trip.

Appropriate objects WIt) the) are appropriate

1. _CatyiedisLanatas w11 veul.)
2

3

Inappropriate objects

4.

S.

6

Wh) the) are Inapprdpriate

6

a

7. Assign Exercise IV (page 6) to students for homework. Read the directions aloud to students
and check to see if there are any questions.

When students return to class with this assignment, have them share some of their ideas with
the class. Discuss why the objects they have chosen are either appropriate or inappropriate.

10-15 minutes (for discussion)

9 26
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UNIT 1 SUMMARY

LISTENING AND TAKING NOTES

Listening is a study skill which ins °hes paying attention to what you are hearing and
trying to make sense of it.

A good listener is an minx, &Imo &Inc listening means condign:tang and swim-
Ming

Concentrating is choosing to direct your attention to what you are hearing, and
choosing to keep listening if your attention wanders.

Parittiputtne is thinking about what the speake4 is saying. To patticIpate:

I Ask yourself questions also to what you are hearing, and answer them if you
..111

2 I q 10 4.000C4:1 what you art hearing with what you alreads know.

3 Try to "picture" in your mind what is being said.

744".; .m., is another way of listening wisely. One way to take notes is to jot down
kt words in these was s.

I. Listen for words which seem important or key, and jot them down.

2. Vs hen the speaker is finished. go back to each key word and define it, use it
in a sentence, or sit e an example of it.

WHAT DOES APPROPRIATE MEAN?

Anything which es appropriate fits the situation lot which you use et. ro see if something is
appropriate. 44. >0111011.

Does it do the job and or fit the situation,
noes it do too 11111e Or too much'
Is there ansihing that fits the situation better?

II It his the job well not by too little or too nuieh, and if there es nothing which fits the
situation better, then it is appropriate.

7

A

.

t.,

M.

e

8. Review the Summary of Unit I (page 7) with students. Point out to students that they will be
tested on Units I-VII in Unit VIII and that they will want to review unit summaries
periodically.

. ..J
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UNIT BUILDING YOUR SCIENCE VOCABULARY
and

WHAT MAKES A TECHNOLOGY ,.PPROPRIATE?

STUDY SKILLS

The language of science consists of unique words and meanings. Even if students are familiar
with the words they read in their science materials, they may not know the particular meanings
which relate to scientific topics.

This unit is designed to improve. your students' vocabulary in two ways. First, it introduces
them to the skill of using context clues to decode unfamiliar words. Second, it encourages students
to use a glossary or dictionary when a more precise meaning is called for or insufficient context
clues exist.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Unit II builds on the previous unit by having students apply the idea of appropriateness to
technology. Technology is the use of methods, systems, tools, and/or machines to accomplish a
task.

Appropriate technology is a fairly new concept, although examples of its use can be found
throughout history. By stressing small scale, cooperative approaches to problem solving on a local
level, appropriate technologies involve people more directly in meeting their own basic needs for
food, energy, shelter, waste disposal, and transportation. The use of appropriate technologies can
also foster the development of self-esteem and community self-reliance.

28
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UNIT' II: BUILDING YOUR SCIENCE VOCABULARY
and

WHAT MAKES A TECHNOLOGY APPROPRIATE?

INTRODUCTION

In your reading you will often come across words that you don't know.

Read the paragraph written below. Then. try to define each of the underlined words in
the space provided beneath the paragraph. You're rot expected to know all of the uords. lust
do the best you can:

The concepts of ensironment and ocossnem have been around for a long lime flat oft)
to the past feu years have these ideas become familiar to most people People hate begun to
realise that all hiring things depend on the ecosystem to %Inch the) belong For living things
b =tam themselves, the ;cisme a healthy environment.

ecosystem Corn/work of /60,-9li_uh3s

sustain

LEARNING NEW' WORDS

You may not have known the exact meanings of the words underlined in the paragraph
above. Yet you were probably able to figure out a meming for each word that Hoed you
make sense of the paragraph.

Science >.as its own vocabulary or set of words, To understand what is going on in
science, you need to know what the words mean. In this unit. you *ill learn two ways to find
out the meanings of new words.

CONTEXT CLUES

You may have figured ow the meaning of a new word in the paragraph above by thinking
about the words and sentences around it. This is called getting the meaning from CONTEXT
CLUES.

A CONTEXT ts the setting in which something is found. For example, a jewelry store Is a
context in which rings are sold. A circus is a context where you would expect to find clowns
and trapezes.

When you read, the CONTEXT is the words and sentences around a particular word.
These familiar words acid sentences. called CONTEXT CLUES, can often help you figure out
the meaning of a word you do not recognize,

Example: Some sources of energy we now use will not last forever. For example. because the
amount of oil left in the ground is fke, we have to find other solutes of energy
before it tuns out.

finite means: hail a cif de e..d

8

Suggested Directions for Unit II
1. Organize your class into groups of three or four students.

2. Rea the "Introduction" (page 8) aloud or have a student read it aloud. Ask students to work
in their groups to define the two words listed beneath the paragraphs. When they have
finished, have one student froia each group read the group's definition. Ask students how.they
knew or figured out the meaning of each word.

Approximate time: 5-10 minutes

3. Have students read "Learning New Words" and "Context Clues" (page 8). Go over the
meaning of context and context clues. Ask students to read the Example (page 8) and define
the word finite using context clues given. Discuss what clues they used to define finite.

5-10 minutes

29



EXERCISE I

Directrops: Your teacher will read the passage below to you. As you read along. dunk about
the meanings of the underlined words When your teacher has finished reading,
go back and underline the context clues which will help you define each
underlined word. Then. write a definition for each underlined word on the lines
following the passage.

APPROPRIATE TECIINOLOGV

Michael and Maria Lope: used to grow men own segetabtes esers summer when the)
toed in a rural area. Then they mosed into a sscond floor apartment on a bus) greet near
downtown Boston, Massachusetts. No more pleasant afternoons casing for the garden No
more freshly poked vegetables for dinner eseq night And no more sasings on groceries at
the market Or so they thought, until the) heard about a group of people who had formed an
organization called Boston Urban Gardeners, of HUG.

With BUG's help. Michael and Maria joined a commumt) garden project located in an
empty lot just five blocks from their apartment. They were assigned a ten foot square plot of
land to grow whatever they wished. Following the advice of more espenenced members 01
BUG. the) first revitalized the worn out earth by adding a layer Of topsoil. The topsoil came
from the BUG waitron Mc, which had been made from Locher: scraps. :awn coumgs. and
leases normally hauled away to the dump. By showing their BUG membership card at local
hardware and garden stores, they were able to sase ten percent on many of their gardening
supplies Almost before they knew it, their seeds had smouted; Within a matter of weeks
they were once again enjoying freshly picked salads.

rural kawn4 Jo do weal 'Me awn*

urban

revitalized

compost

sprouted

`taV :n4 iv do tvai, gite

6rot9Iti 641* ID hie

Mitres! decay. ;neat or amid was}

started Jo grow

EXERCISE 11

DIremons: The rest of the story about Maria and Mtchael Lopez uses the Idea of appropriate.
nos discussed in Unit I.

Read the rest of the story on the next page. When you find a word 'hat stops you
because you are not sure of its meaning, underline the word and write it on the
lines below the story. Use context dues to figure out the meaning of the word you
have written. Write your meaning in the space to the right of each word.

ej, When you can't figure out the exact meaning of a word from the context clues,
write down the best meaning you can, given the clues that you have.

9

a

4. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise I (page 9). Then, read aloud the two para-
graphs called "Appropriate Technology" which are a part of the exercise. Have students
complete Exercise I in their groups. When they are done, have several students share their
context clues and definitions with the class.

15 minutes

5. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise H (page 9). Have them read through the rest of
the passage on appropriate technology (page 10), underlining words they do not know. Once
they have finished the story, the directions tell them to try to define each underlined word.
When the groups are done, have them share their words and definitions with the rest of the
class. You may want to make a class list of words and definitions for later use.
15 minutes

13
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APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY Aonamordi

Like Michael and Maria Lope/, we all need food on a daily basis in order to :emain
strong and healthy Unfortunately. most of us depend on a network of people and services
spread out all across the coumry to keep us from going hungry. For example, acres of wheat
are grown by farmers in the kluissest, and then harvested, transported, milled onto (lour, and
transmuted again. finally to appear as bread on your table. Many of the fruits and vegetables
you enjoy are grown m the other sixes and shipped to you in refrigerated trucks.

In the last few years this nationwide food supply network has become more vulnerable
and expensive Insects, lack of ran, strikes by farm workers and truckers. problems with
highways. and energy shortages have all contributed to temporary food shortages and higher
pikes at thi market Winter storms, floods. and eanhquakes could have an even more
damaging effect in the future, tlearly, we need a more reliable system for feeding the nation.
We lam use appropriate technology to help find better ways to meet this basic human need.

Boston I.:than barikners (BUG) is an example of people using appropriate technology
to meet they own Nom,. need for mod, 14 uoim vacant lots from all over the city, making
and using tompost piles, and sailing on the talents and enthusiasm of its members as well as
other local resources, 111.4i has given people control over the production of their own
summer vegetables

t'ndertined words 1>eliniliorts

A FOOD REMORA

10

14
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NOTE: The illustration on page 10
may be discussed with students as
an example of a food network.



LEARNING NEW WORDS: USING THE GLOSSARY

Sometimes you may not be able to find enough context dues to help you define a word
You do not know. Or you may need to know the exact meaning of a word in order to under-
stand the sentence or paragraph in which it appears. Science textbooks often have a small
dictionary of new words at the end, called a GLOSSARY, which defines some of these words
for you.

A GLOSSARY does MA give you as much information about a word as a dictionary
would, but it will give you the exact meaning of a word as your science book uses it. Using the
GLOSSARY is a convenient way to learn new words as you read.

EXERCISE Ill

Directions: Below is a list of words from the "Appropriate Technology" story. Find each
word in the Glossary on page 119.yrite the detinitidn gn en for each word on the
line next to it.

Then. below each word. write a sentence or two in which you use the new word.
In your sentences, try to include context clues which would help another person
define the word.

Example: dotty every day

Sentence: Ann weeded the garden daily, because every day there were new welds
growing among the vegetables.

I. appropriate technology 'Nods Mil

d

OF
/

Sentence (Sludtfrits' amsvvn wan.)

2. local tearba,

Sentence:

ii

ICommued cm pace II,

6. Have students read "Learning New Words: Using the Glossary" (page 11). Ask them to turn
to the glossary on page 117, and discuss what information is found in a glossary and how they
can best use it.

5 -10 minutes

7. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise 111 (page 11), and have them begin working.
This exercise can be done individually or in groups. When students have finished, haye them
share the sentences they have written within their small groups or with the class.

10 -15 minutes

15
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3. resouvas _g_atppjgor SOtP 1Uta atkula6te_fr use.

Sentence:

4. disposal Jiirovon away or geNo, red of somegun

Sentence:

S. crisis a lone of dulger Or diffi

Sentence:

12

4

11

33
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EXERCISE IV

Direcreons: &low is a list of resources you use at home. We can get and dispose of these
resources using technologies which are aPPIOPtlite or inappropriate.

To the left of this Int are spaces where you can check off where the resource
comes from. To the right of the list, you can check off where you dispose, or get
rid of. each resource.

Complete as much of this chart as you can, checking off where each resource
comes from and how you dispose of it. You may need to ask your parents for
help. You can also check package labels to find out where a maitre comes from.

Do the best you can.,If you do nor use one of the resources listed in your home,
or can't find out about where it comes from or how you dispose of it, leave mat
pan of the chart blank.

ii0ME RESOURCE USE CHECKLIST

WHERE RESOURCE IS PROMCED
WHERE YOU DISPOSE or

RESOURCE

Locally
le Use
Mot

le
Um led Skim

to Amster
Co solo

RISOCREE USED
AT HUME 1!!!!
Eggs IIn:Meat

Dread

Dairy products =
Fnmst vegetables

Mastic bottles --MI_
Glass bottles M M
Almium cans IIMNuspnpeotar
fertilizer M..
W. er MI ii
El Amity M IME---
Gasoline =
oil ME MI
Coal

Natural gasipropanc

Solar energy

13

Es

8. Have students read the directions for Exercise IV (page 13). Explain that students will com-
plete the checklist in Exercise IV as homework. Go over the sections of the chart students are
to nu in. Suggest that they ask their parents for help, and explain that they may not be able to
complete the entire chart. We recommend that this be an ungraded homework assignmegt, and
that the information students collect be used to create a single classroom chart that summarizes
their findings, or as the basis of a discussion about appropriate technology in the home.
15-20 minutes (for folloW-up discussion)
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UNIT II SUMMARY

LEARNING NEW WORDS IN SCIENCE

You will aim come across new words when reading your science materials. Two ways of
fending out what these words mean are using contest clues and using the glossary of terms m
your science book.

Con lea clues ate familiar words and phrases to a seence or paragraph.
From these words, you can often figure out theAseaning of
an unknown word.

The glossal* is a small dictionary to your science book. It provides you
with the exact meaning of the word as is used in your book.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Technologies are the methods. system, tools, and machines we use to accomplish a task.

Apprope tate technologies:

use local talents and resources.

can be understood. created, operated, and repaired by the people who
depend on them.

are usually smaller and less evputsise than more complicated
technologies.

Communities can Use appropriate technologies to solve their own problems and meet
their basic needs

4.

14

9. Review the Unit II Summary (page 14) with students.

Additional Suggestions

I. Have students list local resources which could be or are now being used to meet their
community's needs. Have them explain how each resource could be or is being used. For
,example, crop and kitchen waste could be used for composting; backyards and garden spaces
are suitable for gardening; and sunlight, wind, falling water, forests, coal, and natural gas'
deposits may be locally available sources of energy.

2. Have students investigate one or more of the local resources described in their homework or
the activity above. Students could find out: Who would they talk to about developing its use?
What else do they need to know? How will they find out about it?

18



UNIT III: READING FOR MEANING
and

PETROLEUM: HOW LONG WILL IT LAST?
..

STUDY SKILLS

Units III and IV introduce your students to several skills for reading science materials and
taking notes about them. Most students faced with a reading assignment begin with the first word
of the text and read for as long as their interest or sense of duty carries them. Students rarely
approach their reading with a systematic plan for learning from what they ead.

Unit III provides students with a four-step process which will help them become more
efficient and effective readers. Each of the steps and its value to students is explained below.

,

,

1. SURVEYING: Skimming the title, introduction, subheadings, and conclusion of a
reading alerts students to what the reading is about and prepares

V READING:

them for the details which follow.

This step includes identifying the main idea or ideas presented in the
reading and the details which support those ideas. Reading for the
purpose of identifying main ideas and supporting details focuses
students' attention as they read.

3. MAPPING: Mapping is a method of taking notes that allows students to represent
the main idea and supporting details of the reading in a graphic or
pictorial way. Many students find that mapping is an effective way
for them to organize information from which they can study,
although some of your students may prefer outlining, presented in
Unit IV. Mapping is an alternative method of note taking which is
also useful to students in class discussions or presentations in which
there is no clear organization, because it allows them to draw con-

.. nections betiveen ideas as they arise.

4. CHECKING: Students can checWthemselves on what they have learned in several
ways, such as summarizing the reading, asking and answering
questions, and discussing specific points with others. Checking helps
students pull together the most important information in a reading
and put it into words which are meaningful to them.

19
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A NOTE ABOUT TEACHING METHODS

We suggest that you have students work in groups as you introduce these skills. Working in
groups lets students try out the new skills with the help of others. When students have experienced
some success in using four-step method, you can structure assignments which ask them to use the
steps on their own as they read.

.
NON-RENEWABLE ENERGY

More than 90 percent of the energy currently consumed in the U.S. comes from non-
renewable sources. Non-renewable means those resources which are consumed faster than they are
replaced. Non-renewable resources include coal, oil, and natural gas deposits, which take millions
of years to be replaced by decaying plants. Other non-renewable resources are uranium,
geothermal, and some forms of hydropower.

Unit III presents students with the picture of the planet Earth, and the U.S. in particular,
consuming its limited non-renewable energy supply at a startling rate. In the past hundred years,
for example, we have used more than half of the world's estimated supply of petroleum, which
topk more than a million years to form. Our remaining proven reserves of petroleum, or that
portion of a known deposit which is profitable to extract, refine, and sell, are shrinking rapidly.*
Proven reserves will continue to shrink unless new technologies can be devised which make
extraction profitable. Unit 1V will suggest the alternative use of renewable energy sources such as
sun, wind, and water.

You may need to keep the following 'ideas in mind in teaching about non-renewable energy:

1. Conflicting numbers: The federal government and coal, oil, and natural gas
companies all publish information about .energy. Although
the government often relies on these companies for its
information, numbers may vary from source to source. We
suggest -that you rely on statistics published by the
government.

2. Updating information: We suggest that you update the numbers used in the readings
in Units III and IV each year. This will also allow you to
check the accuracy of the forecasts referred to in the units.
One source for updating these numbers is the National
Information Center of the Office of Energy Information:
(202) 252-8800. The figures used in this unit come from
the July, 1981 Monthly Energy Review and the 1979
International Energy Annual, both of which were published
by the Energy Information Administration, a branch of the
U.S. Department of Energy.

3. Other fossil fuels: Information needed to rewrite the passages in this unit so that
they focus on coal or natural gas rather than oil can be found
in Appendix A.

*See Appendix A for an explanation of the derivation of the figures on U.S. reserves as of January, 1982.
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UNIT III: READING FOR MEANING
and PETROLEUM: HOW LONG WILL IT LAST?

INTRODUCTION

Your science teacher often asks You to read through a chapter or some other materials on
your own. A good way to start h to SURVEY the reading.

To SURVEY a reading: took at the tide of the reading,

look at the headings and subheadings throughout the
reading, which are usually in darker or larger print than
the rest of the reading,

read the introduction and conclusion or summary. or the
first and last paragraphs of the reading. If you arc survey
ing a paragraph. read the first and last sentences.

By SURVEYING a reading before you read it, you can usuallY find out what it is about
and whatts main points are. Surveying Prepares your mind to take in the details presented m
the main jai of the reading.

EXERCISE I

Directions: Your teacher will give you 2-3 minutes 10 survey this unit. "Reading for
Meaning,' using the steps listed above.

After you have surveyed this unit, use the space below to write three things you
expect to learn from reading the unit.

I EXPECT TO LEARN:.

I Siudenis' answers wdbeard . Possible assoders include:

how lo read -a hietuuni.hem, lo faicse mapped ivies 1cr'
a 66 anis , ,.. i en

2. how 1 cheek ter "tacit_

3.

15

Suggested Directions for Unit III

1. Organize your class into groups of three or four students.

C

2. Ask students to read the "Introduction" (page 15), or read it aloud as they follow along.
Discuss as necessary.

Approximate time: 5 minutes

- 3. Have students read the directions for Exercise 1 (page 15). Give students two or three minutes
to survey the unit individually, and then ask the groups to generate what they expect to learn.
Discuss their responses.

10 minutes

21
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READING FOR. MEANING: FOUR STEPS

One stay of becoming a more effective reader of science books and articles is to use a set
of four steps which 1p you find the most important points in the reading. You have already
practicsd the first sic SURVEYING, in the Introduction to ibis um and in Exercise I.

The four steps of re ing for meaning which you still learn in this chapter are:

SURVEY

READ

MAP

CHECK

READING: MAIN IDEAS AND SUPPORTING DETAILS

Once you have slits eyed a reading. the second step in reading for meaning is to RLAI).
As sou read. you need to identify the mum ideas and sir/uwrap rfetru/s of each paragra;Nli oe
section.

The MAIN IDEA is the most important idea of the paragraph or section The
rest of the paragraph or,steleon is built around this critical idea. The main idea is
often, but not alnays, contained in the first sentence of the paragraph or section.

SUPPORT.INO DETAILS explain. move, or tell something about the main idea
of the paragraph ot\secieon. The) make the main idea clearer or give more
information about et.

Identifying main ideas and supporting details as you read will help you remember the
important information in your science reading.

&couple: Find the main idea and supporting details in this paragraph:

Boston Urban Gardeners (BUG) is an example of people using appropriate technology
to nut* their own basic need for food B) using saran Iota from all over the en). making
and using compost piles, and lolling on the talents and enthusiasm of its members as *ell as
other local resources. BUG las giscn people control met ,the production of their ov
summer vegetables.

Main idea: BUG helps ipeTie

Ave own lvorz

Supporting details' keat used ,esoultes Include;
- vacant lots eon, 031 odes Inerst6ers' lakrtisf

EXERCISE II

Directions: Survey and then read the passage "Spaceship Earth" given on the nest page. In
the space provided, write the main idea of each paragraph and list the details
which support that main idea,

4. Have students read "Reading For Meaning: Four Steps" and "Reading: Main Ideas And
Supporting Details" (page 16). Read the example (page 16) aloud, and ask students to identify
the main idea and supporting details in it.

5-10 minutes

5. Have students read the directions for Exercise II (page 16) and complete the exercise in their
groups. Discuss their responses when they have finished.

A 10-15 minutes

.
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. SPACESHIP EARTH

When a spaceship blasts off it must carry all the fuel it needs for its entire voyage But
the amount of fuel it can carry is hooted. Likes spaceship. the planet Earth has a limited
amount of fuel available for we.

Over 90te of the energy used in the U.S. today comes from finite sources within the
earth, such as coal, natural gas, and petroleum. To make matters worse, we we using them
up faster than new deposits can form For example, it takes more than one million years for
decaying plants and animals to become petroleum. In the last one hundred years. we has e
used more than half of the known world supply of petroleum No one knows for sure when
we will run out of non-renewable sources of energy, such as coal. ml, and natural gas, but
some people predict that it will happen within your lifetime.

Paragraph 1

Main idea. "Pie eadh is like a spaceship

Supporting details' - spaceship hasn_ztgOili el

- E43-111 has limited srrDplu iF@ter

Paragraph 2

Main icier We are usi ever gout

be replaced

Supporting details. fled energy we use is non. renewable
fakes J. oh fon yews f, piciro's and anosids
e betern4a &deems

to last 100 Years we've used rip roore4heas half ce wor(di pet...aeon

sane werts say we will rim Out Ofen in mi hkene

.14 'Ot we hart OnnOnn wt don'! went 10 run ad 141.40** Mr! OW Mos.

17

o
s
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MAPPING

The third step in reading for meaning in science is taking notes. Taking notes helps you to
keep track of the main ideas and supporting details you identify as you read.

MAPPING is one way to take notes of what you read. To make a map of your reading:

Find themain idea. Write it down and circle it.

AS yOlt identify supporting details, write them on lines connected to your main
idea circle.

Your imp will look something like this:

When you are done, your map will remind you of the most important points in ypureading.

Example: Below is one student's map of the second paragraph of !'Spaceship Earl h."

a

6. Read "Mapping" (page 18) aloud to your students, or have a student read it aloud. Have
students look at the example (page 18) of mapped notes of a paragraph from the "Spaceship
Earth" reading. Discuss and clarify this method of note taking with your students. You may
want to map the other paragraph of "Spaceship Earth" with your students if you feel they
need more clarification.

5-10 minutes

24 41
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EXERCISE III

Defections: Read the first two paragraphs of "The 'knew Crisis" below. In the space
provided, make one map that shows the main idea and supporting details
included in these two paragraphs.

THE ENERGY CRISIS

An energy crisis occurred in 1913 when the Chganization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) announced it would no longer sell oil to the United States. This situation
'only lasted for a few months, but that was long enough to make Americans aware of bow
much they depended on the countries in OPEC for gasoline and heating oil.

As a result of this crisis, energy omens in the U.S. came up with a plan to reduce our
need to import oil from other countries. The experts said that if w e conserved oil and looked
fe, more petroleum in our own country, we could supply most of our own by the year NCO.
It seemed like a good plan at the time, but we naw know that it may not work.

MAP: WI:dente maps weft val Below is one possIbiliN

\d

19

c

7. Have students read the directions for Exercise III (page 19) and complete the exercise in their
groups. When they have finished, ask two or three students from different groups to put their
completed maps on the board. Discuss similarities and differences.

15 minutes

25 42
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CHECKING

When you have surveyed, read, and mapped a rcadmg, the final step is to CHECK what
you have learned. CHECKING helps you remember I he most important points in the reading.

You can CHECK >ourself in the following ways:

I) Ask yourself, "What is the most Important 'dais) 1 have learned from this
reading?"

2) Discuss the reading with other people who have read it.

EXERC1SE 11'

Ammons- licrcad the first two paragraphs of "The Energy Crisis" on page 19. Then, read
the nest two paragraphs below. in the space Provided on the nest page, I) mop
the last two pan:graphs. and 2) < heck 'outsell on what you haw learned b)
wroung two or three sentence's thit esplain the most important Ideas from "The
Energy (rots

THE ENERGY CRISIS knotonmecfr

Each year the U.S. uses about three billion barrels of us own oil. In 1980 we pumPed
/ 14 billion barrels of petroleum out of the ground In 1981 we pumped 3.13 billion barrels,
and in 1982 we rammed another 3 16 billion barrels. According to U.S. government Antes.
our posen resents. of the amount of petroleum left in the ground which can be sold at a
moat, had shrunk to only 294 billion bands be January I. 1982.

If we continue to use about 3 billion bands of our own petroleum each year without
increasing our proscn reserves, the will be gone by 1992 Of course, the discovery of ne.d
petroleum in the U S goes on 1 hese new reserves are added so out fVosen reserves, making
it outbid) that we will actually run out of petroleum in 1992

Yet the supply of domestic Petroleum. a nonrenewable resource, is limited. Macy
people bcliese that the U S. will tun out of petroleum within the nest sescral decades. Al that
point we will either hose to depend on other soutanes for oil of substitute other forms c'
energy

20

")

*

8. Have students read "Checking" (page 20) to themselves. Discuss student questions or
comments. Ask students to read the directions to Exercise IV (page 20) and to complete the
exercise in their groups. When students have finished, ask one student from each group to
report their summary to the class. .

15 minutes

43
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1. MAP of these mo paragraphs: Slut !bit answers wi(1 vat . Below Is one

illpossi6te

map cold surnm or check

3 'c''"

d 3 . tabdiollxvisis_
£1 S running oat yripe,,,-,--74-91

ofoilo
..1/4./

. 31

'982 440. .,

2. CHECK on "The Energy Crisis": Wre 1973 energy crests made Its aware

pf oar ritopendente on otter countries for oil 7)te 0.S pkoi 40 reduce

Ats dependence word work because there tsn'l enou tt oil kfi m
-Hte as * mei our eneri needs 91,,L 19g2 if we conlowe our
presekti rage Of :1St

21
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UNIT Ill SUMMARY

READING FOR MEANING
The four step method of reading for meaning will help you learn and remember more

from your science readings. All four steps ask you to think about the main ideas. or most
important points. in the reading, and the supporting details which back up those points.

To read for meaning:

SURVEY: Look quickly over the miles. introduction, headings. and conclusion, or
first and last paragraphs or sentences. Surveying telt you what the main
ideas of a reading are.

READ: As you read. focus on the MAUI ideas and supporting details.

MAP: Make a map that shows the main ideas and supporting details. A map
helps you keep track of important information as you read. It also gives
You notes you can use later.

CHECK: Look over your mapped notes and remind yourself what this reading is
about. Ask yourself. "What have I learned from this reading?"

NON-RENEWABLE ENERGY

Most of the energy we use today comes from non-renewable sources such as coal. petro-
leum. and natural gas.

NON-RENEWABLE means that we use these sources much faster than they re-form
within the earth. We could use up our proven reserves of these limited energy sources within
100 years of we continue to depend on them for all of our energy needs. (A proven reserve is
the amount of a natural resource which can be mined. processed. and sold at a profit.)

g

22

9. Review the "Unit III Summary" (page 22) with your students.
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UNIT IV: TAKING EFFECTIVE NOTES
and

SUN, WIND, AND WATER: HOPE FOR THE FUTURE?

STUDY SKILLS

Each. of your students learns about and understands the world in his or her own way. Each
learning situation may require the student to use different study skills. For these reasons it is
important to present students with a variety of study skills from which they can choose. Students
can learn to judge which skill or skills they are most comfortable using and which skills are most
appropriate to a particular learning situation. In this way, students can become more effective
learners.

This unit introduces students to two more note taking skills, OUTLINING and making
DATA TABLES. While mapping, presented in Unit III, might be more effective for students who
tend to learn best in a pictorial, holistic mode, outlining may be useful for students who prefer
sequentially organized information. Also, students may prefer to use outlining to take notes from
highly organized reading materials or presentations. 4

A DATA TABLE combines the orderliness of outlining with the visual connection of ideas
found in mapping. Data tables help students organize large amounts of information so that
patterns in the data emerge. By making data tables, students can begin to see the "whole picture"
as well as the way in which each part fits.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Unlike the finite fossil fuels, renewable energy supplies are replaced nearly as fast as they are
used. Unit 1V introduces the sources of renewable energy and examines how they can be used to
address the energy concerns raised in Unit III.

Most renewable energy sources draw on the power of the sun in some way. The following
sources are discussed in this unit.

Thermal solar energy is the direct use of the sun's energy to heat air and water.
Solar energy is used actively when electric fans or pumps are used to transfer it
to where it is used or stored. It is used passively when no electrical or mechani-
cal assistance is employed.

Photovoltaics is the conversion of the sun's rays into electricity when they strike
a photovoltaic cell commonly made from thin wafers of silicon. When
energized particles of light called photons strike the silicon, they knock
electrons loose. The electrons flow into connecting wires, creating a current of
electricity.

Wind is the movement of air from high to low pressure areas created by the
unequal heating of the earth by the sun. Wind power can be tapped by putting
a sail or blade in the path of this moving air. As the wind pushes against this
barrier, it causes an axle to turn. The resulting energy can be used to perform
mechanical work such as pumping water or turning an electric generator.

29
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Hydropower results from water falling onto a paddle wheel or blade. Often,
water falling from high to low elevations comes from moisture evaporated from
oceans and lakes by the sun and deposited at higher elevations when it rains. As
the falling water turns an axle, the energy it produces can be used to generate
electricity or to perform mechanical work. It is important to note that although
the falling water is renewable, dams built to harness hydropower have a life
expectancy of 50 to 200 years.

Biomass is the energy stored in growing things. Whenever vegetation receives
solar energy, the'process of photosynthesis locks it away in the chemical bonds
needed to form carbohydrates. Wood, garbage, and other plant materials can
be burned or converted into methane, a burnable gas, or into alcohol, a liquid
fuel.

In 1979, a report published by the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) concluded that
energy conservation and renewable resources could play crucial roles in America's energy future.
The report says that imaginative use of available technologies to improve the productivity of fuels
in short supply along with widespread adoption of technologies which use renewable resources
constitutes the cheapest, fastest, and safest strategy for rebuilding our country's energy base over
the next 20 years.

VD
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UNIT IV: TAKING EFFECTIVE NOTES
and

SUN, WIND, AND WATER: HOPE FOR THE FUTURE?

INTRODUCTION

In Unit Ill you teamed that mapping helps you keep track of the important information
as you read. Your map also gives you a record of the reading which you can study later.

This unit will show you two other ways to take notes. OUTLINING and making DATA
TABLES.

After you have used all three forms of note taking for some time. you may find that one
seems to work best for you. You may also find that each way of taking notes is more useful at
some times than others.

To discover the best way for you to take notes in science, you need to experiment with
several ways. This unit will help you do that.

NOTE TAKING TIPS

You have already learned several important skills which will help you take notes.

(. KRY WORDS You don't need to write your notes in complete sentences.
Write only the key words and phrases which tell you the main
idea and important details.

2. MAIN IDEAS AND SUPPORTING DETAILS Take notes only on the main
ideas and important details. Don't try to write down everything
in the reading.

Remember: Your notes are for you! Take notes m your own words, so that they make
sense to you. You may want to use some key words from the reading, but be sure
you understand what your notes say.

23

I)

Suggested Directions for Unit IV

I. Read the "Introduction" (page 23) aloud, or have a student read
that there is no one right way to take notes. Different note taking

. different students and for various learning situations.

Read "Note Taking Tips" (page 23) aloud, or have students read it
necessary.

Approximate time: 5 minutes

, 48
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it aloud. Discuss the idea
methods may be best for

aloud. Discuss each tip as
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EXERCISE I

Dueetioas Read the paragraph below using the four steps you learned in Unit SURVEY,
READ, MAP, CHECK,

Keep in mind the note taking tips on page 23. Use the space below for your map.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

In Mi, the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI} wrote a report which suggested two
solutions to else problem of American dependence on oil shipments from other countries.
The SERI report said that bs consentag clings, or being more careful of how they use
Americans could use 25cs less ciao awry yeas. It also found that Americans could meet
from 20% to 30'. of their energy needs by using renewable energy sources such as the sun,
wind, and water. Renewable energy sources an replaced almost as 12.12 as they are used
According to SERI, these two solutions could end Amenea's need to import oil by the year
2000,

MAP RENEWABLE ENERGY

Students' rris will sPAN, Below is one possoble map of Fite.
paragraph Mole 4hall map more complex -ikon )(hose presenjed
earth& on 4ilte book

24

2. Organize your class into pairs. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise I (page 24) and
to complete the exercise with their partners. When they have finished, have two or ,three
students put their maps on the board. Discuss the results.

10 minutes

32
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OUTLINING
Sometimes mapping is not the most useful way to organize your notes. OUTLINING is a

way of taking notes that shows the order of events or details as they appear in your reading.
The form for outlining is shown below.

OUTLINE FORM

I. Main idea

A. Supporting detail
B. Supporting detail
C. Supporting detail

II. Main idea

STEPS FOR OUTLINING

Follow the steps below for taking notes in outline form.

1. Identify the main idea and supporting details of a reading or paragraph.

, 2. Use a Roman numeral to list the main idea.

3. Use capital letters to list the details which explain or support that main idea.
Indent each capital letter to the right of the Raman numeral to set it off from the
main idea.

4. Repeat as needed.

Example &Row is an outline of the paragraph you just read and mapped 'about "Renewable
Energy."

1. SERI found ways to slop U.S. oil imports by 2000

A. Conserve energy - save 23%

B. Use renewable energy sources for 20% to 30% of what we need

EXERCISE 11

Corrections: Read the rest of the passage on renewable energy on the next page. Write your
notes about the reading in OUTLINE FORM in the space provided after the
reading. Parts of the outline have been tilled ir, for you.

2,

a

'

3. Read "Outlining" and "Steps For Outlining" (page 25) with your students. Have students
look at the Example (page 25) and compare it to their maps of the same paragraph. Ask them
to describe any similarities and differences they see.

5-10 minutes

4. Have students read the directions for Exercise 11 (page 25) and complete the exercise in pairs.
When students are done, ask several to put their outlines on the board. Discuss, keeping in
mind the note taking tips on page 23. Or, have each pair join another and compare the outlines
they have made.

15-20 minutes
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RENE%Ael.k. ENERGY avennuedi

What an the renewabk energy sources *Inch hold such promise? All of them use the
power of the sun in one way Of another. Unlike oil. coal, or natural gas, they are quickly
replaced no matter how much of them *c use

Solar energy is one renewable source. Thermal solar power uses the sun's rays to
produce heat for hames,ollices, and schools. It can also be used to heat water. The SERI
report estomates rho the S could collect 3 94 to 4.3 of its eneFgy from this source by the
end of the century The sm's rays can also be turned into electricity through the use of
phoartolanes energy could pros ide a little less than one petcent of our energy
needs by the year 2000

The power of the wind can also be harnessed to produce electricity or to do mechanical
wort, like pumping water Wind powet could supply 24 to $0. of our cam by the year
2000.

ffdropmiet is the estop contained in falling ware It could supply anothct 4 80o to
3 3'. of out doors, mosth in the form of electricity

The renessatik mar source with tlx most potential is biomass Biomass is the moss
contained in growing things Wood and garbage and other plant material can be burned to
produce heat They can also be turned into methane, a burnable gas. or into alcohol. a liquid
fuel 1 nags hom busmass could supply / 84 to 13 $**a of our energy needs by the end of
the century

OUTLINE ( Student outlines will Below ;5 one Possible outline.

I. Renewable energy
of Ars rends,

A, _Ali use sarwower
s Are.yuedcl renewed

R. Sofas energy

A Therni&( solar -

$ Photovoltaic;

III Wind power

A Fog electric) or manual work

Z-57* or'cur enersy

IV: Hydropower
A, Rr eiederafid.
B 4 g - 55 7. of our eneriy

V. Biomass
. A Enr9ti irons row *things 8. Horn wood And sartiase

C Methoite las and alcohol
40-1 0)05 26

uses Suds retqs to' heft' awl hof wooer, coeti4
provide. 31 AO 4 7, of ow' emelt,
.1lams suns rogiS goiter thderali ',tan provide
less 4lAci.n 17 bf our tries.g1 '4e4dS

)5 7 8 -13 5 70 of out ekier.31

34
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DATA TABLES

Some readings present you with many facts about several related subjects. You may want
to take notes on these readings that show connections between the facts, as mapping does, and
that organize all the facts in an orderly way, as outlining does. One way to do this in one set of
notes is to Make a DATA FABLE from the reading.

A data table is a chart which shows the data or facts in the reading. An example of a data
table of the third paragraph of the reading. "Renewable Energy," is shown below.

Stemple:

4

SOURCES OF RENEWABLE ENERGY

Possible % of U.S. energy It could prow *

Energy sources Uses .. Lowest Highest

Thermal solar power heat, hot water 3.9% 4.5%

Photon , electricity less than PS

27

...

.a

5. Read "Data Tables" and "How To Make A Data Table" (pages 27-28) with your students.
As you read. "How To Make A Data Table," refer back to the Example on page 27.
Emphasize the uses of a data table and clarify the steps for making One.

- 10 minutes ...

w
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HOW TO MAKE A DATA TABLE

A DATA TABLE is most useful for taking notes on readings which get e you several
different pieces of information about each mimed topic. Follow the steps below to make a
data table. Look: at the example on page 27 as you read through the steps.

1. On the left hand side of your paper. identify and list the lopes about which you have
seseral iliac,' pieces of information

In the Etonpie on page 27. these wrack are.soiar poster and pbotosoltatcs.

2, Along the top of your paper, ureic the Curds 0/ rnformorron you hate about each
topic.

In the Example on page 27- the information you have about each energy source is its
use, the smallest percentage of U S energy needs it could supply. and the largest
Percentage of comp needs it could supply.

1 brass lines betu ern topics to make ,ow and hrIssetrt kends of information to make
e °tumors

4. he in the informant n about each topic in the appropriate bores.

In the Esomple on page 27. thermal solar renter is used for heat and hot stater. and
photos oltaic poster is used for elcetroty

S. Gise your DA1A TABU- a nee that explains what information it contains.

lhc title of the data table k the tursorple is "Sources of Rene.uaUe Energy

EXERCISE Ill

AnNirong Reread the tact three poragraph. of Reno% able Energy" on page 26 in the
space pros Med beim make a dm., table of the intorno:ion in those dim pars"
graphs

Folio% the steps listed Jhose Usc the Ltample on page 27 as a model.

Ent's) sources

RENEWABLE entexey SIXKCES

Wild tower

Nydeopower

-Biomass

(tale)

Possible Co of U.S. energy it
Uses could preside

Lowest Higtiest
ddnerfer~cehrome's/

work 2.0 5.0

eiectricifq 4-g 55
1.3. ig f 135
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6. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise III (page 28). Point out that the data table they
will make is a continuation of the one presented hr the Example on page 27. It uses the same
column heads and adds three rows. Have students work in pairs to complete Exercise III. Ask
several students to share their data sables with the class, or ask two pairstto compare the data
tables they have made.

10 minutes
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EXERCISE IV

Directions: Survey and read "Renewabk Energy and Appropriate Technology" below.

In the spaces provided on the next page:

I) rake notes on the first two paragraphs in either MAP or OUTLINE
orm.

2) Take notes on the last Shire paragraphs by making a DATA TABLE of
the information.

3) CHECK yourself by writing a one or two sentence summary telling what
you learned from this reading.

RENEWABLE ENERGY AND APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

When technologies we nonrenewable sources of energy, they are limited in several
ways. To begin with, oil, coal, and natural gas are usually removed from the ground in far
away places. often in foreign countries. They must be shipped great distances in order so
reach us. This makes them more expensive than they would boil they were available locally.
Non-renewable energy sources also face shortages and sudden cutoffs which can bring the
technologies dependent on them to a stop.

As nonrenewable resources grow more scarce, they will become, more and more
expensive. One day in the notcodistant future, the proven reserves may run out. From then
on. the technologies which used them win be useless.

Appropriate technologies avoid these limitations by drawing their power horn renewable
energy sources whenever puibk. For example, consider the differences between a house
heated by a nonrenewable fuel like natural gas and a similar house heated primarily by the
sun. The house using natural gas (Wheat depends on a constant supply to stay warm: If
there is eshortage of natural gar caused by a very cold winter or by a shipping probkm, the
gas heated house may become too cold for comfort if its supply nuts out before the problem
is solved. The solar heated house, on the other haid, cannot be rut off from its main fuel
supply for more than a few days at a time.

The owner of the gas heated house will have to spend more and more money for natural
gas every year. The cost goes up as the proven reserves of natural gas get smaller and the cost
of shipping increases. In contras:, the house equipped vith solar technology has small.
stable energy costs. The owner of the solar heated home will only have to spend money for
heat during periods of cloudy weather.

The day will come when the natural gas reserves are nearly pile. On that day theowner
'of the gas heated house will have to replace his or lift gas fired furnace with a more
appropriate technology. Chances are it will run on renewable energy.

29

a

7. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise IV (page 29). Have students complete Exercise
IV with their partners. When students have finished, ask several students to share their notes
with the class by putting them en the board. Or, ask pairs to compare the notes they have
taken. Discuss with students theivexperience in using each form of note taking.

15-20 minutes
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1) MAP or OUTLINE of paragraphs 1 anc '.,.(Student maps and attlime_s wrll vary.)

OUTLINE : I . Imutabons of lecitnoktetuassMei non-62etewaok emuly
A. ExperIive lo operate esets come fano far auxtri

Can be _paralyzed bq shortases and eulofirs
C Cosi o ofauplas proven fesentes get smallep
), WW1 not svorg-Iwiibt fitel 15 used uf '

MAP:

2) DATA TABLE Of paragraphs 3, 4. and S.

C0MPARING GAS AND SOLIA, NE470 kcipS
01110

kW of heat lo house Shortages osul setoffs Costs Faker

probiel loacoid if"ea up bercut.
tt savi el.

Goes gp as%waes
formipert cants go

wit, have fr se.NO
themewwwebee,:seel

up ,Vtcoa up
Can't be cal off for
etoe 4hat a we:ye.

(14 CO**iY Plere will AA,
be solar ma

3) CHECK:

renewable mem sources because Bitty cost less, fey are always

4Vriatibie , Cod 413 will hever ran oul.

wens Woll V to

30
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UNIT IV SUMMARY
TAKING NOTES

There is no one right way to take notes. Different note taking methods are appropriate in
different situations. You may be more comfortable taking notes in a certain way.

The important part of taking notes is to record the main ideas and supposing details in a
way that makes them easy for ycu to understand and remember.

TIPS: I. Only write down key words and phrases. not complete sentences.

2. Take notes on main ideas and supposing details. Don't try to record every.
thing.

3. Take notes in your own words, so that they make sense to you.

OUTLINING is a way of taking notes that shows 4ii..! order in which events happened, it
w can also show which supporting detail comes before another. This is an OUTLINE FORM:

I. Main idea

A. Supporting detail
B. Supporting detail
C. Supporting detail

II. Main idea

Making a DATA TABLE is helpful when a reading gives you several pieces of informa
non about more than one topic. The data table shows you how each topic ;s the same or
different from the others. A data table might look like this:

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Energy source Uses I Athantsges l Disadvantages

Thermal
solar power

heat
hot water

small, fixed costs
usually available

Hydropower electricity small, fixed costs
renewable

have to be neat falling
water

Wind power electricity
mechanical work

small, fixed costs
renewable

need wind

RENEWABLE ENERGY
The Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) believes that the use of renewable energy is

one solution to our energy problems. By the year 2000, 20we to 30% of our energy needs
could be met by using renewable energy sources, of which we have a nearly unlimited supply.

The renewable energy sources with the greatest promise for the future are:

I) thermal solar energy direct use of the sun's rays,

2) photovoltaics using the sun to generate electricity,

3) wind power harnessing the power of the wind.
4) hydropower using falling water to generate energy, and
5) biomass using the energy stored in growing things.

Appropriate technologies use renewable energy whenever possible to avoid shortages and
cutoffs. Renewable energy is replaced almost as fast as it is used.

a

31

8. Review the Unit IV Summary (page 31) with your students.

39 56
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UNIT V: MAKING JUDGMENTS
and

HOW DOES TECHNOLOGY AFFECT THE ENVIRONMENT?
r

STUDY SKILLS

We often ask students to make comparisons and judgments in science. C- ling and
judging are complex processes which need to be broken down into simpler steps .dents to
master.

This unit presents students with two considerations involved in making judgments or
decisions. First, students learn that they need facts in order to make sound decisions and that facts
are different from opinions.

Second, students are introduced to the use of criteria to help them judge different sets of
facts. They are asked to rate several energy technologies using a given list of criteria.

ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

All technologies have some impact on the environment. Appropriate technologies, however,
tend to have fewer negative effects on the environment than other technologies. Environmental
impact is another factor in evaluating the appropriateness of a technology.

This unit presents students with a set of criteria for judging the effects of five different home
heating technologies on the environment. Students are asked to use these criteria to rate different
methods of home heating. The criteria given are:

1. The technology should have minimal short and long term effects on living things.

2. The technology should not rake the environment look or smell unpleasant.

3. The environment should be able to recover quickly from the impact of the technology.

4. The technology should produce little waste material.

NOTE: The facts provided for students in this unit provide a basis from which students can
begin to make judgments about the relative effects of different technologies on the
environment. However, the facts are inconclusive. No one yet knows enough about the
long term effects of these technologies to make absolute judgments. One of the purposes
of this unit is to help your students begin to see how difficult it is to evaluate the long
term effects of technologies.

In Exercise I, your students will probably be frustrated by the lack of criteria with which
to make an evaluation. Even with the additional information provided for Exercise III,
your students may still experience some frustration with the lack of criteria and facts for
making a judgment. As you will see on page 43, there are no "right" answers to this
problem. When students raise concerns about their frustrations, help them to see the
need both for clear criteria and more facts to solve this problem more adequately.
Explain that such information is not yet available, and encourage them to continue to
seek the information needed to make decisions about these technologies in the future.

ao 57
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UNIT V: MAKING JUDGMENTS
and

HOW DOES TECHNOLOGY AFFECT THE ENVIRONMENT?

INTRODUCTION

he appropriateness of a technology &pen to part on how it affects the ENVIRON
MEI(T in which it is used.

The ENVIRONMENT includes all of the land, water, and living things (plants, animals,
people) in an area. hi the desert, the environment includes sand, air, cacti, snakes. people. etc.
On the coast of Iceland. die environment includes an, snow, ice, tundra, seals. fish, etc.

A technology is most appropriate when it does not hurt or diange the environment.

EXERCISE I

Directioas Below are sketches of live houses. The houses e,. very much the sam.r. Five
people Iivc in each, and each is designed anu insulated in the same way. Each
house is healed in a different way. The words under the drawings tell what form
of energy technology is used to heat each house.

On the provided below each boast, rate each house as 10 how its energy use
affects the environment. Use a scale of Ito Id to rate the houses. A rating of I
means the house's heating system does link to hurt the environment. A rating of
10 means the system does great harm to the environment. Use the numbers I
through 10 to show how much you think the energy use in each house affects the
environment.

:... ...--7.-t.,.....:
MOW A NO AA 0 HOWL C 00511 0 NOM C

*OA In Amer, hose ti Unit
ad

ItAPI$ o A SC,LI Of t TO We

Wood w befte *WI soof .9 Pm.. Nem hull **I
WWII ea oted ImVis mow.
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Suggested Directions for Unit V
1. Organize your class into groups of three ur four.

2. Ask students to read the "introduction" (page 32) to themselves. Discuss the concept of
environment with students, giving other examples of different environments or asking students
for examples.

Approximate time: 5 minutes

3. Have students read the directions for Exercise 1 (page 32). Clarify the rating system if it is
unclear to students. Emphasize that each of the houses is to be rated individually, not in
comparison with other houses.

Ask students to complete Exercise 1 in their groups. Because students are not yet given the
specific criteria with which to make their judgments at this point in the unit, they may find this
exercise frustrating. Do not give students more than 10 minutes to complete Exercise 1.

After 10 minutes, ask one student from each group to report the group's ratings. Ask students
on what basis they made their decisions, and what might have helped them make a better
judgment about each house.
15 minutes
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MAKING JUDGMENTS: FACT AND OPINION
H. did you decide OD I rating for each house in Exercise I? Did you have the onforma-

ilsn you needed to make a good decision?

Making good choices or judgments often depends on having the faces. Without facts. YOU
may end up basins your choice on opinion only.

A firer is something (events. pieces of inform:Aim, data) which is accepted as true.

An opinion is a person's idea or belief. People may have different opinions or inter-
pretations of the same Went. data. or experience.

Example: Face. John has brown hair
Opinion. John's hair is beautiful.

Fact: The sun will set at 7:02 p.m.
Opinion My view of the sunset is better than Yours

EXERCISE 11

Directions. Below are five sentences about strip mining for coal. Each sentence is either a fact
or an opinion. In the space provided neat to each sentence. write fact if you think
it is a fact. or opinion if you think it is an opinion.

fact I Strip mining is the least expensive way to remove coal from the earth.

<2 tegml 2. The least expensive way is always the best for everyone.

____L. 3. In strip mining. soil and rock are stripped away so that the coal can be
collected.

fact 4 It often takec thousands of years before dry areas that have been strip mined
return to their natural condition

Cipor .01 S. Coal is the most valuable resource in the U.S. today.

MAKING JUDGMENTS: USING CRITERIA

Cnee you base found the facts which will help you make a Judgment. )ou need a way of
comparing them It is useful to develop CRITERIA or standards against which you can judge
Your information

&ample: Below are 4 criteria useful in judging how different kinds of energy technology
affect the environment.

I. The technology should have little immediate or long term effect on living things.

2. The technology should not make the environment smell or look unpleasant.

3. The environment should be able to recover quickly (tom the technology.

4. The technology should not produce a lot of waste material.

3)

cp

4. Have students read "Making Judgments: Fact And Opinion" (page 33) to themselves, or read
it aloud. Go over the Example (page 33) with students. Ask students to generate other
examples to indicate their understanding of the difference between facts and opinions.

5-10 minutes

5. Have students read the directions to Exercise 11 (page 33) and complete the exercise in their
groups. Have groups compare their responses. Discuss as necessary.

5-10 minutes

6. Read "Making Judgments: Using Criteria" (page 33) aloud, or have a student read it aloud.
Then, read the four criteria in the Example (page 33), and discuss these as standards by which
different technologies can be judged.

5-10 minutes
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EXPRCISE

Directions: Your leather will give you some facts about each house you rated in Exercise 1.
Each set of facts tncludes information about the effects of the energy technology
used on the environment.

Read the information about each house. As a group, rate each house again on its
effect on the environment. This time, use the facts you have been given and the
cntena listed *bow in making your judgments. Put your ratings below the houses
below ,

the the same rating system you used m Exercise i to rate the houses On a scale of
I to 10. 1 means a house that does little to damage the environment, and 10
means a house that harms the environment a great deal.

.1 I t

11041 A

Myst tl1101,1P),

-

NOt tt I C

WOW At twang N.0WA b.,08
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4frtA Os A 0( AU Of i TO 10

6 7 4

110.1C o 110bSt t

11.000 .5 N %Wye NW Ases W.
Ant two% AA"
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NOTE: As explained in the Note
on page 40, there are no "right"
answers to this exercise. The answers
given are suggested, based on the
facts available but also on opinions.
You may want to. use these answers.
Or, you may want to evaluate the
five houses yourself, and use the
rankings which you generate. With
either option, what is important is
that you help your students under-
stand both the need to evaluate the
environmental coots of technologies
and the difficulties in doing such
evaluation.

34

7. Ask students to read the directions to Exercise Ill (page 34). Distribute the information about
the houses, found on the following pages, to the groups. You may want to give each group one
copy of the information and ask them to share it. This promotes listening skills and group
cooperation. Have extra copies to give to students after the exercise for later reference.
Emphasize again that each house should be rated individually, not in comparison with the
other houses.

Note that the information given about House A suggests that electricity could be produced by
fossil fuel or nuclear fission. Students should base their judgment about House A on whichever
form of production is prevalent in their area.

When students have completed Exercise III, ask a student from each group to present the
group's ratings. Compare group results and discuss similarities and differences. Refer students
back to the facts in the readings and the criteria in the Example on page 33 if they find wide
discrepancies in their judgments.

Ask students if they needed still more information in order to make good judgments. Explain
that such information is not yet available, and encourage students to be alert to further
information about the effects of energy technologies on the environment.

20 minutes

,
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HOUSE A

This house has electric resistance heating. It uses approximately'-25,000 kilowatt-
hours of electricity a year. At the house, it produces no pollution or waste. But electricity
must be generated in some way. If coal, oil, and natural gas are used, the pollution and
other harmful effects will be similar to those described for Houses B, C, and D.

If nuclear fission is used, there is a small amount of highly radioactive waste
produced each year which must be stored away for hundreds or thousands of years.
Otherwise, it could cause an increase in diseases such as cancer and leukemia. Permanent
ways of getting rid of or storing the waste are being studied, but at present storage is
usually at the power plant and considered "temporary."

The power plant (where the electricity is produced) gives off no carbon dioxide, no
nitrogen, no particles. However, water used for cooling purposes is often returned to
nearby rivers warmer than it was when it was taken out. The change in temperature
affects the plants and animals in that part of the river..

A

HOUSE B

This house has an airtight coal burning furnace. It uses four tons of anthracite coal,
which produces two or three times as many particles in the air as the wood used in House
E. The coal also produces large quantities of sulfur oxides, which combine with water in
the atmosphere to form sulfuric acid. This acid corrodes metal and stone surfaces. When
it rains, the sulfur oxides and acids are washed into lakes and streams, increasing the
acidity of the water. The effect of this increased acidity is not yet fully understood, but
scientists believe it may damage the plant and animal life in these bodies of water. Small
amounts of carbon monoxide are also produced by this coal burning furnace.

The mining of this coal, usually by underground methods rather than strip mining,
can be dangerous t _ the miners. It can also lead to underground fires in abandoned
mines and cause acid runoff into streams near the mine.

HOUSE C

This house has a gas furnace. It consumes 1,400 hundred cubic feet of natural gas
each year, which produces little pollution where it is burned.

The production of natural gas creates several kinds of pollution. It damages
vegetation in the environment and makes the air around the production plant unhealthy
to breathe.
v

- Natural gas is also highly flammable. Producing and shipping it create the risk of
explosion and fire. Gas is shipped as liquified natural gas, and extreme care must be
taken as it is unloaded to be sure that no leaks occur.
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HOUSE 11)

This house is heated with oil. It consumes 1,000 gallons each year which produce
small amounts of sulfur oxides and carbon dioxide when burned. Offshore drilling of oil
and spills from tankers carrying this fuel pose danger to the plant and animal life of the
oceans. The danger is not fully understood, but oil is absorbed into the bodies of marine
animals and is known to cause cancer. In Arctic regions, an oil spill could blacken ice,
causing it to melt more quickly. This could cause widespread climate changes.

p

HOUSE E

This house has the same amount of window glass as the other houses, but there are
no windows on the north side. These windows have been moved to the south side of the
house. This house has been positioned so that trees and bushes will not block the south
side in the winter. This allows the house to make full use of the sun's energy. Leaves on
the trees provide shade in the summer.

This house use wood burned in an airtight stove to provide back-up heating. Two
cords of wood are used during a typical heating season. This amount of wood requires
the cutting of several trees and causes pollution in the form of particles of carbon and
carbon monoxide. These particles may make the air difficult to breathe. They may also
cause cancer. The particles wash out of the air when it rains, darkening snow and tree
trunks. The carbon monoxide changes to carbon dioxide fairly quickly. Carbon dioxide
contributes to the "greenhouse effect," which will be studied in later units. Many scien-
tists predict that an increase in the carbon dioxide level of the atmosphere will raise the
world's temperature and trigger worldwide climate changes.
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UNIT V SUMAARY

MAKING JUDGMENTS

To make good decisions or judgments, You need to have/am so that your decision is not
based on opinum alone.

A foci Is something which is accepted as true. Data you gather in science are facts.

An opinion rs a person's idea or belief. Once you base facts or data. you can make
interpretations or form opinions

You also need to have crueno which serve as standards against which you can judge the
facts you gather. Facts give you the information you need. Criteria help you use the facts to
make judgments or decisions.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The enriromnesu h the land. water. and loins things in a particular area. A te....nology is
most appropriate when it does not hurt or change the environment.

Four criteria for judging whether or not a technology us appropriate in its effects on the
Cm elquirkeni are

I. The technology has little short or long term effect on living things.

2 The technology does not make the environment smell or look unpleasant.

J llie Cm iron:none can mercer from the technology quickly.

.1. the technology doe% not produce a lot of waste material.

:4-
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8. Review the Unit V Summary (page 35) with students.
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UNIT VI: WORKING WITH GRAPHS
and

HOW CAN WE USE ENERGY EFFICIENTLY?

STUDY SKILL

Graphs are often used in science to present a great deal of information in a simplified form.
Like the data tables presented in Unit IV, graphs allow students to make comparisons and judge
relationships among several different pieces of information. Graphs may be especially useful for
students who tend to learn best in a visual or pictorial mode.

This unit introduces students to circle graphs, bar graphs, and line graphs as three ways of
presenting information. Students are asked to read, interpret, and in some cases, construct grIphs
about efficient energy use. The additional suggestions at the end of this unit provide students pith
more practice in making graphs.

ENERGY, EFFICIENCY, AND TECHNOLOGY

This unit suggests that efficiency is another consideration in using energy and technology
appropriately.

Students are first introduced to the concept of entropy. Entropy is a law of thermodynamics
which states that all systems tend toward randomness and dissipation of energy. The 'form of
entropy described in this unit occurs in the process of conversion from one form of energy to
another. During this process, energy is dissipated and therefore wasted. If much energy is lost in
the conversion process, the technology being used is not efficient.

Circle graphs are used to show students the relative energy losses invOlved in several methods
of energy conversion, such as fossil fuels converted to electricity and oil converted to heat. Circle
and bar graphs are used to indicate how different sectors in our society (residential, induitrial,
etc.) use energy. A line graph illustrates the amount of energy used by these sectors of society
between 1950 and 1978.

NOTE ABOUT INFORMATION IN THIS UNIT

The Teacher's Guide to this unit contains extra information about the data used in Exercise
III. This information can be shared with students before or after the exercise, if you feel it would
be useful for them at that time.

6 .
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UNIT VI: WORKING WITH GRAPHS
and

HOW CAN WE USE ENERGY EFFICIENTLY?

INTRODUCTION

Cook it the sketch below.

In the space provided on page 37, explain what you think this device does. Then list two thinks
that ate wrong with this device.

.

36

Suggested Directions for Unit VI

1. Organize your students into groups of three or four.

.

2. Ask students to read the "Introduction" (page 36). Have them identify what the device shown
does and what is wrong with it. When students are done, ask several of them to share their
ansvers with the class. Discuss how the device works and how energy, time, and water are
wasted.

Approximate time: 10 minutes

65
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This device ___OpILViitg-IN-thdoM

Two things wrong with this device are:

1) wad Imre viergy and water

2)

ENTROPY AND EFFICIENCY

in the EZ Window Opener in the Introduction, human energy from someone's arm is
turned into mechanical energy to open the window. But some of the energy used to pull down
the short lever had to be used to lift the side of the bucket. Some energy was used to overcome
friction, or the resistance that occurs when two objects rub together. This energy did nothing
to open the window. It was turned into heat, and did no work. This loss of energy its it
changes from one form to another is an example of ENTROPY.

It is impossible to convert energy from one form to another or transfer it from one place
to another without losing some. But some technologies waste more energy than others. If
much entropy occurs, the prpcess used to convert energy is not EFFICIENT.

This unit will show you how information about energy efficiency can help you decide
whether or not a technology is appropriate.

EXERCISE 1

Directions: The picture on the next page represents a common way to burn oil to produce
electricity. The electricity is then used to heat water. Entropy occurs bete, just as
it did in the E-Z Window Opener.

The paragraphs below the picture describe vita' happens in the picture. Read the
paragraphs. Each time you come to a number in parentheses ( ) in the para.
graphs, write that number in the appropriate place in the picture. Each number
shows where entropy is taking place.

When you are_done, answer the question below the paragraphs on page 38.

37

3. Read "Entropy And Efficiency" (page 37) alOud, or have a student read it aloud. Discuss with

sr students the meanings of entropy, efficient, friction, and converted.

Ask students to read the directions for Exercise I (page 37) and to complete the exerciie in
their groups. When they have finished, discuss their responses to the question (page 38) of how

. to avoid entropy in the conversion of oil to hot water.
10-15 minutes
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OIL TO ELECTRICITY TO HOT WATER

Three gallons of oil must be burned at the power plant to deliver the energy of one
gallon of oil to your house Two-thirds of the energy in the oil is lost when it is converted to
electricity and transported to your house.

When oil is burned. only a part of the heat goes into the water at the power plant Much
of the heat goes up the chimney ()), and some goes to heat the container holding the water
(2) AI the water changes to steam, some of its heat is used to heat the ptrres it passes through
(3) When the steam turns the turbine, it must overcome friction (4). Energy is also used to
overcome Moon as it turns the armature (51 As the electricity created on the generator
travels through wires from the power plant to your house, sonic of the electricity escapes
from the wires into the an (6). Some heats the wires (7). At your house, most electricity you
receive is used to heal the water.

Each check represents entropy, Explain One way you might be ablyto avoid energy loss in
the process shown above,

Slude4 answos will varu Awe r anu reasona6/e answer. Mfg -Mai

,,.. .s *in 11 Is still on cabbed' 337, efficield The bed w

ir
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GRAPHS

As you may have already discovered, science often uses numbers as a way of explaining
important ideas. In order to compare the numbers, they are sometimes organized into
GRAPHS. As you found out in Unit V. you can become a better decision maker by
comparing facts.

There are several different kinds of graphs. This unit will show you how to read and use
CIRCLE GRAPHS. BAR GRAPHS, and LINE GRAPHS about energy efficiency.

CIRCLE GRAPHS

Circle graphs, or pie charts. are one way of presenting information so you can see it at a
glance.

Each circle graph equals *IL or 10004. of whatever it is showing. The circle can be divided
to show parts, or percentages of the whole amount.

Example: This circle graph shows what portion of the oil burned in the Power plant is actually
used to heat water in your home.

V% used

The whole circle, 100076. is the amount of energy the power plant
starts with.

The shaded area represents the_portion or percentage of the energy
lost in the process.

The Unshaded area shows the portion or percentar of the oil
actually used to heat your water at home. .

/
39

.

4. Have students read "Graphs" and ''Circle Graphs" (page 39). Go over the Example on page
39 for clarity. z,

3-5 minutes
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ENERGISE II

I, As: Below are circle graphs which show how much energy is actually used and how
much is lost in five different technologies.

I) Shade the "energy loss" section of each graph.

2) Write in the percentage of energy loss on each graph.

3) Ansver the questions on the next page which ask you to compare the tech.
noloss Shown in the graphs.

62;
lost

Ave age fossil fuel converted to
electricity in a fairly efficient furnace

6470
lost

used

Oil (converted to heat) burned

9% used

55Z
lost

Steam engine (water converted to
mechanical energy)

qi 7.
lost

Gasoline burned in an automobile
(gas convened to mechanical
energy)

56Z
lost sec(

Natural gas converted to heat in
a fairly efficient furnace

40

.

5. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise. 11 (page 40) and to complete it in their groups.
Go over the answers they have written for the questions on pa 41. Point out that every
convers?on yocess involves entropy, but that some processes are more efficient than others.
Discuss what students can do to become more efficient energy users.

15 minutes
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QUESTIONS

I. How much energy is actually used when oil is converted to heat?

2. How much energy is lost when natural gas is converted to heat/

3. Which energy technology shown on page 4015 the most efficient (wastes the least energy)?

Steam Ritarrie

36%

56Z

4 Which two technologies are the !east efficient/ _salpioit burned in
aufbmobik. and oil ba.tnedo,

5. Explain one way you could cut down on your use of one of the least efficient energy

technologies shown on page 40. Si(Adekti acts will vary

EXERCISE Ili

Direcnons. Below is some information about the amount o: clergy used and lost by different
sectors of society in the U.S.

Using the circle next to each set of information, make a circle graph that shows
energy used and lost in each area of society. Then. shade in the section of each
graph that shows how much energy is 10n

I. Residential (borne) energy use: 76°o used 1.
24% lost a

2 Commercial energy use (stores. 76% used 2

restaurerts. schools) 24% lost

3. Industrial energy use:

4 Transportation energ) use

5. Generation of electricity:

60% used 3.

40!o lost

22% used 4
780 lost

33% used 5
67ro MSC

41

754

Ser.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The residential sector uses energy to
heat space and water, to run appli-
ances such as stereos, lamps, and
dishwashers, to pump water for wells
and swimming pools, etc. It uses the
following percentages of these fuels:

Natural gas 39.5%
Fuel oil and kerosene 21.6%
Propane, butane, etc. 5.9%
Electricity_, 32.9%

(From Patterns of Energy Consumption
in the U.S., Office of Science and Tech-
nology, Executive Office of the President,
Washington, D.C., 1972. Note that these
percentages have not changed significant-
ly since 1972.)

The commercial sectoruses energy to
heat space and water and to run
lights and appliances.

The Industrial sector uses energy for
a variety of manu fact uring processes,
such as fabricating plastic, synthesiz-
ing chemicals, producing glass,
smelting copper, producing steel, etc.

The transportation sectoruses energy
primarily in the automobile, but it
also includes trucks, buses, ships,
diesel driven trains, trolley cars, etc.

The generation of electricity can be
from coal, oil, natural gas, hydro-
electric power, geothermal power, or;
nuclear fission. In 1982, the percen-
tages of each used to generate elec-
tricity were:

Coal 53.2%
Hydropower 13.8%
Natural gas 13.6%
Nuclear 12.6%
Petroleum . 6.5%

(From National Energy Information
Center, Department of Energy.)

6. Have students read the directions for and complete Exercise 111 (page 41) in their groups.
Again, discuss with students ways in which they might reduce their energy use in those sectors
in which they have a role, i.e., residential, commercial, and transportation.

10 minutes
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BAR GRAPHS

Each circle graph shows you one set of information at a time. With a OAR GRAPH yot
can compare several different pieces of informatior according to the same ,tandard.

in a BAR GRAPH the standard is presented along the left hand side of the paper. The
pieces of Information are shown along the bottom. Each bar shows where along the standard
the information falls.

Example.: The bar graph below shows some of the sante information presented on the circle
graphs in Exercise Ill, page 41. It shows the percentage of energy lost in each
sector of society. The bar graph Ids you compare the efficiescy of energy use of
the different sectors.

ai of energy
lost

100ve

90or

803/4

7Ctere

600:

.$04 -

30N -

20.5

lOwt - .
ttf.

4'44.....4>

6-$

4-e>

4%

Sector of sooely

The left side or the graph is dos Wed into percentages of energy lost.
This is the standard.

The bottom of the graph shows each sector of society that uses
energy.

Each bar chows the percentage of energy lost in each sector of
society.

42

7. Ask students to read "Bar Graphs" (page 42). Work through the Example on page 42 with
your students, clarifying what each part of the bar graph represents.
5-10 minutes
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EXERCISE IV

Amami: The bar graph below shows the actual amounts of energy each sector of society
uses. The left side of the graph is divided into trillions of BTUs, or British
Thermal Units. A BTU is the amount of energy needed to raise the temperature of
one Pound of water one degree Fahrenheit. Each bar shows how many BTUs each
sector of society uses.

Below the graph are numbers which tell you how many BTUs of energy are lost
by each sector of society.

Trillions of
BTUs

Using this information, shade in the part of each bar that will show how much of
the total energy used by each sector of society is lost. The residential sector bar
has been done as an example. Then, answer the questions about the graph on
page 44.

ENERGY USED SI serroks OF SOC1FTV

19,344
18,927

18,132

Sector of society

Dew lost In trillions of %ICUs

Residential sector 207o 2,486

Commercial sector 24W, 1,701

Industrial sector 40% 7,737

Transportation s4tor 78% 14.763

Electricity generation 67% 12,148

43

8. Have students read the directions to Exercise IV (page 43). You may want to go over the bar
graph for Exercise IV with students before they begin the exercise so that it is clear to them.
When students have finished, discuss the responses they have given to the questions and the
implications of the information on the graph for their own energy use and choices.
13 minutes
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QUESTIONS

1. Which sector of societY uses the most enemy,

2. Which sector of society uses the least energy?

3. Which two sectors of society are least efficient i

Indus!
-tvo.rt9poliCthOlot

ri their energy use? *artspo4alioq

elecfix,
4. Which two SIVIOIS.of society use energy most efficiently? residebif 14

conielercia4

LINE GRAPHS

A third type of graph is a LINE GRAPH. A line graph is built on two sets of odor-
matron, one presented along the left side or vertical axis of the graph. and one shown along
thebottom or horttonled arts of the graph Each point on the graph sho%s you two pieces of
information.

By connecting related points on a line graph. you can see hox tne information changes
OW time or is related to other information

Lunn& The line graph below shows the amount of energy used in the residential and
commercial sectors of society in the U.S. between 1950 and 1978. The graph is
explained on the next page. Look at the graph as you read through this explanation.

JU

0i

to
cOMMerCmift**Clardlat eno

I i
I

1950 1960
44

1970 t980

A

9. Have students read "Line Graphs" (page 44). Go over the line graph presented in the Exalt ;le
on page 44 and the explanation of the example given on page 45. Be sure students can locate:
and read the horizontal and vertical axes of the graph. Ask students questions about the graph
to be sure they understand how to use it. :.'or example: How much energy did the residential
and commercial sectors use in 1970?

10 minutes
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Ex-lunation

The left side (vertical axis) of the graph shows energy use in quads. A quad equals one
quadrillion BT Us. .,

The bottom line (honzontal axis) of the gni)* shows the years between 1950 and 1978.

The line on the graph shows the change in the number of quads of energy used in the
residential and commercial sectors between 1950 and 1978.

To find out how much energy the residential and commercial sectors of society used in any
one year, find that year on the horizontal axis of the graph. Use a straight edge to find the
place on the line directly above the year on the horizontal axis. Mark that point. Then, use
a straight edge to find the point on the Kited axis directly to the left of the point yea
have marked on the line. That number on the vertical axis is the number of quads of
energy used in the residential and commercial sectors in the year you are looking at.

For example, in 1960, the residential and commercial sectors used about 8 quads of energy.

EXERCISE V

&moons: The graph below is similar to the graph in the Eaolopk on page 44. except that it
shows energy use in four different sectors of society: residential and commercial.
industrial, transportation, and electricity.

Look over the graph to sec what it tells y.m. Then, use the graph to help you
answer the questions on page 46.

30

20

Quads

10

0950 'NO

4S

KEY
1970 1980

AesKlyonal 4n0 Comeneto al 4,--.
EleCIfiC41 Wadies
UW010081104 . 4
Indy sic 41 0 MIS4exaneOuS .-.--

10. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise V (page 45) and to complete the exercise in
' their groups. When they are done, discuss the answers they gave to the questions on page 46.

15-20 minutes
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QUESTIONS

1. Which secto: used the most energy in 19781

2. Which sector used the least energy in 1978?

skstuceb2likta3
resicienbat and comoteaal

3. About how many quads of energy did the transportation sector of society use in 19701.

17 intro&

4. Which tor of society had the biggest increase in energy use between 1960 and 1978?
(Subtract the cumber of quads of energy used ina1960 from the number used in 1978 The
sector in which the number is biggest increased its clergy use the mint )

electrical utitA.bs
S. Explain one thing (11: U.S. might do to decrease its energy use in the sector of society

which uses the most energy.

Siudelis' answer4 answers math include
lts,n,n off h kts v.theis.ffil solar
eller

46
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UNIT VI SUMMARY
GRAPHS

Graphs are picturesaluch let you see a lot of information at once. Graphs also help you
compare pieces of information so you can make decisions or judgments about them.

CIRCLE GRAPHS are circles divided into parts,

EAR GRAPHS put Infor anon Into a form that lets you compare.

50%
energy 40%
lost to%

20%
10%

0

Quads

Residential Commercial

Sector of suety

Industrial

LINE GRAPHS present the changes in informationpver time.

20

0

Transponsuon

1950 1960 1970 1980

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Efficiency is an important consideration in judging the appropriateness of a technology
and choosing which technology is appropriate.

When convening energy from one form to another. energy is often lost through
ENTROPY. Energy use is most efficient witere the least entropy occurs.

All sectors of society have some entropy. The most entropy occurs in the transportation
and electrical generation sectors. It is in obese sectors especially that ac must develop more
efficient energy use.

47

11. Review the Unit VI Summary (page 47) with students.
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UNIT VII: SOLVING PROBLEMS
and

HOW MUCH DO TECHNOLOGIES COST?
.4

STUDY SKILLS

Most scientific disciplines require students to solve problems. We ask students to begin with a
question or problem and to generate an answer or solution. But most students lack systematic
ways of approaching and dealing with the problems they encounter. They tend to depend on a trial
and error method and to "freeze" when their usual approach is ineffective.

This unit leads students through a five-step problem solving strategy. Each step in the
sequence is a skirl in itself; together the steps provide students with one way of solving problems in
science and in their daily lives. The five steps are presented below.

1. POSING THE QUESTION: In this step, student's analyze a situation and define
the precise nature of the problem in the form of a

2. SELECTING DATA:

,

3. GATHERING DATA:

4. ORGANIZING DATA:

question

In step two, students identify information needed to
solve the problem and plan how to get it.

In this step, students carry out their plans to collect
information needed to solve the problem.

In step four, students organize the information they
have gathered, possib'y into tables or graphs. Organiz-
ing the data allows students to see patterns that can
help them answer their questions.

5. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS: In this step, students examine the organized data and
try to come up with an answer io their question or a
solution to theyroblem posed/in Step One.

Unit VII t .kes students through these five steps, If you find students lacking in one or more
of the skills which comprise the sequence, you may want to create additional opportunities for
them to practice these skills.

A NOTE ABOUT LEARNING STYLE
,

, The strategy presented in this unit is a linear one, consisting of a logical sequence of
processes. There are two important qualifications to keep in mind and to share with students when
working on this unit.

60
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1. Different problems may require different problem solving strategies. No one problem solving

strategy will automatically equip students to solve any and all problems they may confront.
Ideally, students will eventually learn several strategies and develop. the skill of selecting an
appropriate strategy from a..number of alternatives.

2. Not all students will be comfortable with.or perform well using a linear, logical strategy such
as the one presented in this unit, although it is still a valuable process for them to learn. Some
students can come up with a solution to a problem but are unable to explain how they derived
it. Others may simply "know" the answer through some kind of intuition. Still others may be
adept at solving visual problems but be at a loss in approaching problems stated in words.

There should be room in the science classroom for the student whose problem solving'
strategies are non-linear. Any strategy for solving problems which produces accurate results is
worthy of recognition. A goal in science teaching is to make students aware of several alter-
native problem solving strategies from which they can choose the one best for themselves and
most appropriate to the situation. This unit presents one such strategy.

LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS AND APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Life cycle cost analysis takes into consideration not only the initial cost of an item but also
the cost of using, maintaining, and ultimately replacing it. Products which are durable and reliable
are favored by life cycle cost analysis because they tend to have lower maintenance costs and lest
longer, even though they may cost more initially.

Technologies are more appropriate when they use materials which are durable, i.e., expected
to last a long time, and reliable, i.e., have a minima: need for maintenance and repair. There is
often a direct relationship between the durability of a technology and its degree of complexity. t
Because less complex products and machines have fewer moving parts, they tend to last longer
than more complex technologies.

The bicycle, the example used in this unit, is itself an appropriate technology for traveling
short distances. The unit takes this observation one step further and asks whether some bicycles
are more appropriate than others. Students are presented with a variety of data about two
different bicydes and are asked to orgaiize it in a way that permits them to draw a conclusion
about the appropriateness of each. Criteria for judging appropriateness include first cost, life cycle
cost, durability, and reliability.

61
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UNIT VII: SOLVING PROBLEMS
and

HOW MUCH DO TECHNOLOGIES COST?

INTRODUCTION

Your teacher will ask three of you to read the conversation below aloud. As you listen
and follow along, think about what Lisa's problem is and how she might go about solving it.
Alter the conversation has been read, write your ideas in the space provided.

LISA'S PROBLEM

Mother: Lisa. the local newspaper called today to say that your application for a weekend
paper route has been approved.

Lisa: Oh. thank goodness! I thought they'd never get around to calling me. How soon do
I have to let them know I want it?

Mother: By next Monday.

Lisa: roars no problem.

Mother: Well, I don't know. How do you plan to deliver all those papers every weekend?
You know I won't be able to .1.ive you around the neighborhood in the cat, and it's

,..too much walking with a% that weight.

Lisa: l've got that all figured out, Mom. I can take some money out of my savings
account and buy a new bicycle with it.

Father: Now hold on! You're suppcsed to be saving that mow; tor college.

Lisa: Oh. Dad! I can replace it out of the money I cam from the paper route, plus put in
a whole lot more.

Mother: Just how much do you plan on spending for this bicycle?

Lisa: Well. there's this great ten speed on sale down at the Bike Hut for only SI40.

Mother: Oh, Lisa! That's way too much money to spend on just a bicycle!
Lisa; Come on, Mother! li's a great bike!

Father: Wait a minute. Lisa, how much did the paper ay you would earn if you take the
route?

Lisa: Almost S3 a week. I know it's not that much at first, but it goes up each year.
Howie Larsen's already making S4 a week and its only his third year.

Father: Well, let's see. That makes SI56 the lirst year. If you add on the cost of a bicycle
license and normal maintenance, it will take over a year to earn back all the money
you want to take out of your savings account. And that doesn't count the interest
you would earn if you left the money in the bank.

Mother: Why don't you find a used bicycle for less money? That way you'd make a profit in
the first year.

48

/

Suggested Directions for Unit VII

I. Organize your class into groups of three or four.>

2. Have students read the "Introduction" (page 48).1Ask three students to read the conversation
between Lisa and her parents aloud for the whokIrclass. Have students answer the questions
found after the conversation. When students have fipished, ask several of than to explain what
they think Lisa's problem is and how she should try to solve it. Encourage tilem to think of
problem solving in terms of a sequence of events. Keep track of their ideas on the board. At
this point, accept all student answers as possible approaches to the problem.
Approximate time: 10 minutes
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Lisa; You're probably right. Mom. But I'd rather not ride around town on some old
heap. That's too depressing even to think about.

Father: Lisa, I think you need to investigate this idea more carefully before we can make a
decision. Why don't we talk about it again in a few days after you've gathered the
necessary information?

Lisa: Do I have to?

Mother: I think it would be best. Lisa.

Lisa: MI right. I'll see what I can do. But it won't be easy.

What is Lisa's problem? .1tuclesti answers mil va,y. Accept Any

reasonable response

How should she go about solving it/

e.

PROBLEM SOLVING

.Imagine trying to get somewhere you have never been before without a map or a set of
directions. You would wander around not knowing which way to turn or how far to go. If you
were lucky. you might end up where you wanted to be. but you would have wasted time and
energy along the way. A map or directions would help you get there much more easily.

Problem solving is the same way. You start with a question, and you end with an answer.
If you have a map or a plan for solvirig the problem. you will be more successful at finding the
answer.

In his unit you will learn one possible plan you can use to help you solve problems In
science. The plan is made up of these fit : steps, each of which will be explained later in the
unit:

4
A POSING THE QUESTION

SELECTING DATA
GATHERING DATA
ORGANIZING DATA
DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

6 49

v

4

3. Have students read "Problem Solving" (page 49). Explain that this unit will present one
problem solving approach that will be useful in science and in their own lives but that other
ways of solving problems may also be useful to them.

5 minutes
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a.

STE? ONE: POSING THE QUESTION

In the fill nth in Problem solving. you hive to tale mm OR the problem tun hat a
thethehoolet rata mm on the new before firing You must !no. eso.d. what question you
an trying to move %Miro. Mt ma: Of y00 may owe nuaate lane

ITe orsi oto so Won. a Polder. tarn. ss to all sunup, "ti fin (Ranh do f III to
find .0'"

EXERCISE.

Duman Re read the conversation on Piles 0-59 MR CIA Lisa sod her MOMS Then
noel wish sow .roue' to dA.de manly uhar I na's problem n M sea list Problem
ill the form W a amnion on the lines Orlon

Allele/. it prjt.swit :;e_e__nlymk4 puff ow below

//\./iNN/

4

LITE CYCLE COST

In Unit 1. you teamed that it was useful to rase anthem making lodgments Qom
arc also useful to Momg to soh( problems in salvias this problem. I hey CestatOn is the
lifc cycle eon of the bicycle She well bus

la hest you go to buy a modun Ora puce of machtnen, you VR104 WI It Ibis Muth It
Costs before you buy it That is the product's first con Pin )Ou di* Reed 00 think Shaul ante
hidden Costs Whit you make your tinting,

The lift (wit coo Of the product or machine is bow much II odttOSt dutonl the lithe that
you own and We it Ibis intrudes *heron ei toss tabu, rt. to wv vs. 10 eamarom u Cl keeps
',oleo.. and meeltdally 10 Warm it when It *ears out

The Lk Ode toss of a Wodua or foxhole well be loom if the product IS

carrobre It will Eau S long time, omf

/cheek a thnsn's need much miuncenance ol repair

A ucssaiot. us more appropreete If as Ilfe 0711e ant is low. that it. if it a durabk and
teltabit Liu *Ws to find Out *Nth Node mti haw the lawn hfc (KR eau en Mal the Ma
sow( the many the will tele out of ha bank mount as soon as Mash*

so

4. Read "Step One: Posing the Question" (page 50) aloud, or have a student read it aloud.
5 minutes

5. Have students read the directions to Exercise I (page 50) and complete it in their groups. When
they are done, ask one student from each group to write the group's question on the board.
Help students select one question to serve as the basis for the rest of this unit. If none of the
questions will serve, help them write another question, drawing on as many ideas from the
group-generated questions as possible.

No one question works best in this unit. We suggest, however, that the question you choose
addresses Lisa's parents' ,concern that the money she withdraws from her savings account to
buy the bicycle be replaced as soon as possible. One possible question is:

Which bicycle new or used will pay for itself faster?

Groups may generate questions such as:

Which bike is best for Lisa to buy?
Which bike is the better buy?

Students need to understand that such vague questions will make their search for an answer
difficult. The question must include some criteria for judging the relative merits of each bike
so that students can identify the information they will need to draw a conclusion. Stating the
question clearly is crucial for effective problem solving.

10 minutes

6. Have students read "Life Cycle Cost" (page 50),
stand the terms first cosi, life cycle cost, durable,
their own experience that illustrate these terms.
with specific criteria, or ,ways of judging, which

5-IV minutes
64

or read it aloud. Be sure that students under-
and reliable. Ask students for examples from
Point out that this section provides students
will help them solve Lisa's problem.
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STEP TWO: SELECTING DATA

Now that you know what the problem is and have stated it hi the form of a question. you
are toady for the next step.

If you had to travel all the way across town to a friend's house *here you had never been
before, you would need information in order to get there. You would need to know names of
streets. turns totnake. and distances to travel.

Problem solving is similar 'There are certain pieces of information. ci DATA, which you
need to answer the question posed in Step One. In Step Tvio, SELECTING DATA, you
identify the pieces of information you need and decide where to look for them.

EXERCISE 11

Directions: Working with your group, list the pieces of information Lisa needs to answer the
question your class has posed for her. Next to each piace of information on the
listovrite whre ypu think risa can get that information. Use the space below to
make your lists. Keep in mind the life cycle costs fuse. maintenance, replacement)
described above.

mosestmioNP7'w
Possi6le answers..

WHERE TO GET IT

- What- she can ek c 7b e4,

lZer week > her Duper Local news

rode.

- Amount of Interest she wtil not

Eittn of she w4hdraws mon Bank.

unimso each b,cyele.

51

7

7. Read "Step Tv Selecting Data" (page 51) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Discuss as
necessary. Ask students to read the directions to Exercise II (page 51) and complete the
exercise in their groups. When they are done, have each group read its lists. Make a class list
on the board of all the ideas. Have students eliminate unnecessary or irrelevant information
foranswering the question posed in Exercise I, and add any information that is missing. Have
students add or delete items from their own lists so that each student has a complete list of the
information needed.

15 minutes
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STEP THREE: GATHERING DrTA

Once you know what it is you are trying to And out (POSING THE QUESTION) and
what pieces of information you need in order to come till with an answer (SELECTING
DATA) you are ready for Step Three; GATHERING DATA. '

GATHERING DATA means collecting the information you need and writing it down
clearly and neatly so you can read and use it later. You don't need to figure out the answer to
your problem yet. lust collect and recutd thz pieces of information you need.

EXERCISE Hi

Mormons. Read the conversations below with your group. Then, go back through each
conversation and write down the information given which you will need to answer
Lisa's question. Use the space provided after the conversatioqr to write down
our irfermation. Be sure all information is clearly labeled

the the you wmie on page 51 to help you keep track of information you need.

0
LISA GAFHERS INFORMATION

scent: 'the Bike Hut

Lisa: Excuse me, can you help me please?

Salesperson. try. What are you looking foe,

Lilo- Well, actually I need some information. Is that blue ten speed in the window still on
sale?

Sales. Yes. It will 11 for SI40 through next Friday. Then it goes back up 10 S175. Are you
thinking of buying it?

Lisa. I'm not sure yet. Can you give me some idea of how much I'd have to got, t: order
to keep it in good shape md the cost of a license and things like that?

Sales: You mean the life cycle cost?

I isa '" hat?

Sales: At of buying, using, maintaining, and eventually replacing yoar bicycle.

Lisa. Yes, I guess I need to know the life cycle cost.

Sales: Okay To begin with, a bicyck license costs SIS no matter what bike you buy.

/Lisa. Will I have to buy a new one each year?

Sales: No. just once. As far as maintenance goes. it's not bad at all. It will vary from year to
)ear, but if you take good care of it. you shouldn't have to spend more than SIS a
year to keep it in working order.

Lisa: That's great! How long do you think it would last before I'd have to replace it?

Saes. Oh, ten years at least. Now, were you thinking about getting some insurance?

I isa: No, why?

S2

8. Have studeots read "Step Three: Gathering Data" (page 52). Ask them to read the directions
for Exercise Ill (page 52) and complete the exercise in their groups. Discuss each group's
findings as a class to be sure that all students have identified the information they will need.

, 15-20 minutes
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Saks:

Lisa:

Saks:

Lisa;

Sales:

Lisa:

Sales:

Lisa:

Sales:

Lisa:

Saks:

Scene:

Editor:

Lisa:

*Editor:

Lisa:

Lisa:

Editor:
4

Scene:

Lisa:

Teller:

Lisa:

Teller:

Lisa:

A lot of ten speeds have been stolen around town lately. You can insure the bike
you're interested in for only 15 a year. That way, if it's stolen, you'll have enough
money to replace it.

I think I've got an that down. No' , my mother wants me :o find out about a used
bike, too. Just In case the ten speed is too much.

We have a pretty good one in the back ror only $55, but I don't think it will last more
than three years.

How much do you think I would have to spend a year to keep that one going?

Probably around $43. But you'd have to rent a replacement hike while the used one
was in the shop being fixed. That Would cost around S15 a year.

A used bike sure doesn't sound like a good idea.

Well, it all depends on what you plan to use it for.

A paper route.

Weil, that would certainly wear it out last
three years. By then, a ten speed bike like
around 1201

Well, that tells me all I need to know. I'll
your help.

You're welcome. Good luck!

..You'd end up having eokce it after
the one in the window will probably cost

let you know what I decide. Thanks for

The local newspaper office

What can I do for you, Miss?
I'm trying to find out how much I'll make a week if I take the weekend Pam rout..
your paper has offered me.

That's easy. $3 a week your first year, 13.50 your sect/ad, S4 your third. and $4.30
your fourth. Keeps going up 50 cents a year.

Thai's it?

Yen, except for tips from your customers, but you shouldn' count on that.

Okay. Tha9ita..121,

Any time

Lisa's bank

Can you ten me how much interest I would lose in a year if I withdrew SI40 from my
wings acceunt?

Yes, that comes to $10.

How about if I only withdrew MP
Then you would only lose S3 interest.

Thank you very much.

53
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INFORMATION GATHERED FROM USA'S CONVERSATIONS:

STEP FOUR: ORGANIZING DATA

Now that you have gathered your data, you may be tempted to jump right in and start
drawing conclusions. Beware! Unless you have' rganised your data, you may be wasting your
time.

e The fourth step in problem solving is ORGANIZING DATA by putting it into a chart or
graph that helps you make sense out of it. Organizing the information often shows You
patterns or ideas which will lead you to the answer you are looking for.

t morph,- Below is a data tole which organize. the information Lisa gathered about the
two butycl.s at the Bike Hut.

Pala Table I(
COST OF BICYCLES

Usaul life

Val Skye le hew de

10 years3 years

Purchase pace S 5$ 1140

Unearned interest (on money withdrawn
from bank) I 3 I 10

Leanse 1 iS 1 15

Insurance (each year) 0 1 S

Maintenance each year I 4S I IS
Rental bike during repair . 1 I t 0

Replacement cost aria 4 years 1200
(for a new bicycle)

0

TOTAL COST after I year S133 11S$

TOTAL COST after 2 years
(2nd year costs + In year total)

4 . 1193 1205

TOTAL COST after 3 year
(3rd year costs 4 2nd year total)

i S2$3 I 122$
I

TOTAL COST after 4 years .
(4th year costs + 3rd year total)

$488 S24$

54

9. Read "Step Four: Organizing Data" (page 54) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Go Aver
the data table, "Cost of Bicycles" given in the Example (page 54). Be sure that students under-
stand the TOTAL COST for each year at the bottom of the data table, since they will need tz:
use that information in Exercise IV.
5-10 minutes
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EX ERCLSE W

Ammons. Below and on page 56 ate Iwo mote data tables to help you organize the data you
have gathered about Lisa's problem. The data table "EARNINGS FR0;0
WEEKEND NEWSPAPER NOI.ITE" has been completed for you.

Use IX s Table #1 in the Exam/. on page 34 and Data Table 02 below to
complete Data fable on the next page: "PROFIT FROM *NEWSPAPER
ROUTE." You will find the information you need .bout cost an Data Table WI
and the information about eamengs in Data Table 02.

Data fablt #2
FARNiNG.S FROM WEEKEND NEWSPAPER ROUTF.

vi... weekly Pay Yearly Pay Cum* lady. Pay

I S3 00 $136 S1I6

2 S3 50 I SI82 $338

3 S4 00 $208 5346

4 14 50 $234 $780

C untuta tse pay is the totes amount Liu has tuned at the end of each yeas It
tosludes A the money she has earned that year plus all her mitosis hem the
stags, befote

Lb.'s Data Table #3

Use information from the data tables on page 34 and above to complete the data talk it
the next page, "PROFIT FROM NEWSPAPER ROUTE."

Costs come from the total costs at the bottom of Data Table II,
"COST OF BICYCLES."

Eanungc come from the Cumulative Pay column of Data Table #2,
"EARNINGS FROWEEKEND NEWSPAPER ROUTE "

Arlo . Emmaus minus Costs.

33

10. Have students read the directions for Exercise IV (page 55). Before they begin working on the
exercise, discuss the information given to them in the data table, 4 arnings From Weekend
Newspaper Route" (page 55). Also, be sure that students are clear about what information
the third data table, "Profit From Newspaper Route" (page 56) requires. Have students wort'
in their groups to complete Exercise IV. When they are done, have groups compare their data
tables to be sure that they have completed them correctly.

20 minutes
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PROFIT FROM NEWSPAPER ROUTE

Time Item Used bicycle Ness ISkycle

End of 1st

Year

Earnings $ 156 4 1%
Cost $ 133 * /25
Profit 23 * 2g

End of 2nd

yeas

Eat tunas 4 3313 $ 332
[cost

1(13
/45

$ 205

Nor'% $ /33
End of 3rd

rat

Earnings 41 546 546
Cost *253 $ 225
Profit $ 273 32/

End of ath

year

Earnings t 780
$488

.$ 720
* 245Cost

Profit till * 535

STEP FIVE: DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

Su (a. in wising Lisa's Problem. you have

POSED THE QUESTION,

SELECTED DATA you needed to answer the question,

GATHERED DATA needed to answer the que..tion. and

ORGANIZED DATA in a way that allows possible patterns in the data to
catch your eye.

Perhaps you have already noticed a pattern within the data you base organized. The
word postern Jggests repetition, like the pattern on wallpaper. The same picture or idea keeps
reappearing as you look at it

Data repeat %elf in the same way. As you look at the data you have collected and
organized, .y to find facts that fit together to form a pattern or a complete pietism.

To DRAW A CONCLUSION or solve your problem, ask yodrself the same question you
posed back in Step One. Then, look for the patterns in yodr organized data if an answer to
your question casts, that's where you are most lihety to find it.

S6

I I. Read "Step Five: Drawing Conclusions" (page 56) aloud, or have a student read it aloud.
Discuss as nect.ssary.

3-5 minutes
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EXERCISE V

D1rcruons 1I111) bask to PAP' S6, and eisamrie Lisa's third data table Look for patterns lb
the &Id *WI %III kelp you answer the gyrator, sou posed in Step One

Write sour aristsci to 017, .ilestion and sour reasons lot choosing that answer on
the lines helots keep to t rnd the ideas of first «nt. We( Ilk toir. durabileit, and
relwinhn 1n making sour decision

Answer to question posed in Step On NIS page $0) _

Sec Pritel.or fr 6eicw

Reasoin for llo,Aurit! that :Wv.C1

1.IsA CHOOSES A BIC1CLE

mho VS ell. 1 isa. *hat did sou fire' sin'

1 Ni Io begin %lib, Mom was right about that used bike It would pas for itslf faster
th.rn the nets one

?lather I had a feeling it could

ather I WA that settle it
I PA I don't think so. Dad

lather' not'
1 no Because I also found out that the cc* bike tti:1 allots me to make mme money in

the long tun Look at thts data table and It shots you %hat I mean
Morbei Yes. 1 do see *hat sou Item) I guess ti Just goes to shots that durability can be just

as important as host much something costs.

Lisa %%hat do you think, Dad'

Fathet I think you better hurts dawn to th: Bike Hut and bus that new ten speed before
the sale ends'

$7

12. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise V (page 5') and complete it in their groups.
Have each group read its conclusion, and then discuss the groups' reasons for their con-
clusions.

These questions may help focus the discussion:
Why is the more expensive new bicycle actually more profitable over the long run?
What are some of the hidden-costs in buying the.used bicycle?
Which bicycle is more durable? More reliable?
Which bicycle will provide Lisa with the more appropriate form of transportation?

A number of possible conclusions can be drawn from the data in table #3, "Profits From
Weekend Newspaper *tome," but there is only one answer to the question, "Which bicycle
will pay for itself faster?" The data shows that the used bicycle pays back its cost during the
first year of Lisa's paper route, leaving her with $23 profit the st year and $145 profit the
second year. The new bicycle only pays back $133 in pit- fits after two years. The used bicycle
pays for itself faster.

vaur students should notice that the new bicycle becomes the more profitable purchase some-
time durint, the third year of the paper roux, and that in the fourth year, the purchase of a
new bicycle to replace the worn out used one actually results in a significant loss it nrofit.
10 minutes

13. Halve three fit:dents re...d the parts in "Lisa Chooses A Bicycle" (page 57) aloud while the rest
of the class follows in their text. Discuss Lisa's decision.

S /tit: ies
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UNIT VII SUMMARY .

PROBLEM SOLVING

Solving problems is easier when you have a plan or set of directions that helps you get
from the problem to an answer One possible plan is to follow these five steps:

1) POSE THE QUESTION: Figure out exactly what the problem is and put it into
question form.

2) SELECT THE DATA Decide what pieces of information or data you need to
solve the problem and where you can find them.

3) GATHER DATA: Find and write down the information you need to solve the
problem or answer the question.

4) ORGANIZE DATA Use data tables. graphs. or charts to help you put the
information together so you can sec patterns in the data.

5) DRAW CONCLUSIONS: Look for patterns in your organized data, and answer li.e
question you posed in Step One.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY - LIFE CYCLE COSTS

So far, we have seen that technologies are more appropriate when they:

use local resources

are community operated

use renewable energy

have hole effect on the environment

use energy efrnacntly.

Life cycle cost must be considered wnen choosing an appropriate technology. The life
cycle cost includes the first cost of the technology as well as the cost over time to use. repair.
and replace.

A technology is more appropriate if it is durable and reliable over woe. It is durable if it
lasts a long time, and it is reliable if et does not need much maintenance or repair

14. Review the Unit VII Summary (page 58) with students.
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UNIT VIII: BECOMING A SKILLED TEST TAKER
and

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY IN REVIEW

STUDY SKILLS

This unit introduces students to the idea that test taking involves more than reviewing on the
night before the test. Students will ;earn some strategies for tebt preparation and try out some test
taking skills such as surveying the test and organizing questions by level of difficulty. Unit VIII
also suggests to students that understanding how to work through different kinds of test questions
(multiple choice, true/false) will help them become more skilled and effective test takers.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Unit VIII asks students to demonstrate their understanding of the concepts presented in Units
I through VII of this book. This summary exercise will prepare students for later units in which
they will apply many of these ideas to their own projects in appropriate technology.

NOTES ABOUT TEACHING UNIT VIII

I. The test on Units I-VII is found in the Teacher's Guide only. You may choosNo use it in
one of two ways:

a) The test can be used as a teaching tool in the unit as well as a way of finding out
what students have learned about appropriate technology. To use it in this way,
ydu would give students portions of the test to use in Exercises II, III, and IV. You
may want to have students work in pairs or alone on some or all of these exercises.

b) The test can be used as a test only and given as a whole at the er.d of this unit. In
this case, you would need to substitute another test in Exercise II for students to
survey and some multiple choice and true/false questions in Exercise III on which
students can practice their test taking skills. The test provided on Units I-VII
would then be given to students in Exercise IV. -

2. This unit will require two class periods to teach. Note that Exercise I is a homework
assignment. You may want to have students carry out this assignment (preparing for the
test) over several days. During this time, you could begin to work on Unit IX in class.

3. This unit Jots not specifically address the skill of answering essay questions, although
there is an essay question on the Review Test. If students are not skilled in answering essay
questions, you may want to discuss how to organize and write a response to essay test
questions.

The essay question on the test can be assigned as homework or done on a separate day if
students need more time.

73
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UNIT VIII: BECOMING A SKILLED TEST TAKER and
and

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY IN REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

In almost any subsect you study in school. sooner or later you will probably be tested on
how well you jinok e material Some students don't mind tests or set than as a challenge
Others thinkihey atca bother Some students arc frightened by tests They feel that no matter
how well they kno the material. they will not du well on the test

Good test taking skills can help you do better on tests and make sou feel more continent
about taking them In this unit you will learn several skills which x111 help you show what you
has Mewled in science Some of the skills arc general test taking skills Others will help you
with lvitagot kinds of questions, such as multiple shout and tore/ false questions.

59

Suggested Directions for Unit VIII

I. Have students read the "introduction" (page 59).
Approximate time: 3-S minutes
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PREPARING FOR A TEST

Studying for a test can be MI important Part a seaming in science. It is your chance to
pull together a:: of the new ideas you have learned. Who knows what other new ideas w. I
become clear to you along the way?

To be a skilled test taker, you need to start reviewing before the day of the exam. Use the
tips below to prei'are for the test.

i. Look over your notes and assignments several Motes before the test. Once you And
out when the feu will be. figure out how much time you'll need to study for it. Plan
two or three study times during the week before the test. On the last night before an
exam, you should be looking over your notes and assignments for the last time, not
the first (true.

2 Keep your notes and assignments m chronological order My date You might try put-
ting dwiders between inns It is easier to go oser material In the same order in which
you studied it. This is especially true when the ideas build on one another. as they do
in thts book

3. When you go hack over a unit's worth of notes for the first time. underline the »tarn
ideas and ker words with a brightly colored marker. Then, each time you review that
unit, 1,ou can zero in on the key words

4. Some textbooks, like this one. have summaries at the end of each cnapter or unit.
4 Rettewing summaries is a good way to otid) for a test.

EXERCISE I

Directions For homework tonight. begin to pieparc for a to,i on Units 1 -VII of this book.
Folks* the stops below

11 Plan several %lady times.

2) Organize all of your notes and assigninsms

3} Undernne main idea' and 4e). outs

;II Read the unit summaries

60
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2. Read ."Preparing For A Test" (page 60) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Discuss the tips
with students. Ask students if they have any other ways of preparing for a test that have been
successful for them.

3-10 minutes

3. Ask students to do Exercise 1 (page 60) for homework. If you plan to give the Unit 1-1/11
Review Test as a separate test, announce the test date. In either case, give students enough time
to prepare for the test.

When students have completed Exercise I, discuss their experience: in preparing for this test.
Was it time consuming? Helpful? How might they improve?

10 minutes (for discussion)
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TAKING COMMANI) OF THE TEST

Once you have reviewed for a test and know the material, you ma use othet skills to
become a better test taker.

When faced with a test, most students tackle the questions in the order in which they are
given. Sometimes they are slowed down by difficult questions and never reach questions they
could have answered towards the end of the lest.

You can avoid this problem by TAKING COMMAND .01" THE TEST To do this. start
by quickly reading over the test from beginning Kt end. Like surveying before you read, this
gives you an idea of what to expect.

As you survey the test. lit each question into c t of these four categones. This will help
you organize how )ou will answer the questions.

I. Quick and easy questions - Questions you know the answer to right away shat lake
little time to answer.

"These will probably be multiple choice. cruet false. or short answer questions. Answer
these questions as you find them.

2. East, but rime eonsummg questions Questions to which you know the answer but
frwhich will take more time.

these questions may Involve solving a math problem or writing a short essay. Don't
stop surseying the test to answer these questions. Instead, put a check () 111 the
margin next to these questions and go on with the survey. Once :ou have surveyed the
test and answered all of the quick and easy questions. go back and answer the
ouestions you have check!d.

3. Ilarel questions Questions you are not sure you know the answer to or problems
yau're not sure you can solve.

When you find these questions as you surrey the lest, put an "it" in the margin next
to ihen.. Work on these questions only after you have answered those in 1,:oups I
and 2.

4. Impossible questions Questions or problems you are not sure you can answer.

You may have forgotten to study for these questions. of you may not understand
them Maybe you lust can't remember the answer. No matter what the reason, when
;rose find these questions during your sun ey, put a question mark (?) next to them.
Work on these questions only when you have answered all of the other questions.

WARNING: Don't spend coo much time dividing up the test questions into these four
groups. if you.can't make up your mind about a question, put it in the harder
of the two groups you are considering and go on. Remember: You only earn
points by answering questions. not by grouping them!

If you are not allowed to Mlle on the test. use scrap paper for your survey.

61
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4. Read "Taking Command of the Test" (page bi) aloud, or have students take turns reading it
aloud. Clarify how to survey and categorize test questions. I
S minutes
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EXERCISE 11

- ;Directions: Your leacher will give you a copy of a test on the first seven units of this book (or
another lest for practice). You will have around 7 minutes to take command of
this test by surveying the questions. Remember these steps as you survey.

1) Answer the gulch and easy questions

2) Put a check ( ) next to questions that are easy but time consunung Then, go
On.

3) Put an "x" next to questions that art hard. Then go on.

4) Put a question mark (1) next to questions that look Impossible.

.
MULTIPLE CHOICE AND TRUE/FALSE OUESTIONS,

You can do better on a test if you know how to answer different kinds, of test questions.

Muhl* choice questions ask you to choose the right answer from several possible
answer?. "'is answer multiple choice questions:-

I Read the question carefully. Then, try to answer the question 31; your mind
before you look at the choices.

2. Read all of the choices given and pick the best answer. Sometimes two
answets may be right in some way, You need to choose the better one.

3 De sure to read all of the choices given, even if the first or second one seems
right. The best answer may be the last choice. Sometimes the last choke is
"all of the above."

4.
, .

4. If you are not sureif the answer, lightly cross out the choices you know are
wrong. Then, pick the best answer from the remaining choices. If you still
aren't su:e, make a good guess. If you will lose points for wrong answers,
you should guess only if you can cross out all but two answers.

Truer/else quesnons ask you to decide whether a statement is true or false, To
answer true/false questions:

I. Read the statement carefully, If any pan of the statement is false, then it is a
false statement. Mark etInIse.

2. Watch for key words such as always, only. all, never, often. These words
give you clues about whether the statement is true or false.

On most multiple choice and true/false questions, it is worth guessing if you unsure
of an answer. If you will lose points for wrong answers, you should only guess if you can
narrow 4,our. choices down to two. Don't guess if your teacher tells you not to do so. ..

62'
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5. Ask students, to read the directions to Exercise H (page 62). Give thim a copy of the Unit
I -VII Review Test, or another test if you plan to give the, entire Review Test at the end of the
unit. Then, have them complete Exercise II. Remind students to answer only those questions
for which they know the answers immediately and to categorize the others. Allot, students only
seven or eight minutes to complete this exercise. When they have finished, disCuss their
experien -es in surveying and categorizing.

NOTE: Explain to students that this process may take them some time at first. They may need
to keep the categories in front of them, and they may need a few extra minutes for the
test. As students become more skilled with this process, the!. will be able to do it more
quickly. They will find that it will ultimately save them time in many testing situations.

IS minuses

6. Read "Multiple Choice and True/False Questions" (page 62) aloud, or have students take
turns reading it aloud. Discuss as necessary.

S minuses
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7. Ask students to read the directions to Exercise III (page 63) and complete it4sing the multiple
choice and true/false questions on the Unit I-VII Review Test or other questions you provide
for them. When they have 1nished, discuss their answers and how they used the suggestions on
page 62 to help them answer the questions.

10-15 minutes.

8. Read "Other Test-Taking Tips" (page 63) aloud, or have students read it aloud. Discuss "as'
necessary. Students may have other tips things to do and not to do when taking tests to
*are with classmates.

Have students read the dircctions for Exercise IV (page 63). If you have not already done so,
give students a copy of the Unit I--VII Review Test. If students have been working with the
Review Tqt throughout the unit, have them use this time to complete the short answer and
essay questions. If students are taking the entire test at this time, give them a full class period
to complete it. When they have finished; review both the answers and the test taking skills
students used to complete the test. This review may take place the day after students take the
test.

40 minutes
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UNIT VIII SUMMARY

Preparing for tests } e
Part of being a good test taker ,.sang In advance for the test

I Look over notes and assignments several times.

2. Keep notes and assignments in chronological order (by date).

3 The first time you review. underline main Ideas and key wads Each time you
retiett you can focus on what you have undalmal

4. Renew unit sulantants

Taking command of the testr
When you get tst the cst. last surrey and categorise the questions

I Answer quest, and easy questions right away.

2. Check I..; easi bus time consuming questions Go back to them as soon at you
hatetti %eyed the test and answ ered the quick and easy questions.

3 Put an " next to hard questions Answer them after you have done the easier
ones

4 Pm a questtou mark (?) next to impossible questions. Try these questions after
you have answered all of the others.

Multiple choke and trunfaise questions

You can be a better test taker if you know :ow to answer different kinds of questions.

Multiple shone questioni. Read the question and try to think of the answer before read.
lug the choices. Read all of the choices. and pick the best answer. If you are not sure
of the answer. cross out the choices you think are wrong and choose the best
tenianung answer.

True:false questions: if the statement is pant% false, mark it false Watch out for key
words such as absays...ofien, or ties , These" ese words can help you decide if the state.
mint is true or false. 7 %.,

1
Other tips for test takers I

-..f.

a (.'keep aware of your time.

2. Beware of "quicksand questions " Don't get stuck on one question; go on y the next.
You can always conic back'if there is tune.

1. Put your mentors on automatic for answers that seem to be on the op of your tongue

.. 4. Read directions and quest's:his carefully.

S. Draw diagrams to help organize ickeas and answers.

64

...

45.

9. Review the Unit VIII Summary (page 64) with students.
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REVIEW TEST UNITS I-VII
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Part I (Each correct answer is worth 2 points)

Directions: Circle "F" if you think a statement is a fact. Circle "0" if you think it is an opinion.

F 0 1. The United States would be much better off if it did not use three billion barrels
of its own petroleum each year.

F 0 2. The sun's energy can be used to produce electricity.

F 0 3. Most of the energy we use should come from non-renewable sources of energy
such as coal, petroleum and natural gas.

Directions: Circle "T" if you think a statement is true. Circle "F" If you think it is false.

T F 4. The residential sector of the U.S. economy uses the most energy.

T F 5. Biomass is a renewable energy source.

Part H (Each correct answer is worth 2 points)

Directions: Circle the letter of the statement which best completes the sentence.

6. A technology is appropriate if it
a) harms the environment in which it is used.
b) lets you get things done faster.
c) puts people out of work.
d) uses local talents and resources.

7. A technology is inappropriate if it
a) seriously damages the environment.
b) uses renewable energy.
c) uses energy efficiently.
d) is understood, created, and maintained by the people who.depend on it.

8. Appropriate technologies are usually

a) smaller and more expensive than other technologies.
b) larger and more expensive than other technologies.
c) smaller and less expensive than other technologies.
d) larger and less expensive than other technologies.
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9. Communities can use appropriate technologies to
a) pr'y for food grown in other states.
b) raise taxes.
c) solve their own problems and meet their own needs.
d) all of the above.

10. Relying on non-renewable sources of energy makes a technology

a) subject to shortages and cutoffs.
b) more expensive to operate due to transportation costs.
c) useless once the energy source is all used up.
d) all of the above.

11. If the U.S. continues to use about three billion barrels of its own oil each year without
discovering large new deposits, its proven reserves will be used up by

a) 1992.
b) 2005.

c) 2105.

d) 2585.

12. Which technology uses .energy most efficiently?

oil burned
in furnace

gasoline burned
in car

d)
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windmill

steam
engine
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Key:
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13. Which technology uses energy most efficiently?

Millions
of gallons
of oil

6

S
4

3-
...11.

1 ,
a) b) c) d)

Key:

1-1 useful
energy

wasted
energy

Po"
_A.?.

14. In what year did the imaginary country of Conservia use energy most efficiently?
5 -

Energy used
per person
(in millions of
barrels of oil)

a) 1971
b) 1973
c) 1974
d) 1975

4

3

2

1

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1 2 3 4 5 6

Goods and services produced per person (in $1,000)

82
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Part III (Each correct answer is worth 4 points)

Directions: Write a elfinition for each of the following words or phrases.

15. entropy

16. hydropower

17. proven reserves

Part IV (Each correct answer is worth 8 points)

Directions: Answer each of the following questions. Answers should be written in complete
sentences except in question #22. .

18. How is the planet Earth's energy supply like a spaceship's energy supply?

19. What four criteria would you use to judge how a technology affects the environment?

20. Describe three differences between renewable and non-renewable energy.

t
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21. The city of Everett, Washington, would like to set up a system that converts trash to
energy. The cost of such a system is about three million dollars. Two of the three million
dollars pays for equipment which sorts the trash, separating metal, glass, paper, etc.

Everett has only one million dollars to spend on their system to convert trash to energy.
Explain how this community could set up an effective system using appropriate
technology that would cost only one million dollars.

22. Your family is planning to buy a new refrigerator. Before you choose one, you want to
consider the life cycle costs of the refrigerators available.

In the space below, list four pieces of information (facts) you would need to know in
order to make a good decision about which refrigerator to buy.

Information needed

1.

2.

3.

11,...

4.
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Part V (This question is worth up to 20 points)

Directions: Write an essey of 100 to 200 words describing an appropriate technology which could
be used in your community. Tell what the technology is, and explain what it is used
for. Then, give all the reasons why it is an appropriate technology for your com-
munity. Use the paper provided.

(Feel free to draw a diagram if it will help you!)

. 85
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Answers to Review Test, Units 1VII

Part I Part II

1. 0
2.F
3. 0
4. F
5.T

6. d
7. a
8. c
9. c

10. d
11. a
12. b
13. c
14. d

Part III

15. Entropy is the amount of energy which has been lost through conversion and is unavail-
able for work.

16. Hydropower is a technology for using the energy contained in falling water to produce
electricity or perform mechanical work.

17. Proven reserves are that portion of an oil, coal, or natural gas deposit which can be sold
for more than it presently costs to extract and prepare it for sale.

Part IV (Students' answers will vary. Below are the general ideas which should be included
in their responses.)

18. The earth's energy supply is like a space ship's energy supply in that both are limited. In
both, we need to conserve the energy we have so we do not run out. This is especially
true if the earth continues to rely on non-renewable energy sources.

19. The four criteria used to judge how a technology affects the environment are:

1) The technology should have little immediate or long term effect on living things.

2) The technology should not make the environment smell or look unpleasant.

3) The environment should be able to recover quickly from the technology.

4) The technology should not produce a lot of waste material.

20. Three differences between renewable and non-renewable energy are:

1) Non-renewable energy is finite; renewable energy is replaced almost as fast as it
is used.

2) Renewable energy has less harmful effect on the environment than non-renewable
energy.

3) Non-renewable energy sources are subject to cutoffs and shortues; renewable
sources are not.
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21. Student answers will vary but should include the idea that if people in the community
could sort their own trash, either at home or at a centrally located place, they could
avoid spending two million dollars on sorting equipment.

22. Information needed:

1) first cost of refrigerators

2) operating costs of refrigerators (electricity costs)

3) durability of t ach refrigerator; how long each will last

4) reliability of each refrigerator; costs for maintenance and repair

5) replacement costs

Part V

23. Students' answers will vary. In the essay, students should describe the technology and
what it does and provide several reasons why it is appropriate (considering life cycle cost,
effect on environment, use of locally available and simple technology, use of renewable
energy sources, efficiency).
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PART TWO:

THE SOLAR GREENHOUSE AS AN

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
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UNIT IX: USING SCIENTIFIC MEASURING TOOLS
and

TRAPPING THE SUN'S ENERGY

STUDY SKILLS

This unit introduces students to two measuring tools, the thermometer and the protractor,
which are useful in the science classroom. It then gives students the opportunity to use these tools
in a set of experiments about the solar greenhouse.

THE SOLAR GREENHOUSE: TRAPPING THE SUN'S ENERGY

In this unit, students carry out a sequence of experiments which illustrate how a solar green-
house traps and retains the sun's energy. Through these experiments, students discover the follow-
ing principles for solar greenhouse design and construction:

I. A solar greenhouse has the potential to collect more energy than it needs for its own
use. The excess energy can be used to help heat an adjoining building. This excess
energy will be available, however, only if the greenhouse takes full advantage of the
shorter intervals of daylight experienced during the winter months. The south slope of
a solar greenhouse should therefore face within 30 degrees east or west of true south,
the point on the horizon above which the sun reaches the highest point in its arc
across the sky.

2. The sun's ability to heat the air inside a solar greenhouse is greatest when its rays
strike the south sloping glass at a perpendicular angle. In order for this to occur
between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. throughout the winter months, the
glass should be tilted up from the horizontal at an angle ranging from 50 degrees in
the southern U.S. to 70 degrees along the Canadian border.

3. For a solar greenhouse to share surplus energy with the adjoining building, it must be
efficient in its own use of energy. All exterior surfaces should be well insulated and
tightly constructed to minimize heat loss to the outside air. This pertains to the
window area as well, which should have two layers of glass throughout most of the
U.S. and three layers in the extreme northern states. An air space is needed between
the layers of glass. Somees-ort of night insulation such as a shutter or roll-down shade
will make the windows even more energy efficient.

The solar greenhouse is an excellent example of appropriate technology because it uses a
locally available and renewable source of energy. It has minimal impact on the environment, is
efficient, and is easy to understand and construct. The solar greenhouse is a technology which
fosters self-sufficiency in both heat and food production.

NOTE: This unit will take two or three class periods to teach.
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UNIT IX: USING SCIENTIFIC MEASURING TOOLS
and

TRAPPING THE SUN'S ENERGY

INTRODUCTION

The %Mar greenhouse is one et ample of an approprome itchnologY.

It it foods simple to build and me.

- It USG') sunfish,. %Melo is a loons asailable and renewable energy sourer.

- b has link. if ans. humid effeei on the ens oronmem.

In the new lour mos. son mill etperinaelit with tome of ,he ideas which go into making and
woos a solar gromhousi:.

Om IX mill doss you how to tote its() to:ormolu: 'maturing tools a thermometer and a
pion:woof uhoth udt help : ou etperioneni with solar mtgs.

REAI)IM; THERMOMETERS

You lhoe probabls used u olaermonwier at home10 And ow the temperature outside Or to
see if you had a frser. A therinomrier it also a usetul immune iool.

In a thermoineon. the Monad inside the glass cube etpands when it is heated and contracts
or shrink,. when it cools. The scale printed on the tlaerinomekr helps you "read " ,lie tempera.
ture. The position of the Wood on du: kale it die temperature of ihe mr. oilier, or v.haleter it
it sou are measuring

Lwow* The thermometer bet shows a reading or 30°C.

CVD KJ 20 A 0 to 20 30 0etniffSZt &Mir=

65

Suggested Directions for Unit VIII

I Organize your class into groups of two, three, or four. Group size in this unit may depend on
the amount of equipment you have available for the experiments in Exercises III and IV.

2. Ask students to read the "Introduction" (page 65) and "Reading Thermometers" (page 65).
Answer any questions students have about these readings.

Approximate time: 5 minutes
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EXERCISE 1

Direction: Below are sketches of four thermometers. each showing a different temperature.
All of the thermometers use the Celsius scale. With your partner or group. figure
out the temperature shown on each thermometer. Write the temperature in the
space provided below the thermometer.

13 30 0 60 JO ao
'".77,;7722611.1Z/0;

ZO° C.

ao io o a .. 4,0 so

;// WM./27, eii6/.7'%R.FY27=.1,Yir IOW

2. 45°c.

2° '0 0 V A,,JP_A, ,5P ao sa

3. 20°C 4.

66

-15°C

3. Have students read the directions for Exercise I (page 66) and complete the exercise in their
groups. When students have finished, ask several of them to share their answers with the class.
Discuss as necessary.

10 minutes
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PROTRACIORs: MEASURING ANGLES

Somdisms you need to he able to measure Ow sue of an angle in order to do a scientific
esperiment. Angles are 111C4MINd in &pm, as in the samples shown belie.

1 90 i35
1 (4:t

You use 4 protracta to measure angles- took at the &aunts of the protractor Moss as
)ou read the emiLitianon of hou lo use 0.

II)

Etplustotton: All protractors hate 4 flat edge (11 with a mark mob iii the center I.

The curved edge of the protractor is ma-ked uhf in degrees. 0' is On the
flat edge of the protractor, and 90° is ; . the lop of the curve.

A protractor ma) haw tuo scales. The scale that starts unit use 0 at the
right is used 10 mitavure angles that open to the right;

the wale it ids the 0 al the tett is used to measure angles that open to the
left:

To measure an angle, place die flat edge of the protractor along one hue
of the angle. The tenter mark should be on the point ii here the tuo lines
mon, l'ollmi the odor hoe of the angle out to where it crosses the scale
)0o are using. The point on ilic scale Akre lilt line crosses is the
measure of the angle

67

4. Read "Protractors: Measuring Angles" (page 67) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Give
each student a protractor, and go over the Example on page 68.
S minutes
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Example: The angle below measures 65°.

EXERCISE el

thrections: Use a protractor to measure the angles below. Write your answers in the space
provided below each angle.

A. se B. 48°

\ V
c. 125°

68

D. 57°

5. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise II (page 68) and complete it with their group.
Discuss student answers as necessary.

10-15 minutes
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I.1410 ISL III

Ornitrona In Ins course um and tour guano to group urn do an espoonent rho mil
.has )ou boo solar mops can 1w iteptur and used to Iwo all In this morn
mon tatt *al AIM I UP. UT OA 1111 IT AND KO CL OW [MIA. and t l Ulna
COM. iussoNs tow» the stem berms to t.4111 out tht)

A SMIM. LIP
(.then the tolleump mosoul.

IheffiNWhetvt,
4 prolamin

notebook
dart codbaard &Ida and A pies 01 ,Ardvad Lon myth to

shads the notelsottl
a Loa. OM, 1.0 with a MiCA. on led
a *etch of
penal

halt source Owe 010 use 01014tht th Qmp prosolo1 our teasher

It tutu teasho has 0e1 ma 0000 0, the r hammer and it.ul to male a hok in the led of
Ms or onto *MA 004 OM Oklenekt IAN lo do Mts. 'moss the lid non the or and
saiclulle hammer the nail through it Male tlx hole Urge enough iot the thermometer
bt moues the tool around

3 Pm arc uses the 001 as tour loan Wake. 1414 sour moctots most& and rind
Ion plan to to up If )00 4/e muds a tamp, ate.it a spats on *lush to *urn

a hum the sardboard 000,tee 000 the or Poi the lid on. and ono the Momenta
through the Auk m the or hd Loh the tar and prop it up tO that d tocno doted halt
all dons one ode 34als sure the cardboard ts Mann the halo source and the MO*
memo The louder sun Lap die fight from Noma the thermometer diemils Use a
promote to measure the angle tits bottom of the or males ssolt the Ind %Masc.
Inite the 40Sh )00 bate 0000000 here

4

Place a noteboon on the wound nod to the tar. Munedrotels mop the woad pleccof
smdLmattl Si) It rumpled le shades the aokhool Then, plus the snood thamomeln
on the shaded nombool

fr 4.0411s1i 100

6. Exercise III (page 69-71) asks students to prepare, carry out, and analyze an experiment.
Before students begin:

a. Have the following equipment ready for each group or pair:
2 thermometers
glass jar with screw-on lid
protractor
light source (preferably the sun, but a 200 watt bulb will work)
cardboard

Each jar lid must have a hole in it through which the thermometer can be inserted.
Punch a hole in the lid by removing it from the jar, placing it on a stack of folded
newspapers, and hammering a nail through. Enlarge the hole by moving the ',-
around. You may choose to punch the holes yourself, ask one or two students to do .
for the whole class, or have each group do its own.

Each jar must also have a cardboard divider to keep the sun or light source fr,
striking the thermometer directly. The cardboard divider should have holes in it or be
cut so that air can flow from one side to the other. You may prepare these for each
group or pair, or have the students make them. Their jars should look like this:

93 111
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b. Explain to students that the overall purpose of the experiment is to see how a solar
greenhouse traps solar energy.

c. Briefly describe the steps in the experiment. These steps are described in detail in the
student text, but many students find it helpful to have heard all the procedures before
they read and carry them out one at a time.

GATIIERING AND RECORDING HATA

8. Wne down the following pieces of information m the spaces provided:

Ton ()craters. outside whim you start the expelomem:

Tem Permute m the jar when you start the experiment:

2. You are going to check the renePrmitur attar air inside the mr and the temperature or
the air inside the jar eters 2 minutes for 10 minutes. Use the data table below to
wide down the temperatures you read may 2 ntinums.

HMIs

0 mentoW

2 minutes

4 minutes

6 minutes

8 minutes

10 minutes

TEMPERAMIRE IS THE JAR TEMPERATURE OUTSIDE THE JAR

3. After you base recordsbd the temperatures for 10 mi..utes. have your partner stand in
the spot where his or her shadow blocks the sun from the jar (or turn off the 100.
Continue to read the temperatures inside and outside the jar esety 2 minutes for the
nem 10 minute. as you did before. recording your information on the data table
continued below.

LIME H.MPERATURE I'i IDE JAR TEMPERATURE: OUTSIDE THE MR I

10 imitums

12 minutes

14 tumuies

16 minutes

18 minutes

20 minutes

70

Have students complete the experiment in Exercise HI, recording the data they gather in the
data tables on page 70. M optional exercise at this point that may help students organize and
analyze their data is to have them graph the results of their experiment. By graphing the
temperatures inside and outside the jar over time on the same graph, students will be able to
see the differences. Their graphs would look something like this:

40

30

temperature 20

10

Inside jar

outside jar

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

NOTE: This graph is not included in the student tent.

minutes passed
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C. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

Use the information on your data tables to answer the questions below.

1. Which was hotter trier 10 minutes, inside the jar or outside the jar?

*ago& should find -Mai if was holler inside slhe jar

2. Why do you think this happened?

Siaght answers will vary. See Greenhouse Eief-

3. What happened to the temperatures when the shadow was on the jar?

Inside the jut -temperature decreases

Outside the jar 4ePolperedloi4. decreases traore ter

4han inside 'Ihe jar)

4. Why do you think this happened?

Siudeat answers will vary. See Greenhouse Effect.

below.

THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT

What you have observed in this experiment is the GREENHOUSE EFFECT. When light
passes through glass and touches cool surfaces, most of it changes to heat. As heat, it cannot
leave the jar as easily as it entered, so the temperature in the jar rises. A solar greenhouse
works in the same way that your jar did to trap the sun's energy and change it into heat. The
cartoon on page 72 may help you understand the greenhouse effect.

In the experiment in Exercise Ill, you had to tilt the jar to let in as much sun as possible.
Then you measured the angle between the jar and the ground. When you compare this angle
to those of your classmates, you will probably find that they are about the same. The best
angle for catching the sun depends on how high the sun is above the horizon. If you did this
experiment again at another time of day, you would probably choose a different angle to tilt
the jar. If you did the experiment during another season of the year, or in a different place on
earth, the best angle would again be different.

If you were building a solar greenhouse, you would have to find the best angle for
catching the sun. The greenhouse should be positioned so that most of the glass faces south.
The glass should be tilted so that it traps as much solar energy as possible during the winter
months. You would also have to watch out for trees and buildings which might cast a shadow
on the greenhouse during the winter, cutting it off from its energy source.

11

When students have gathered and recorded their data, have them answer the questions in
"Drawing Conclusions" (page 71). These questions could be assigned for homework and dis-
cussed the next day. Discuss students' findings and their explanations for what they saw
happening.

30-40 minutes

NOTE: There are no correct answers for the experiment in this exercise. Students' answers will
vary, but they should be similar from group to group.

7. Read "The Greenhouse Effect" (page 71) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Discuss how
the cartoon on page 72 illustrates the greenhouse effect. Have students report the angle
measurements they took in the experiment in Exercise 111. Discuss how the angle would be
different at different times of the day, in different seasons, and at different places.
10 minutes
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INSULATION

Glass is good at trapping heat but no: good at holding it. A solar greenhouse uses
INSULATION in the walls and roof to keep the heat in during the winter and out in the
summer. Some solar greenhouses also use insulation over the glass on winter nights.

EXERCISE IV

Directions: Follow the steps below to carry out an experiment about insulating a solar green-
house.

I. You will need these materials:

2 jars with lids (and cardboard dividers)
2 thermometers
light source (sun or lamp)
some kind of insulation (construction paper. cloth. wool)

2. Put a thermometer into each jar, and place both jars in front of the light source for 10
minutes. Be sure the cardboard dividers are inserted into the jars between the thermome-
ters and the light source.

3. After 10 minutes, immediately wrap one of the jars with whatever insulation you have
chosen and remove both jars from the light source (Put them in a shady place).

4. Check the temperatures of both jars every 2 minutes fo 10 minutes. Record your tem-
perature readings in the data table below.

TIME
ILMFLKAIIUM IN
INSULATED JAR

ILMFEKATIJKL IN
UNINSULATED JAR

0 minutes (measured as soon
as you put the jars in the
shade)

2 minutes _
4 minutes

6 minutes

8 minutes

10 minutes

S. Write two or three sentences that explain what happened in his experiment.

Sifudents wdl 17nd -Butt some Materials hold heal in: so
in some cases It insulated jar Rod Stay warmer

dart 'flse umnsidated jar.

/3

8. Read "Insulation" (page 73) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Discuss as necessary.

Have students read the directions for Exercise IV (page 73). Provide students with a variety of
materials they can use for insulating their jars, such as construction paper, foam, cloth, and
quilting. Ask students to complete the experiment described in Exercise IV, recording data on
the table on page 73. When students have completed the exercise, ask them to share their
results with the class. Discuss how their findings could be applied to a solar greenhouse.

30 minutes
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UNIT IX SUMMARY

MEASURING TOOLS

Measuring tools can help you carry out scientific experiments and answer questions about
things you see around you.

In a THERMOMETER, the liquid expands or contracts to show the
tempt/mute of air, water, or whatever you arc measuring.

You use a PROIRACIOR to measure .angles.

TRAPPING THE SUN: THE SOLAR GREENHOUSE

A solar greenhouse traps the sun's energy and uses h to heat the air inside. This is called
the greenhouse effect. A solar greenhouse is most effective when:

1) the greenhouse faces south so that it receives as much sun as possible in the
winter,

2) the glass is tilted so that as much sunlight as possible strikes it at a 904 angle for
as long each day as possible, and

3) the outside surfaces of the greenhouse are well insulated and tightly built to cot
down on heat loss to the outside air.

The solar greenhouse is a good example of appropriate technology. It uses a locally avail.
able and renewable source of energy. It also does little to change or hurt the environment. A
solar greenhouse uses energy efficiently, It is a technology which is easy to understand and
build, and one which helps people be more self sufficient in producing heat and food.

74

9. Review the Unit IX Summary (page 74) with students.
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UNIT X: APPLYING SCIENTIFIC LAWS
and

HOW DOES ENERGY BEHAVE
IN A SOLAR GREENHOUSE?

STUDY SKILLS

This unit introduces students to scientific laws which describe the behavior of matter and
energy. It then suggests a procedure which students can use for recognizing what scientific law is at
work in a particular situation. In this procedure, students are told to:

1) OBSERVE the situation carefully,

2) RECO'LD their observations,

3) COMPARE their observations to other situations in which similar phenomena occurred
and for which they know the law, and

4) Decide which scientific law best explains what has been observed.

This procedure is actually a variation on the problem solving scheme introduced to students in
Unit VII. This could be pointed out to students and similarities and differences between the two
processes discussed. This discussion may reinforce for students the idea that different problems
may require different approaches and that each student may be most comfortable with a particular
approach.

At the beginning of this unit, students are asked to use skills of reading and note taking intro-
duced earlier in the book. Students have an opportunity in this unit to practice what they have
learned and to apply recently learned skills to a new situation.

SCIENTIFIC LAWS AND THE SOLAR GREENHOUSE

In this unit, students are first introduced to the concept of matter, which is made up of
molecules. Students learn that in solids, the molecules are very close together; in liquids they are
further apart; and in gases they are quite far apart.

Students then read about and experiment with three scientific laws that determine the
behavior of matter when it is heated and cooled. An understanding of these laws helps students
recognize what is happening in many natural situations.

These three laws are at work in the solar greenhouse:

The Law of Conduction: When one part of a solid is warmer than another part, heat
travels (conducts) from the warm area to the cooler area.



The Law of

The Law of

Convection:

Radiation:

When a liquid or gas is heated, it expands and rises. When a
liquid or gas is cooled, it contracts and sinks.

All matter constantly emits energy in straight lines. The
warmer a particle of matter is, the more energy it radiates.
Particles of matter struck by radiant energy absorb heat
energy and become warmer.

In a solar greenhouse, heat conducts through walls common to the greenhouse and the
attached building, providing a source of heat for the building. Heat also conducts through the
glass and the exterior walls of the greenhouse. Insulation must be used to slow down the rate of
heat loss which results from conduction.

Convection patterns in a solar greenhouse can also be helpful or harmful. Convection can
help move warm air from the greenhouse to the adjoining building. At night, however, convection
can draw warm air from the house into the cooler greenhouse unless proper safeguards are taken.

Radiation also works for and against the solar greenhouse. Radiation from the sun is the
energy source for the greenhouse. Radiation is also partly responsible for the transfer of heat from
the greenhouse into the adjoining house through the common wall. Insulation must be used to
reduce the amount of energy radiated back into space by the exterior surfaces of the greenhouse.

A NOTE ABOUT TEACHING THIS UNIT

Because this unit, like Unit IX, involves some experimentation, it will probably take two class
periods to complete. We recommend that Exercise 1 (pages 75-80) be assigned as homework which
is due on the day you wish to work on the unit in class. This allows students to make the best use
of in-class time.
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UNIT X: APPLYING SCIENTIFIC LAWS
and

HOW DOES ENERGY BEHAVE
IN A SOLAR GREENHOUSE?

INTRODUCTION: SCIENTIFIC LAWS

Emu, though you may hale a few more yeas 10 go before you can get a dlier's bonne.
you probably know about the laws that KR &wets what they can and cannot do in a ear.

I ans rust in science. too. scientific laws are peonies attempts to explain what happens
in nowt. Scientific laws cannot be broken. Energy and matter could not disobey them if they
tried!

As a snow student you can uw scsentilic laws as keys for understanding nature. The
more wientific laws you know and understand. the more keys you will base. The Ind is
knowing which key to use. This twit will help you learn the skill of applying scseinific laws to
%hat )00 cce.

EXERCISE I

Dreedurros: Using the skills you base learned in earlier chapters, SURVEY and READ the
information on the following pages. Use the space following each section of the
reading to MAP w OUTLINE that section. Then, you will be able to use the
information later in Ilk: unit.

M a review of what you base read. do the REVIEW on Page 80.

WHAT IS MATTER?

Maier h the "sluff" that eserything is made of. Ii usually occurs as small clumps or
bunches called molecules. Molecules are too small to we esen with a powerful microscope.

Matter wises in three tom sohd, ham& and gas.

When a few billton molecules are very dose together. they form a solid. suclt as a
rock. a tree. or a bird. Solids tend to hae a definite shape.

The molecules in a /quid, like water, are much tarther apace than they are in a solid.
In a liquid, die Molecule. tend to take on the shape of the container which holds
them.

The moteeules which make up a gin, like air. are I.cry far apart. The molecules of a
as tend to spread out to fell 4 container. like Inc air ntOlianiles in a balloon.

tCoolomed ore page 76/

7$

Suggested Directions for Unit X

1. Read "Introduction: Scientific Laws" (page 75) aloud, or have a student read it aloud.
Discuss as necessary.

Approximate time: 5 minutes

2. Have students read the directions to Exercise I (page 75). Assign Exercise I as homework due
on the day you wish to continue work on the unit. Explain to students that they will survey,
read, and map or outline the readings on pages 75 through 79 and do the Review on page 80.
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MAP Olt OUTLINE:

MINS: MAP: 0CO''

2 Moiler- sA4-441014s ore made of
A. Exists as rnoieeuies

1 Mmegiles close 'Nett= z. sohd

2. Molecules fw%er opal' = 11444

3 Molecules verlifetz apiut :.., gas

LAW OF CONDUCTION

The Law of Conduction describes how heat behaves in a solid. This law says that when.
ever one part of a solid is warmer than another part, heat will travel from the warm part to the
cool pan. until all parts of the solid are the same temperature. Conduction also explains how
heat travels from one material to.another when the materials are touching. These materials can
be the same or different forms of matter. Heat Bows from the warmer material to the cooler.

Conduction occurs whenever one molecule in a solid is warmer than the molecules next to
it. The warmer molecule contains more energy, which makes it vibrate faster than the others.
Because the molecules in a solid are packed closely together, the warmer, vibrating molecule
bumps into irs cooler neighbors. This causes them to vibrate faster and become warmer. The
first molecule gives up, or conducts. some of its energy when it bumps into us neighbors. This
makes it vibrate more slowly and become cooler.

Meanwhile. the other molecules have begun to vibrate faster. Each of these molecules
bumps into its neighbors, transferring energy in the form of heat even further away. Conduc-
tion stops when all the molecules in a solid are vibrating at the same rate and are therefore the
same temperature.

The picture below shows how conduction works.

ti

76

When students have completed Exercise I, have several of them present their maps or outlines
and their examples from the Review. Discuss the laws of conduction, convection, and
radiation, giving other examples to clarify these concepts if necessary. One way to demonstrate
the law of conduction is to line up four or five students shoulder to shoulder at the front of the
room, facing the class. Bump the student on your end hard enough to tip the student on the
other end of the line off balance. Each student represents a molecule, passing its energy along
to the next. If you have the students spread out so there is a foot or more between each of
them and repeat the demonstration, students will see that only the first and second students are
affected. This is an example of a material in which the molecules are further apart. Such a
material would be a poor conductor but a good insulator.

10 minutes (for discussion)
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Some solids conduct heat better than others because their molecules are closer together.
Examples of g.. d conductors are metals, concrete. and brick. Other solids are not good con
doctors becau the molecules are farther apart. Examples of poor conductors are fiberglass,
foam, and dr tot. Poor conductors are good insulators, because they slow down the movement
of heat.

MAP OR OUTLINE:

OUTLINE

.r Concisedion- how heat behaves in solids

A. Not -bawds from warm fo cod pail ofsolid
t Warn* molecules bony cool ones and pass enersy
2 Slops WWI_ all molecules are &vitt tempeiralime.

.s. Some solids conduct heat heifer lho.n others

1. Bad conductors are jeod insi441ors

17

(Comm a! on pagt 78)
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LAW OF CONVECTION

The Law of Convection explains what happens when a liquid or gas is healed. This law
says that when a liquid or gas is heated, it expands and rises. When a liquid or gas is cooled. n
shrinks. or contracts, and sinks.

Liquids and gases are both fluids. The molecules of which they are made vibrate faster
when they are healed, just like the molecules in a solid. But because the molecules in a liquid
or gas are less tightly packed than the molecules in a solid, they trader heat in a different way.

When the molecules in a fluid (liquid or gas) are heated and begin to vibrate faster. they
move farther away from each other. This is what we mean when w: say that a liquid or gas
expands when it is heated. As the liquid or gas molecules spread apart. they rise, so the heat is
transferred upward.

The same thing happens in reverse when the molecules in a liquid or gas cool. As they
vibrate more and more slowly, they move closer together. We say that the liquid or gas is
contracting. As the molecules move closer together, they begin to sink.

MAP OR OUTLINE:

Conme,
I. Law of Coweolion- heat.3 Istud orios

A Heat makes molecoles of fluid vobrategsjer
I Wiien molecules vibrate Aster, move away liun each ale er.. expand
z Molecules spread apart and ikat upward
3. Heat joes ap

B. When molecules Cool, vibrate more $19wIti
molecules Get Closet elhee COPINEt

2 MoietideS'iSink as cool

Note that in the section on the Law of Convection, the concept of density is not
explicitly discussed. Students can understand the law more easily when it is
presented in this way. A fluid's density, or how many molecules there are in a
given volume, governs its tendency to rise or fall. The molecular weight of a
material is also a factor.
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LAW OF RADIATION

The Lay. of Radiation says that mister gives off or radiates energy all of the time. The
Warner matter is, the more energy it radiates. When other matter is hit by this radiating
energy, it becomes warmer.

When a material is heated, the molecules on its surface vibrate faster. These molecules
then give off energy which travels in straight lines in all directions. When this energy reaches
the molecules in another object, it starts these molecules vibrating faster and raises their
temperatures.

Radiation is a way of transferring energy from ore piece of matter to another without the
vibrating molecules touching each ocher or moving from one place to another. As the picture
below shows, you don't have to touch the stove to get ssvm, because it radiates energy.

MAP OR OUTLINE °411-t:I Law of &ilia Aim
A. MaNergves off y

t. Mo 'owe, on surface vhiareibrafeengsarnYter4"

toolS. Waim Maier r

MAP: 2 Moteoula qq :ie Off enemy in MAight lines
114,1%, 3. When, radiated entelyNits oriher-4n4er new

mokttieS Vibrate fakr - objed clefs wome1-

It 0

4141

sfitge1445

14 79

LAW OF
01)47,0A1

4$ Wilms
rat:kola

!Continued on page 80t
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REVIEW. Look back over the notes you have taken. With a partner, choose One of the
scientific laws explained in the readings. Think of an example from your own
experience in which you saw the scientific law operating. Write a few sentences
below that describe your example.

LAw: ardent rdspoottat Will was , [cep/ ATI reelSoutWe reSAOPISVS.Sonte

EXAMPLE: possible_resfonse3 42.4e

1.41W Of Calducon = usi, a hot water bale to Warm -lite bed.

Law ofCOAlleCtion: TOF!ft0OrS ofhouse are warmer in seamier itS,

sundi Olt:

RECOGNIZING SCIENTIFIC LAWS

To recognize scientific laws as they operate, you can use the three step process of
OBSERVING, RECORDING, and COMPARING described below.

1) OBSERVE what is going on in the situation. Every movement, color, sound,
smell, taste, and touch can tell you something.

2) RECORD your observations. You may be able to remember many details, but the
best way to remember all of them is to write them down. Sometimes there may
not be enough time to record everything.

3) COMPARE your observations to other situations in which you saw similar things
happening. What law was operating in those situations? Decide which scientific
law best explains what you observed and recorded.

EXAMPLES OF THE LAW OF CONDUCTION

You have experienced the law of conduction many times. Pahar s you have had one of
these experiences:

I. You leave a cool spoon in a bowl of hot soup. When YOU pick up the spoon, it has
become very hot. Heat has been transferred from the soup to the spoon and up
the handle according to the law of conduction.

2. You lean your arm on the desk for a long period of time. When you lift it up, you
find that the place where your arm has been is warm. Heat has been conducted
from your arm to the desk top.

Exercises 11 and Ill will show you examples of the laws of convection and radiation.

80

The Review (page 80) can be done in several ways. Students can be assigned or choose a
partner to work with, end the Review can be done with the readings in Exercise I as home-
work. Students are responsible for calling or meeting with their partner to complete the
Review. OR, students can be given 5-10 minutes to complete the Review at the beginning of
the class following the homework assignment. A third option is to have students complete the
Review individually.

3. Organize the class into groups of three or four.

Real., "Recognizing Scientific Laws" (page 80) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Discuss
how this process is similar to and different from the problem solving process presented in Unit
VII.

5 minutes

4. Have students read "Examples Of The Law Of Conduction" (page 80). Discuss as necessary.
Ask students for other examples.

5 minutes
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EXERCISE 11

Durerrons: Your leacher will demonstrate another scientific law for you. Follow the steps
below to see if you can recognize what it is.

I. OBSERVE what the teacher does.

2. Use this space to RECORD what you see happening:

3. COMPARE this to other situations that scented similar.

4. Which scientific law does this everiment show?

EXERCISE 111

AnTaipts: Follow the steps WM.' to see a third scientific law at work.

SET UP

1. You will need: a light bulb (Plugged in)
a piece of cardboard

ICumumeil pa pate 821

81

5. Have students read the directions and steps for Exercise II (page 81). Carry out the following
demonstration of the law of convection.

1) Fill a beaker with water and place it on a rack. Place a Bunsen burner under the beaker
so that the flame is to one side of the center of the beaker (see picture above).

2) Let the water come to a boil. Instruct students first to observe and then to record what
they see happening next.

3) Drop a small handful of sawdust into the boiling water. Give students a few minutes to
observe the results.

4) Ask students to complete Exercise II.

When students have finished, ask several to explain what they saw and what law of heat
transfer was .remonstrated.

10-15 minutes

6. Have students read the directions for Exercise III (page 81) and complete it in their groups.
When they have finished, ask a member of each group to share her or his group's findings and
conclusions with the class. Discuss how this experiment illustrates the law of radiation.
10-15 minutes



OBSERVE AND RECORD

2. Plug in the light bulb. Hold your hand to one side of the bulb without touching it.

What happens to the temperature of your hand? /taxi gets want & ;

lenyendure goes 14.e

3. Leave your hand to one side of the light bulb. Hold the cardboard between your hand and
the bulb.

What happens to the temperature of your hand? cools

COMPARE

4. Can you think of other situations in which you experienced something similar? What laws
were in action in those situations? Discuss this With your group.

S. What scientific law does this experiment show, lAwf or Autiaitan

82
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SCIENTIFIC LAWS AM/ THE SOLAR GRLENIIOUSE

The solar greenhouse operates according to the scientific laws of conduction, convection,
and radiation. Remember:

One eNample of conductton is the transfer of beat through solid matter.

Convection is the transfer of heat in a liquid or gas. Heated fluids expand and rise.
Cooled fluids contract and sink.

Rue:own is the transfer of energy from the surface of an object into space.

The arrows in the solar greenhouse below show where conduction is occurring. Read the
emilanation as you look at the picture.

Etplunanun:

r +OlII 0'1 1

(ce

Heat is conducted through wails and roof to the outside (arrows #1). If
walls contain materials that are poor conductors (insulation), heat will be
lost more slowly.

Heat is conducted through the glass to the outside (arrow #2). If there are
two layers of glass with an air space beisceen them, heal will be lost more
slowly.

Heat is conducted through the ceiling to the attic (arrow #3). Again, insula-
tion here would slow down heal toss.

Heat is conducted through the sap to the house, helping to heat the house
(arrow 24).

83

7. Read "Scientific Laws And The Solar Greenhouse" (page 83) aloud, or have a student read it
aloud. Discuss with students how the arrows in the picture of a solar greenhouse on page 83
show where conduction occurs.

5-10 minutes
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EXERCISE IV

Directions: The pictures below and on the next page show the same solar greenhouse as on
page 83. Each picture has arrows which show a scientific law of heat transfer in
action. For each picture:

1) Observe - look carefully to see what is happening.

2) Record what is happening at each arrow in the space provided.

3) Compare what you have recorded to the examples of scientific laws in Exer-
cises II and III.

4) Explain which scientific law is shown by the arrows.

Picture I

1. Observe what is happening.

2. Record: What is happening at arrow II? Wain' dr rases and jne-S i'ik douse.

What is happening at arrow 02? COD/ air milks and re-esifers

5reeihouse, repbetailhe air Ad- has leff-41se. jrcemkousa.

Se

8. Ask students to read the directions to Exercise IV (page 84). Have students complete the
exercise in their groups. When they have finished, discuss their responses to the questions on
pages 84-86. Students should be able to explain what law of heat transfer each arrow
represents. Discuss what would happen in each picture if a) it were night and/or b) tempera-t
tures outside, in the greenhouse, and in the building were different (see the additional sugges-
tions at the end of this unit for pictures of these situations).

15-20 minutes
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3. Which example From Exercises lI and m is similar ru what you see happening with these

mows? Exercise ir will' wale. Ln &ajar.

How are they alike) Bah .A0.4, warm fluid risin&amcl Cold sinksts

4. Which scientific law do these arrows show' law of Co.vochoA

Picture 2

75° U3°

I. Observe what is happening.

2. Record: What is happening at arrow 01? Sun rerehrlie.S eneTy

What is happening at the arrows marked 02? Glass and waits
ratio& erterji out onio space.

What is happening at the arrows marked 03? Corronon Walt raricafeS

P11 5y / cedina radutks otejy into

85
(Continued on page 86/
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3. Compare: Which example from Exercises II and Hi is similar to what you see happening

in this picture? Eyeraseir WA li hi bulb.

How are they alike? Bail Acskt ell radded from kid.rnt mailer

40 cooler mailer

4. Which scientific law do the arrows in this picture show'

/4W Of_Adrabell _

86
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UNIT X SUMMARY

APPLYING SCIENTIFIC LAWS:

To figure out which scientific law is operating in a situation. follow these steps:

OBSERVE what is happening.

RECORD all of your observations.

COMPARE what you see to other mutations in which you know what law is ow-
alms. 'rhea. decide which scientific law esplains your observations.

SCIENTIFIC LAWS AND THE SOLAR GREENHOUSE

Scientific laws describe how matter and energy behave.

Mailer is the "stuff" everything is made of. It exists in coy small bunches, called
molecules.

When the molecules are close together, the matter forms a soled.

When the molecules are farther apart. the matter is a liquid.

When the molecules are very far apart, the matter is a gas.

Three scientific laws of heat transfer operate in a solar greenhouse.

The r.ate qf Comnrchon: Whenever one pan of a solid is warmer than another part. heat
travels from the warm part to cooler parts until the solid is all the
same temperature. Through condunion, heal escapes through the
solid surfaces of a solar greenhouse. To slow down this heat loss.
you must use materials that are poor conductors to insulate walls
and ceilings.

The Law of Convecuore When a liquid or gas is heated, it expands and rises. When it cools.
it contracts and sinks. Warm air from a solar greenhouse rises by
convection and motes into the attached building. Cool air from the
building moves back into the greenhouse, to be reheated.

The Low of Radiation: Matter radiates energy in straight lines. Warm matter radiates more
energy than cool matter. When matter is struck by radiant energy,
it becomes warmer. A solar greenhouse receives radiant energy
from the sun. At the same time, the outside surfaces of the green-
house radiate heat back into space. Heat also radiates from the
back wall of the greenhouse into the adjoining building, providing
a source of heat for the building.

87

9. Review the Unit X Summary (page 87) with students.

I

i v I
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Additional Suggestions

1. Provide students with other pictures of solar greenhouses similar to those in Exercise IV (page
84-86) but with different structures and temperatures. Several examples have been given below
and on the next page. Include arrows, and ask students what they represent, OR ask students
to draw in the arrows which show where conduction, convection, and radiation occur.

SAMPLE PICTURES:

rri!if r1

A$

/
1 50*

ti

4
0

gy
conduction

comection

roc cation
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UNIT XI: WORKING WITH THE METRIC SYSTEM
and

HOW CAN WE STORE ENERGY?
STUDY SKILLS

This unit introduces students to the metric system and asks them to use metric measurements
as they experiment with ways of storing solar energy. More specifically, the unit presents the meter
as a unit of length, the liter as a unit of volume, and the gram as a unit of weight. It also explains
that degrees Celsius is a metric measure of temperature, and that a calorie is a unit of heat (one
calorie is the amount of heat needed to raise the temperature of one gram of water one degree
Celsius). Prefixes such as kilo, centi, and milli are added to metric measurements to indicate the
number of units.

A NOTE ABOUT TEACHING THE METRIC SYSTEM:

Any measuring system is more meaningful to students if they can visualize the units. Since the
United States still relies on the English system of measurement, most American students do not
"think metric." Students may find it helpful if meter sticks, liter containers, and materials
measured in grams (e.g., a box of sugar or salt) are in front of them and continually referred to as
they work with the metric system.

STORING SOLAR ENERGY

Non-renewable energy in the form of coal, oil, or natural gas is already stored; it is potential
energy until it is burned. Renewable energy can also be stored as potential energy. Solar energy is
stored in plants and trees (biomass) and in water capable of running downhill (the sun evaporates
water from lakes and oceans, in effect lifting it uphill so it can run downhill). When the sun's
energy takes the form of heat (thermal solar), howeyer, storage is more problematic. Some
materials are more appropriate for this purpose than others.

On a sunny winter day, a well-designed, properly sited, and carefully constructed greenhouse
will collect an over - abunda ice of solar thermal energy. The amount of extra energy varies from
state to state and even from town to town. In almost every part of the United States a solar green-
house will overheat unless the surplus is anticipated and dealt with.

There are three ways to avoid overheating:

I. Let in some cooler outside air by opening windows and vents. This solution is in-
efficient and wasteful.

2. If the solar greenhouse is attached to another building, circulate the warm air through
the adjoining house. This would help reduce the occupants' use of non-renewable
energy.

3. Store the extra energy for use at night and on cloudy days. Materials appropriate for
this purpose are called thermal mass.

Most attached solar greenhouses share some of their excess energy with the adjoining building
and store the rest for their own use at night and on cloudy days.

In this unit, students will experiment with a variety of materials for absorbing aid storing
thermal solar energy. Through experimentation, students will determine which materials are most
appropriate and effective when used in a solar greenhouse.

116 134
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UNIT XI: WORKING WITH THE METRIC SYSTEM
and

HOW CAN WE STORE ENERGY?

INTRODUCTION: THE METRIC SYSTEM

In the United States, we are used to measuring distance in inches and feet and weighing
things in ounces and pounds. ".,is is known as the English system of measuring.

In science, you will often End measurements in another system, the METRIC SYSTEM.
The metric system is used in most other countries. This unit will help you learn to -think
metric" and use the m cult system as a scientific tool.

MEASUREMENTS IN THE METRIC SYSTEM

You may already use some metric measurements without knowing it. For example,
temperatures measured in degrees Celsius are metric, while those in degrees Fahrenheit are
English. Below are three other units of measurement in the metric system.

The METER is a unit of length, like a foot or yard. A meter is about three feet long.

The LITER is a unit of volume, like a quart or gallon. A liter is about the size of a
quart.

The GRAM is a unit of mass or the quantity of matter. Anywhere on earth an
object's mass is the same as its weight. One thousand grams is approximately two
pounds.

In the English system, we change from inches to feet to yards to show a longer length. In
the metric system, a prefix before the unit tells you the number of meters, liters, or grams
being measured.

KILO- means 1,000. A kilomet is 1.000 meters. A kilogram is 1,000 grams.

CENTI- means 1/100. A centimeter is 1/100 of a meter. A centigram is 1/100 of
a gram. Or, 100 centigrams = I gram.

MILLI- means 1/1,000. .A millimeter is 1/1,000 of a meter. A milligram is 1/1.000
of a gram. Or, 1,000 millimeters la 1 meter. 1,000 milligrams = I gram.

EXERCISE I

Directions: Use the information you have just learned about the metric system to answer the
questions below and on the next page.

I. It is three kilometers from one town to the next. How many meters is it?

Iwo ntefers

$$

NOTE ABOUT TEACHANG THIS UNIT:
Because this unit involves student experimentation, it will probably require two class periods.

Suggested Directions for Unit XI
1. Organize your class into groups of three or four, You may want to put one or more strong

math students in each group, as several of the exercises in this unit require students to calculate
their answers.

2. Read "Introduction: The Metric System" (page 88) and "Measurements In The Metric
System" (page 88) aloud, or have a student read them aloud. Use examples of meters, liters,
and grams to help students compare these units to English measurements. Students can look at
a meter stick or a metric ruler to see how meters are divided into centimeters and millimeters.

Approximate time: 5-10 minutes
3. Have students read the directions for Exercise I (page 88) and complete the exercise in their

groups. When students have finished, go over the correct answers to the four questions.
Discuss any problems or questions students have about using the metric system in this exercise.

5-10 minutes

43
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2. A meter slick is 1 meter ions. How many centimeters are there on the meter stick? _

NOD Cents Mete=

3. A container of water weighs 4.000 grams. How many kilograms does it weigh?

4 kit t rats

4. A feather weighs 1 milligram. How many grams does it weigh? 111000 ram

STORING SOLAR ENERGY
The solar energy entering a solar greenhouse turns into heat when it strikes the floor, the

walls, and even the plants. On a sunny day. the greenhouse can quickly get too warm. There
are several ways to prevent overheating. The most common one is to store the extra energy for
use at night or on cloudy days.

There are many ways to store energy. A car battery stores electrical energy produced by
the running engine. A watch spring stores energy when you wind it. A dam stores energy when
it holds back water which can be released to generate electricity. Non-renewable energy is
already stored in the form of coal, oil, and natural gas.

For a solar greenhouse to store energy. it must contain materials which can soak up heat
like a sponge. Materials used in this way are called thermal mass. An ideal material for storing
energy in a solar greenhouse would hold large amounts of heat and take up a small space. It
would also be a material that loses heat slowly.

In Exercises 1i and 111 you will experiment with several different materials to see which
would be most appropriate for use as thermal mass in a solar greenhouse.
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4. Have students read "Storing Energy" (page 89) to themselves. Discuss as necessary.
5 minutes
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EXERCISE R

&mums: Follow the steps below to carry out an eliperintent about how different materials
store heat.

SET UP

1. You will need these materials:

3 identical glass jars with setewon lids (one hole in each lid)
3 Celsius thermometers
.n energy source (sun or heat lamp)
material to put in Jars, such as sand, cock, air. water. wood chips, clay

2. Weigh the empty jars. Use a scale that measures In grams. Wine the weight of each rat .n
the appropriate spat ...low.

Jar I Jar 2 Jar 3

3. Fill each jar with a different material. Weigh each jar. Record these weights in the appro.
prime spaces wow. Then, subtract the weight of jar I when empty from the weight of the
same jar when filled. The difference is the weight of the material in the jar. Write this
aumber in the approortte space. Then, do the same for jars 2 and 3.

Jar I

Material Weight of filled jar Weight of mpg jar 1 Weight of material in jar

Jar 2

Jar 3

4. Screw on the jar lids. and insert a thermometo through the hole in each lid. Place all three
jars at an equal distance from the light source. He sure that none of the jars is shaded and
that all have the same amount of surface facing the light source.

OBSERVE AND RECORD

S. Record the beginning temperature of each jar in Data Table NI on the next page. Thcn,
measure the temperature in each Jar at 2 minute intervals. recording your information in
Data Table #1, Continue measuring the temperatures until all the temperatures seem to
stop rising.

90

5. Have students read the directions for Exercise 11 (page 90), Explain that they will be doing an
experiment similar to those they carried out in Unit IX. Before students begin work on
Exercise II, go over the steps of the experiment with them, or have them read the entire
exercise through on their own. Have necessary materials available for students. You may want
to have all students experiment with the same three materials, or you may want to have
different groups working with different materials.
Ask students to complete the experiment, data tables, and questions in Exercise II. When
students reach the step COMPARE (page 92), you may want to help them find out what other
groups have discovered about different (or similar) materials. For example, you might have a
member of each group put the group's data tables on the board. Students could find the
average high temperature of each material used and make a graph of all of the averages. Or,
one table for each material used could be put on the board and the results compared.
When students have finished the exercise, discuss the questions on page 92. Point out that
although water did not have the highest temperature, it absorbed the most heat and therefore
cooled more slowly.

30-40 minutes

.5
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pals Tabk NI

Jar I

Beginning temp

2 talilutts

$ nillliitcs

6 minutes

8 mtnulft

10 mimes

12 mimes

Jar 2
hinterinh _

J$3
Mmerialt_

6. Remene the jars twin the energy some. Measme the temperatures at 2 minute intervals
for W minutes. Recotd your data in Data Table #2, Most.

Data Table #2
Jar I

Material:

Jar 1

Materiels.

Jar 3

Materiel:

Beginning temp

2 minutes

$ minutes

6 minutes

8 mutes

10 minutes

(Columned on page 91)

91
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EX P 1 A IN

7. Using the information Irmo Data lables #1 and X2. answer illtte questions

a) Which material leached the highest temperature?

b) Which material slaed the coolest/ , .. _ __ _ . _ . . _ _ ____ ._._. .

c) wind' roam iat dropped the lettcst number or degrees alter you iV1110Sed the jars horn

the users) source' _ . _ _

d) Which material dropped the greatest number of degree, alter you minuted the Jars

from the energy source

I OMPAHE

8 Ii other groups us vour class used du luau materials. compare your Millis 16theirs. Loot.
lot 11 Inch material got honest?

Which material stayed the coolest'
Which material had the greatest temperature drop in the gum tune'
Which material had the least temperature drop?

M EASU RING H EAT: CA LORI ES

It is possible to measure the amount of heat a material absorbs. or tact in and holds.
The unit of heal in the metric system is the CALORIE.

One CALORIE is the amount of heat needed to Nate the temperature of I grain of water
t degree Celsius. If I gram of water starts at 10 degrees Celsius and is heated to II degrees
Celsius. it has absorbed I caloric of hear. It it is heated 1,115 degrees Celsius. it has absorbed 5
calories of heat.

To find out how many ealones of heat a material has absorbed, multiply its weight in
grants by the change in temperature. In the example above. I gram of water x 5° Celsius =
S calories.

aumple: if 100 grains of water is heated and its temperature is raised 20° Celsius. how
many calories hate been added?

100 grams of water x 20° Celsius = 2.000 calories

Remember Heat, measured in calories. and temperature. measured in degrees. are not the
same. Heat depends on the amount of material, Temperature does not. A tea-
spoonful of water and a bathtub full of water may both be at the same temper-
ature: 30° Celsius. But the bathtub contains more heat, or calories, and will
therefore cool more slowly,

/2

6. Read "Measuring Heat: Calories" (page 92) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Go over
the Example on page 92. If students need more practice, provide them with other examples
that help them understand what calories are and how they can be computed.

NOTE: The English term comparable to calorie is the BTU. It is defined as the amount of
heat needed to raise the temperature of one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.

5 minutes
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EXERCISE in

Ora:ions: Use the information you recorded in Exercise 11 to fill in the blanks below. First,
write the nme of each material you used in the spaces provided. Then, for each
material, write the information asked for. This information will help you find out
how much heat each material absorbed.

MATERIAL is &dent anSwen will Mr* dye/idol Orliteniate And antotott-
0 fats coat

1. What was the weight of this material? grams

2. What was the beginning temperature? °Celsius

3. Whit was the highest temperature this material reached? °Celsius

4. What was t' le change in temperature? (Subtract the beginning temperature from the
highest temperature.) °Celsius

S. Find how many calories the material absorbed. Multiply the weight in grams by the change
in temperature.

Write your result here: grams x °Celsius = calories

MATERIAL 2:

I. What was the weight of the material' grams

2. What was the beginning temperature? °Celsius

3. What was the highest temperature this material reached? °Celsius

4. What was the change in temperature (highest temperature minus beginning temperature)?

°Celsius

5. How many calories did this material absorb? (Multiply grams x change in temperature.)

grains x eCtISiuS calories

MATERIAL 3

I. What was the weight of the material? grams

2. What was the teginning temperature? °Celsius

3. What was the highest temperature this material reached? °Celsius

4. What was the change in temperature (highest temperature minus beginning temperature)?

°Celsius

S. How many calories did this material absorb?

grams x °Celsius = calories

tCominued on pate 94)

93

7. Have students read the directions for Exercise III (page 93). Point out that they will be using
data gathered in Exercise II to find out how many calories of heat each material absorbed.
Have students complete the exercise in their groups. When they have finished, discuss their
answers to the questions on page 94.
15-20 minutes
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Now answer these questions:

I. Which material was exposed to the most heat' An istaternzis were waled

10 iite sane arncant of heal-

2. Which material absorbed the most heat (the greatest number of calories)/

Students' answers well vao.

3. Which material would you choose to store heat in a solar gleenhousei

why? If water was ate of Wie *Woofs lasted, students viilLusittiu.

prviAti absorbed 'Pie most heat and wouleHherefire be AL

most suitable material -io use pr heat storaje in a solar folk:use.

If water was not -tested , sitabtis simid dioose whichever mattrati
absorbed Ote. 3reote4 animal of heal.

The material which absorbed lie 'nest heat would be ihe
most appropriate choice P 'Hie:mai mass in a Solar greenhouse
because!

) if woad store *Ike most heaf Pr later use

Ond
2) if wouid be most efiridiue;n preverlitndaverheatint

94
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UNIT XI SUMMARY

WORKING WITH THE METRIC SYSTEM

The metric system is a way of measuring distance. volume. weight, temperature, and
heat. In the manic system:

A meter is a unu of length.

A liter is a unii of volume.

A gram is a unit of mass or weight.

Temperature is measured in degrees Celsius.

A calorie is a unit of heat. A calorie is the amount of heat needed to raise the tem
perature of 1 gram of water I° Celsius.

In the metric system, prelkes are added to show the number of each unit being measured.

Kilo = 1,000. A kilometer = 1,000 meters.

Ceriti = 1/100. A centimeter = 1/100 meter. 100 centimeters = 1 meter.

Milli = 1/1,000. A millimeter = 1/1,000 meter. 1,000 millimeters = 1 meter.

STORING ENERGY IN A SOLAR GREENHOUSE

Energy can be stored for use at a later time. Nonrenewable energy is already stored in
the form of oil, gas, and coal.

A solar greenhouse will overheat on a sunny winter day unless something is done with the
extra heal. One solution is to store the extra heat for use at night or on a cloudy day.

Materials which absorb and stole heat are called thermal mass. Air is not an appropriate
thermal mass because it cannot store very much heat without becoming too hot for a solar
greenhouse. Water is a very appropriate thermal mass because it can store a lot of heat at a
low temperature. It also cools very slowly.

9$

8. Review the Unit XI Summary (page 95) with students.
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Additional Suggestions

1. To gain more familiarity with the metric system, students might begin to examine packaged
food and beverage containers. Almost all of these packages have metric as well as English
units. Students could design a bulletin board displaying these labels and other uses of the
metric system that they find.

2. More advanced students might want to work through the following problem to determine the
amount of water storage material needed to prevent a solar greenhouse from overheating.

Assume that this solar greenhouse is 4 meters wide, 10 meters long, and 3 meters high where
the roof meets the back wall. This greenhouse can collect 60,000,000 calories of solar energy
on a sunny winter day, only half of which it needs to maintain a comfortable temperature.
How many liter-sized containers would be needed to store this extra heat?

a. Water stored in a solar greenhouse usually ranges from 15°C to 25°C over the course of a
sunny winter day. How many calories of heat can each gram of water absorb and store?

1 gram x (25-15)° Celsius/gram = 10 calories

b. How many grams of water are needed to absorb and store the extra 30,000,000 calories?

30,000,000 calories ÷ 10 calories/gram = 3,000,000 grams

c. One gram of water occupies one cubic centimeter (cm3). How many cubic centimeters of
water storage are needed for the amount of water you found in question b?

3,000,000 grams x 1 gram /cm' = 3,000,000 cm'

d. One liter equals 1,000 cm'. How many liters of water storage are needed?

3,000,000 cm' ÷ 1,000 cm' /liter = 3,000 liters

e. The area of the back wall of the solar greenhouse is 3 meters high by 10 meters long, or 300
centimeters x 1,000 centimeters = 300,000 square centimeters. A liter measures 10
centimeters by 10 centimeters by 10 centimeters. The surface area of one side of a liter con-
tainer is 10 centimeters x 10 centimeters = 100 centimeters. In question d you found out
how many liters of water storage were needed in this greenhouse. Would that number of
liters fit against the back wall of the greenhouse if they are stacked one on top of another
one row thick?

300,000 cm' ÷ 100 cm2 /liter = 3,000 liter containers

125
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UNIT XII: WORKING WITH LARGE NUMBERS
and

HOW CAN WE CONSERVE ENERGY?

STUDY SKILLS

To work with the large numbers involved in energy use and conservation, students need to be
familiar with scientific notation. This unit introduces students to the use of scientific notation. It
also gives students practice in adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing numbers written in
scientific notation.

A NOTE ABOUT TEACHING SCIENTIFIC NOTATION

If students are not familiar with scientific notation, you will need to provide more examples
and extra practice problems to supplement those given on pages 97-99 of this unit. Some extra
problems have been provided in the Additional Suggestions to this unit.

This unit requires a great deal of computation. Your students will find calculators useful in
multiplying and dividing the coefficients of numbers written in scientific notation. The use of
calculators will not detract from the activities presented in this unit.

CONSERVING ENERGY

It serves little purpose to attach a solar greenhouse to a home or building if the extra energy
produced by the greenhouse is wasted through inefficiency. This unit presents several ways in
which heat can be conserved in a home or building:

keep the furnace running efficiently,

insulate the attic,

install storm windows,

close drapes at night; re-open each morning, and
lower the thermostat when people are out or asleep.

The unit explains that heat is measured in British Thermal Units, or BTUs. One BTU is the
amount of heat needed to raise one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit. Students can find out
how many BTUs their home or school uses by multiplying the number of BTUs in one gallon of
oil, a cubic foot of natural gas, or a kilowatt of electricity by the total number of units of fuel
used.

Students are asked to work with one method of co serving energy insulation to see how
much energy can be saved by using it and what its costs are. Examples of savings from other
methods of energy conservation are included in the Teacher's Guide for this unit under Additional
Suggestions. You may want to use these with your students for comparison.

After students have completed this unit, you might want them to gather information about
energy loss and conservation in their homes or in the school. The formulas given can be applied in
either situation and will reveal several ways in which real energy dollars can be saved through
conservation.
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UNIT XII: WORKING WITH LARGE NUMBERS
and

HOW CAN WE CONSERVE ENERGY?

INTRODUCTION

Heat escapes from many different places in a house or budding. Look at the sketch
below. Draw arrows to show where you think heat escapes from this house or is wasted in this
house Then. label caste arrow. One arrow has been drawn and labeled as an example.

imEcciciparulutgi

ThRoiGis
6APs Prowes)-wok

noko..ies
t000.

Tortoo611
tug fcof

wo30.414 GAM
AROoNb 1,0"4

It1ft04/40 114f.
yout3014

'IMMO lilt
VALLS

IV litehArt
VOuNb411014

BMW% CouNDAISON
Nib WALLS

CONSERVING ENERGY

So far you have learned about trapping and storing solar energy in a solar greenhouse.
But trapping and storing energy is of Pule use if the energy is allowed to escape into the
outside air. We also need ways of keeping energy from being lost or wasted. This is called
consermg energ. This unit will show you several ways of conserving energy in a house or
building.

96

Suggested Directions for Unit XI

1. Organize students into pairs or groups of three to four. If students are using calculators, they
will need one calculator per pair or small group.

2. Have students read the "Introduction" (page 96) and draw the arrows showing heat loss.
Draw a similar house on the board. When students have finished, have several come to the
board and draw and label the arrows they have on their papers. Add any arrows suggested by
other students or by the illustration in the picture provided above. Discuss as necessary.
Approximate time: 10 minutes

3. Read "Conserving Energy" (page 96) aloud, or have a student read it aloud.
2-3 minutes
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WORKING WITH LARGE NUMBERS
To understand the amount of heat which enters and leaves a building, you need to be able

to work with very large numbers. These numbers are too big for most hand calculators.
Fortunately, scientists have developed a system of dealing with large numbers. This system is
called SCIENTIFIC NOTATION.

In SCIENTIFIC NOTATION, the number 1,000,000,000,000.0 is written as 1.0 x 10"

Notice that in scientific notation the decimal point is moved so there is only one
digit to the left of the decimal point, in this case a 1. The number of places She
decimal point has been moved ts shown by the number above and to the elk of
the la This number is called the exponent. In I x 10" the exponent is 12. This
means the decimal has been moved 12 places to the left.

The number with the decimal point is called the coefficient.
Look at the examples below.

exponent

a) 1.000903090309000 1.0 x 10"

coefficient

apeman

b) 150 1.5 x 10'
1

tocflioent

rpOsein

c) 1,650.000 1.85 x

coeffxient

EXERCISE I
Direction: In Part A, put each number into scientific notation.

In Part B, write out the number that is shown in scientific notation.

PART A Scientific Notation

1. 1,000 1. Se
103

2. 3,250,000 2. 32.5 x 106

3. 43,000 3. 4.3 X 104

PART B Number Written out

4. 6 x 10' 4. 600,000

S. 1.2 x 10' S.

6. 7.32 x 10' 6. 7320

97

4. Read "Working With Large Numbers" (page 97) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Go
over the examples on page 97. Provide other examples if necessary.

If students are not already familiar with rounding off, you may want to show them how to
round off in scientific notation (e.g., 1.47893 x 10$ = 1.5 x 109.
10 minuses

5. Ask students to read the directions for Exercise I (page 97) and complete it with their partners
or groups. When they have finished, review the answers and discuss any problems students had
in doing the exercise. Provide other examples if necessary.
15 minutes
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WORKING IN SCIENTIFIC NOTATION

Numbers %Mai in scientific notation can be added, subtracted, multiplied. and dot Wed.

Adding and Subtracting

To add or subtract numbers in scientific notation, you must be sure that the exponents
are the same.

You can add 4 10' and 3 it 10'. but you cannot add 4 ). 10' and 3 Is 10'.

If you have to add 4 x 10' and 3 x 10', you can change one of them so the exponents arc
the same. For example. you could say:

4 x 10' = 4.000 = 40 x I(/'

1 hen you could add 40 x 10, and 3 x 10'.

Otte die exponents are the sane;

TO ADD: Add the coefficients.

(40 x 101) + (3 x 10') = (40+ 3) x 10' = 43 Is 10' r. 4.3x 10'

TO SUBTRACT: Subtract the coefficients.

i4C I 1011 - (3 x WI = (40 - 3) s 10' = 37 Is 10' r. 3.7 Is 10'

Multiplying and Dividing

When you multiply or divide in scientific notation. the exponents do not hate to be the
same.

TO MULTIPLY: Multiply the coefficients and add the exponents.

(6 x 10') x (4 x 10') =

(6 x 4) x (10") r. 24 x 10' = 2.4 x 10'
I I

Multiply Add
coefficsents exponents

TO DIVIDE: Divide the coefficients and subtract the exponents.

(6 x 10') - (3 Is 10') =

(6 - 3) x (101') = 2 x 10' = 20
1

Donk Subtract
cook-tents exponents

98

6. Read "Working In Scientific Notation" (page 98) aloud, stopping as you read to work through
the examples given for adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing in scientific notation.
Provide other examples if necessary.

10 minutes
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EXERCISE 11

Directions: Do the problems below to practice adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing
in scientific notation. Use the examples on page 98 for help.

1.

2.

(6 x 10') + (5 x 10') = (4 #s) x ios = li x 103 = II x io4

(9 x 10') - (8 x 101 = ( 4 . 8 ) X 1 06 = i x to'

3. (2 x 10') x (6 x 109 . (21l6)X (L0244), iz .- X106- a 12 x(07

4. (8 x 109 - (4 x 101 . (ill 4) )( (10 8-3) a 2 X105

5. (4x 10') + (3.2 x109 e (4 f 3.2) x 104 = 72 x 104

6. 0.6 x 109 - 0 x 10') w (5.6 - 3) X 105 1.- Z6 X 106

7. (3 x 109 x (9 x 10') --7 (3 X 17) x (to549 = 27 x los " 2.7 X109

8. (9 x 10') - (3 x 101 = (9- 3) X 0019 s. 3X103

99

7. Have students read the directions for Exercise II (page 99) and complete it with their artners
or groups. When students have finished, have a student explain how he or she solved each
problem. Discuss as necessary. Provide other problems if students need more practice.

IS minutes
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HEATING YOUR HOME

Scitnufie notation can be helpful In figuring out how to keep heat in your house to the
winter.

Heat is measured in British Thermal Units, or BTUs.. BTU is the amount of heat
needed to raise the temperature of one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit. A gallon of fuel
oil contains about 140,000 BTUs (1.4 x 10') of heal.

In the northern part of the U.S., a three bedroom house might use 1,000 (1 x104 gallons
of fuel oil each winter. To find out how many BTUs of heat this house would use, you would
multiply the number of BTUs contained in one gallon of fuel oil by the total number of
gallons of fuel ott used.

(1.4 x 101 x x 11),) = 1.4 x 10' BTUs

BTUs from Total
I gallon of gallons of

fuel oil fuel oil used

This sample house uses 1.4 x 10' BTUs each winter. If you can find out how much fuel oil
Jour home uses every winter, you can use the same formula to find how many BTUs you use.
If your home is heated by electricity or natural gas, you can use a similar formula. One
kilowatt hour contains 3.414 BTUs. One hundred cubic feet of natural gas contains 103.000
BTUs.

CONSERVING HEAT

Anything which can be done to keep heat from leaving the house saves energy and
money. One way to conserve energy is to be sure than your furnace works efficiently. Other
ways are:

I) insulating your house.

2) putting up storm windows to slow down the loss of heat from windows.

3) closing drapes every night and opening them in the morning, and

4) turning down the thermostat when people are out or asleep.

EXERCISE. ill

Direaroar Work through the steps of this Problem to find out how many gallons of oil can
be saved by insulating the auk of a house. Use scientific flotation to help work
with the large numbers.

100

8. Read "Heating Your Home" (page 100) and "Conserving Heat" (page 100) aloud, or have a
student read them aloud. Discuss as necessary. Note that the English unit for heat, BTU, is
used rather than the comparable metric unit. This reflects common commercial usage.
5-10 minutes

9. Have students read the directions for Exercise III (page 100) and the "Background Informa-
tion" (page 101) provided for this problem. Have students complete Exercise III with their
partners or groups. When they have finished, discuss how much energy can be saved thrmgh
insulation in this particular problem.

Students may find calculators useful in this exercise.

15 minutes
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Background Information

Houses A and B both have 1,000 square feet of floor area in the attic. House A's attic is
insulated. House B's attic E. not.

A

Mount> sankSttoltb

House A loses .66 x 10' BTUs every hour through the ceiling.

House B loses 3.6 x 10' BTUs every hour through the ceiling.

1. The beating season for these houses consists of 3,000 (3 x 10') hours.

a) How many BTUs will House A lose through its insulated ceiling during a heating
season?

.66 x 10' BTU/hour x 3 x 10' hours w /.98 X 106 81's
I

11713s lost nen hoof limber of boors OM lost in a
WI beating season atonal season

b) How many BTUs will House B lose through its uninsulated ceiling during a beating
season?

3.6 x 10' BTU/hour x 3 x 10' hours w 10.8 X 104 81113

2. How many BTUs does House A save by being insulated? Find the difference between the
total number of BTUs lost in House B and House A.

10.8 x
L
/O ; BTUs _ pig Jr ans . --06 BTUs

Ms e in BTUs wed In 7ed
Noose 8 Hoot A

3. Find out bow many gallons of oil are saved by in....noting House A. Divide the number of
BTUs saved by the number of BTUs in one gallon of oil (1,4 x 10').

8.32 X 106 81tis _ 1.4 x 10' BTU/gallon . 6.3 X10. 2 63 VII
I

WitIstored BM InI 1 ninon Gallons saved

101
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Till: COST OF SAVING ENERGY

To of the low aggcsnotis goat on page HX) for saving energy cost no extra money.
Closing the drapes and turning down the thermostat save energy and money but cost you
nothing.

It does cost money to add atone ISMIOSCS or rustriatror o your house. You can find out
how much it costs and compact it to how much you save It itt .y take several months or years
to pay back the cost of the insulation or storm windows out of the money they save you. But
once this amount of time has passed, the savings and the conservation of energy continue.

By investing money to your house to save energy. you can often save more money on
heating bills than you could have earned by putting the same amount of money in the bank.
You have also helped to conserve a finite source of energy-

102

10. Read "The Cost of Saving Energy" (page 102) aloud, or have a student read it aloud.
Discuss as necessary.

Additional Suggestion #2,on page 135 of the Teacher's Guide, is an exercise in which students
compute the cost of insulating a house and the length of time it takes to pay back the initial
expense. This exercise could be inserted at this point in the unit.

5 minutes
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UNIT XII SUMMARY

SCIENTIFIC NOTATION

Scientific notation is a system for working with large numbers. In scientific notation. the
number 1,000.000.000 is written as: 1.0 x 10'.

The I is the coefficient

The 9 is the exponent. It shows how many places the decimal point has been moved
to the left.

Numbers in scientific notation can be added. subtracted. multiplied, and divided.

ro ADD or SUBTRACT.. the exponents must be the same.

TO ADD: Add the coefficients. Keep the exponent the same.

(3 is MI + 16 x 10') ---. 9 x

TO SUBTRACT: Subtract the coefficients Keep the exponent the same.

(8 x ice) - (4 x 10') = 4 x 10'

You can multiply or divide in scientific notation even if the exponents are different.

TO MULTIPLY: Multiply the coefficients and add the exponents.

(2x 109 x (6x 101 = 12x

ID DIVIDE: Divide the coefficients and subtract the exponents.

(9x 10') - (3x 10') - 3x 10'

CONSERVING ENERGY

It is not enough to trap and store solar energy for Liter use. We mum also find ways to
slow down the loss of heat from a house or budding. Otherwise, much of the heat collected by
the t. reentiouse will be wasted. Slowing down the rate of heat loss is a method of cunserving
energy

There are many ways to conser se heal.

1) Be sure that your furnace is working efficiently.

2) Insulate the ante.

11 Pin lip storm windows that Seep air from escaping from windows.

4) Close the drapes each night and re-open them cscry morning.

5) Turn down the thermostat when people are out or asleep.

All of these forms of consersation will save energy and money. The first three ways of
conserving energy hoed above will also cost money. It may take several months or years to
par bast the cosi of conserving out of the savings. But once the payback time has passed, the
conservation and savings continue.

103

11. Review the Unit X11 Summary (page 103).
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Additional Suggestions for Unit X1

1. Additional practice problems for Exercise I:

Put each number into scientific notation: Write out the number shown in scientific notation:
2,300 2.3 x 10' 4.3 x 106 43,000

320 3.2 x 102 9.1 x 106 9,100,000

120,000 1.2 x 10' 3.66 x 10' 3,660

Additional practice exercises for Exercise

(4 x 109 + (5 x 10') =

II:
9 x 10'

(4.2 x 10') + (2 x 102) = (42 x 102) + (2 x 102) = 44 x_102 = 4.4 x 10'

(8 x 102) (4 x 102) = 4 x 102

(6 x 106) (3 x 10') = (60 x 10') (3 x 10') = 57 x 10' = 5.7 x 106

(5 x 109 x (4 x 106) = 20 x 109 = 2 x 1010

(6.1 x 102) x (3 x 102) = 18.3 x 104 = 1.83 x 10'

(8 x 106) ÷ (2 x 10') = 4 x 10'
(6.3 x 10') + (3 x 109 = 3.3 x 10'

2. Have students use their answers in Exercise III to compute how much it would cost to insulate
the ceiling of House A and how long it would take to pay back this cost. You should substitute
the current oil prices for those given if the difference is significant, and substitute cost per
KWH or Therm (100 ft 3) if electricity or natural gas is used by the majority of your students.

Directions: Follow the steps of the problem below to find out how much it costs to insu-
late the ceiling of House A.

a. Suppose a gallon of oil costs about $1.25. Find out how much money House A saves by
insulating the ceiling. Use your answer from Exercise III, question 4 for the number of
gallons of oil saved in a heating season.

x $1.25/gallon $78.7563 gallons

f f f
Number of gallons saved Cost per gallon Money saved

b. It costs about $ .30 per square foot to install insulation in an attic. How much would it cost
to insulate House A, which has 1,000 (1 x 10') square feet of attic ceiling area?

$ .30/sq. ft. 1,000 sq. ft. $300.00x
f f f

Cost per square foot Number of square feet Tots! cost

c. In Step 1 you found how much money you would save each heating season by insulating
your attic. In Step 2 you found how much it cost to put in the insulation. If you saved the
same amount every year, how many years of saving would it take to pay back the cost of
the insulation? Divide the cost of the insulation by the savings per year.

$300.00 $78.75/year_._

f f
Cost of insulation Savings per year

135
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3. Have students figure out the number of BTUs delivered by an average oil burner.

Because some heat is lost up the chimney, a furnace which is 100% efficient can still
only get 80% of the BTUs in the fuel. If a home uses 1.4 x les BTUs in a winter,
how many of those BTUs are actually available after er.tropy?

1.4 x 10' BTUs x 80% = 1.4 x 10* BTUs x .8 = 1.12 x 10* BTUs

Most oil burners have an efficiPr ;y of only 80%. That is, they can deliver only 80%
of the energy available tc them after entropy. How many BTUs would an average oil
burner deliver to the !ion: used in this example?

1.12 x 10" BTUs x 80% = 1.12 x 108 BTUs x .8 = 8.96 x 107 BTUs

4, Students can begin to look at ways of conserving other forms of energy, such as electricity.
They might, for example, took at the lighting used in their school, and answer some of these
questions.

Incandescent lights use fur more snergy than fluorescent lights. A 150 watt
incandesrmt light gives about the same illumination as a 40 watt fluorecr-vt
light.

Your classroom is probably lit with fluorescent bulbs. Count tit* bulbs and find out
their wattage. How many watts does your classroom use?

If the lamps were incandescent you would use four times as much. What would the
wattage be if the lamps were incandescent?

How many watts are saved by using fluorescents?

How many hours a day are the classroom lights on?

Multiply hours x watts x number of school days to find out the total number of
watt/hours used in a school year. Divide by 1,000 to get kilowatt/hours.

How many kilowatt hours would you save if you reduced the number of hours of
usage by 1/3?

How might you achieve this reduction?

Find out how much your school pays per kilowatt/hour. How many dollars could be
saved if every classroom in the school reduced usage by 1/3?
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PART THREE:

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY AT WORK
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UNIT XIII: DEVELOPING AND TESTING AN HYPOTHESIS
and

APPLYING APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

STUDY SKILLS

In this unit, students will work through the steps of the scientific method.

1. They OBSERVE how an appropriate technology which they design and build per-
forms in comparison to those designed by their classmates.

2. They DEVEL.. AN HYPOTHESIS about their device based on observed similarities
and differences.

3. They TEST THEIR HYPOTHESIS by improving their device in a way suggested by
the hypothesis and then retesting the device.

4. After observing the performance of their device a second time, they DRAW CON-
CLUSIONS about the accuracy of their hypothesis.

Students have practiced observing in Unit X, "Applying Scientific Laws," and have had to
draw conclusions in Unit VII, "Problem Solving." This unit incorporates these skills into the
scientific method and introduces the new skills of developing and testing an hypothesis.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Unit XIII gives students the opportunity to build devices which capture renewable energy.
Through this process they discover some of the technical problems found in the application of
appropriate technology. They also identify some of the variables which determine the success of
such devices.

Students are given the option of building a passive solar collector, similar in function to that
used in their experiments in Units IX and XI, or a wind machine, The Additional Suggestions in
the Teacher's Guide for this unit include information on building an active solar collector. This
can be offered to students as a third option or used as an additional activity.

NOTE: Answers have not been provided in the Teacher's Guide for this unit. Students' answers
will depend on their devices and tests.
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UNIT XIII: DEVELOPING AND TESTING
AN HYPOTHESIS

and
APPLYING APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

This unit will gise you a chance to try out many of the ideas you have learned about
appropriate technology by creating a device to trap and use renewable energy. By comparing
our device to those created by your classmates, you should be able to Mine up with some

changes which will improve its Performance.

PASSIVE SOLAR COLLECTORS AND WIND MACHINES

in Exercise I on page 105 you will build etcher a passive solar collector or a wind machine.
Both of these devices are explained below and on the next page. The explanations describe the
purpose of both devices, how you will lest their Performance, and what materials you can use
to build them.

Poosive Solar Collector

f'supose: To raise the air temperature to a comfortable level and maintain that
temperature for as long as possible.

You will test this device by letting it collect molar energy until the air inside
reaches a temperature of 21°C. You will then remove it from the light source
and measure how tong it sakes before the temperature falls to 15°C.

Test:

Pan Commercial /dewier Your Material Purism

Transparent
cover

glass, pleiditbss plastic wrap allows light to enter

Structure to
be heated

house, greenhouse shoe box, coffee can,
jar, wood box

uses heat

Storage
material

slate. rock. dark.
colored tiles. water

dark stones, gravel,
dark sand, water

stores heat and returns
it to space gradually

Insulation fiberglass. cellulose.
styrofoam

any insulating
material

keeps heat from leasing
space too Quickly

PASSIVE SOLAR COLLECTOR

104

Suggested Directions for Unit X1 11

1. Organize your class into groups of two to four.

2. Have students read the "Introduction" (page 104). Read "Passive Solar Collectors And Wind
Machines" (pages 104-105) aloud, or have students take turns reading it aloud. Discuss the
material in the data tables and the kinds of passive solar collectors and wind machines students
might build.

Approximate time: 10 minutes
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Wind Machine

Purpose: 1 o make an axle turn as quickly as possible, generating mein for other uses.

rest: You will test this device by painting one blade a bright color. You will Men
count how many limes the blade goes around in a three minute period when
exposed to a wind source.

Pan ___.
Blade(s)

Axic (may by
hotitornal or
%meal)
- - -
%ippon towei metal

Cainmercial Material lour Material

light mewl. wood. cardboard. baba
cloth wood. metal. Plastic.

Limb-- --- ---- --
metal metal, wood. plastic

wood. metal

PutM
catches mud
energy

tons as blades hum.
producing electrical or
mechanical oleo

supports attic and blade
and raises them into
wind current

WIND MACHINE

EXERCISE I

Directions: With your panner or group, build either a pasure solar colleen. or a word
machine. The purpose and materials for each are described above. Bring your
device to class. Be prepared to test it on the day set by your teacher. (Yom: teacher
will tell you if there arc size and materials limitations.)

103

3. Have students read the directim for Exercise I (page 105). You may want to have all students
build the same kind of device (either passive solar collectors or wind machines). You may also
want to set limits on size (e.g., less than two feet across) and materials (e.g., no aluminum
foil). The goal is to allow students the flexibility to be creative while keeping the devices similar
enough so that students can identify the reason(s) for differences in performance.

Tell students when the devices will be due. You may want to give students up to a week for
construction. The devices can be built at home, in class, or in industrial arts class if other
teachers are willing to participate in this activity. Unless you provide class time for students to
work together, students must understand that it is their responsibility to meet with their
partners or groups to build their devices.

Have students bring their devices to class on the assigned day.
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SCIENTIFIC MF:111011

Once you have built your passive solar collector or wind machine, you must test its ability
to perform the task for which it was designed. No matter how well it works, there will
probably be changes you can make in its design which will improve its performance.

When engineers or scientists wish to improve the performance of a technology, they
usually use the scientific method.

I. They OBSERVE the technology or device in operation.

2. They FORM AN HYPOTHESIS about why the device performed as it did and what
they could do to make it perform better.

3. They TEST THEIR HYPOTHESIS by changing their device and observing it in
operation once again.

4. They DRAW A CONCLUSION about the truth of their hypothesis.

In the rest of this unit, you will have a chance to use the scientific method to improve the
performance of the device you build.

EXERCISE U

&recount: Try out your device, using one of the tests described below. Then, compare your
device to those tested by other groups, List all of the differences you can observe
between the devices that worked well in the test and those that did not.

I. Test for Passive Solar Collector

I. Insert a thermometer into your passive solar collector.

2. Place the solar collector in the sun (or next to a reflector lamp). Leave it there
until the thermometer measures 2I °C.

3. Remove the solar collector from the light source. Time how long it takes for the
temperature in the solar collector to drop to IS°C.

Record the time here:

R. Test for Wind Machine

i. Paint one blade a bright koiot.

2. Place your wind machine outside in the wind (or in front of a fan.)

3. Count how many times the colored blade goes around in a three minute period.

Record the number here.

106

4. Read "Scientific Method" (page 106) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Discuss with
students how this process is similar ..) and different from other problem solving strategies
introduced in this book.
5 minutes

5. Have students read the directions for Exercise II (page 106). This exercise may be set up as a
contest, so that students compete to determine which device is most successful at capturing
energy. If students are testing passive solar collectors, they will need to be out in the sun or
have access to a reflector lamp. Because they will need the same conditions when they re-test
the device in Exercise IV, a lamp may be the best source of energy. They will also need ther-
mometers. If they are testing wind devices, they will need a wind source. A fan will probably
work best, because it will allow students to re-test their devices under the same conditions.

140 159
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A note about testing wind machines: If it is a windy day or the fan is set on high, students
may have difficulty counting blade rotations for three minutes. One alternative is to have them
count rotations three times for a minute each time. They can then average the three numbers.
Another alternative is to tie a string with a weight attached to one end to the axle of the wind
machine. As the blades turn, the string will wind around the axle, pulling the weight up.
Students can time how long it takes to lift the weight. If students want to compare times using
this test, the weight at the end of the string and the axle diameters must be the same for each
device.

Have students test their devices and compare results. You may want to make a class data table
for each type of device so students can compare.

Example:

NAME

Bob and Wendy

Jean and Mel

Brenda, Paul and Alice

Passive Solar Collectors/ Wind Machines

TIME CHARACTERISTICS OF DEVICE

20-30 minutes

-.
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III. Compare Your results to those of other groups

If you built a solar collector. list all of the (Inferences you sec between collectors that
worked well and those that did not.
If you built a wind machine. list all of the differaices between those that worked well
and those that did not.

Kind of device you built: .

Differences:

De.vEI.OPING AN HYPOTHESIS

An HYPOTHESIS is an idea about why something happens the way it does. It is usually
based on tiatormation that has been gathered or observed. An hypothesis us a good guess based
on facts: ti is not a sure thing until it has been tested and prosen.

You hate mg gathered information about how different passive solar collectors and/or
wind machines work. You can now develop an hypothesis from this information that explains
what makes a passive solar CtlikCitli ^r wind machine work most effectisely For example. one
hypothesis might be:

A nature solar ioltieor twat uork !letter tf it is insulated...

EXERCISE III

Doratons: Look again at the list of differences you found between devices (Exercise IL
above). As a group. write three hypotheses about what makes the kind of device
you built (either passive solar collector or wind machine) work most effectisely.

Hypothesis I:

Hypothesis 2:

Hypothesis 3:

107

6. Read "Developing An I-. ypothesis" (page 107) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Discuss
as necessary.

Have students read the directions for Exercise III (page 107) and complete it in their groups.
When they have finished, have one student from each group read the group's hypothesis,.
Discuss.

10-15 minutes
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TESTING HYPOTHESES

Once you have developed an hypothesis, you must test it to determine whether or not it is
true. You can do this by changing your device in the way suggested by your hypothesis. Then,
you can se-test your device to see If it is actually more effective. If it is, the hypothesis is
Correa. if it is not, the hypothesis is probably incorrect.

To be tested, your hypothesis should involve only one idea or pan of your device. Then,
you will know which one thing to change before you se-test your device and will have only one
reason for any difference in its performance. For example, if your hypothesis is:

A good passive solar collector has insulation and darkcolored storage materials,

you would not know whether the change in the insulation or the change In the storage
materials caused a change in performance when you retested your device. A better hypothesis
would be:

A good Passive solar collector is well insulated.

You could then change the kind or amount of insulation in your passive solar collector to test
this dypothesis.

F.XERaSE IV

Directions: Follow the steps below to test your hypothesis.

1. Look over the hypotheses you wrote in Exercise III (page 107). Choose one or rewrite one
that you can test. Be sure that it involves changing only one thing about your device.
Write the hypothesis you will test here:

11. Chance your device (improve it!) in a way that allows you to test your hypothesis.

Ill. Use the same test you used in Exercise 11 (page 106) to rarest your improved device.
Remember that the conditions of the test must be the same, so that the only change is the
one you made to the device. Record your results in the space provided below.

Passive solar collector: Time for temperature to fall from 21°C to 15°C:

Wine machine: Number of times the blade goes around in three mates:

IV. Compare the results of your first test in Exercise 11 and this retest.

Was the performance of your device improved?

Was your hypothesis correct?

108

7. Read "Testing Hypotheses" (page 108) aloud, or have a student read it aloud. Discuss as
necessary.

Have students read through all of the steps of Exercise IV (page 108). You may want to have
them complete this exercise one step at a time, stopping to discuss their results after each step.
Have students choose one of their hypotheses to test. Give students time (in class or on their
own) to Improve their devices. Then, have students retest their devices, record their results, and
decide whether or not their hypotheses were correct. Discuss audents' results.

20-30 minutes

i t1 V
1 62
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DRAWING A Cl/M:1.1.'110N

After you have observed something happening and developed and tested an hypothesis
about it, you are ready to draw a conclusion A conclusion is a statement which says whether
or not your hypothesis is true.

For example. suppose your hypothesis as

A Rood passive solar collector needs itiSidttif00.

If. when you added insulation to your device, you found that it was more effective at trapping
and holding heat, your eoncluuon would be:

A good passive solar collector needs insulation.

If your testing proved that insulation did not result in improved performance, your c (inclusion
would be:

insidation does no: improve a Passive solar collector.

EXERCISE V

Directions: Write a conclusion that explains whether the hypothesis you tested in Exercise IV
was true or false. Write your conclusion on the lines provided below.

CONCLUSION

109

8. Have students read "Drawing A Conclusion" (page 109). Discuss as necessary.

Ask students to read the directions for Exercise V (page 109) and complete it in their groups.
When they have finished, have one student from each group explain the group's conclusion.
/0 minutes
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UNIT X111 SUMMARY

DEVELOPING AND TESTING AN HYPOTHESIS

An hypothesis is a careful guess about why something happens. It is based on observed
facts.

You can use the SCIENTIFIC METHOD to develop and test an hypothesis.

I. OBSERVE to collect information.

2. DEVELOP AN HYPOTHESIS that explains your observations.

1. TEST YOUR HYPOTHESIS through some k.nd of experiment, and observe
your results.

4. DRAW A CONCLUSION that states whether your hypothesis was true or false.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Passive solar collectors and wind machines are examples of appropriate technology at
work. In this unit you have seen how changes can be made to improve the performance of
these technologies.

110

9. Review the Unit X111 Summary (page 110).
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Additional Suggesti9ns

1. Below is information students would need to build an active solar collector. This could be
presented to stunts as a third option in this unit, or it could be used as a follow-up activity
after the unit has been completed. Students could build active solar collectors, test them,
develop h. 'theses, improve and retest the collectors, and draw conclusions.

Active Solar Collector

Purpose: To heat water to the highest temperature possible.

Test: You can test an active solar collector by measuring how much the temperature
of a standard quantity of water increased in a given amount of time, i.e., 1/2
liter of water increases °C in 20 minutes. (You will need a thermometer,
containers for water, beakers to measure water, and a timing device.)

PART COMMERCIAL MATERIAL YOUR MATERIAL PURPOSE

Transparent cover glass, plexiglass plastic wrap allows light to enter

Absorber plate copper, aluminum
(black on side which
faces sun)

any material which absorbs heat
absorbs heat well

Pipes copper plastic or rubber carry heat transfer
tubing medium

Transfer medium water, propylene glycol, any fluid
air

transports heat from
absorber plate to
storage

Storage medium water, rock, air any material which saves heat for use at
can hold heat another time

Insulation fiberglass, styro foam any insulating
material

keeps heat in storage
tank and collector

Pumps 1/4 hsp. pump aquarium pump pumps heated transfer
medium from panel
to storage tank

A thermosyphoning panel needs no pump. The storage tank is placed higher than the panel zrid convection moves the
heat transfer medium,

An active solar collector can be any size. Commercial panels are three feet by seven feet and weigh approximately 150
pounds.

146
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UNIT XIV: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

In this unit, students are asked to apply the skills and knowledge they have learned in this
program to solving a school problem through the use of appropriate technology. The particular
skills and ideas students use in this unit may depend on the problems they identify and choose to
solve. Students should be encouraged to use other units in this book as a resource as they solve
their problems.

In solving the problem, students will also be using a wide range of study skills. They will need
to use problem solving methods suggested in Units VII, X, and XIII. If they choose to interview
people for information, they will need to practice their listening skills. Depending on the problem
they choose and the kinds of information available, students will need to read for meaning, take
effective notes, and interpret charts and graphs. They may also need to use the metric system and
scientific notation. Students should be encouraged to use the study skills they have learned in
effectively solving their problems.

NOTES ABOUT TEACHING THIS UNIT

1. Encourage students to choose a problem which can be solved within the time limits you set
for the project. Some of the examples cited on pages 112 and 113 of the student text took
sever. years of work by teachers and students. These examples should be regarded as long-
range efforts, not necessarily as direct models for yout studer's' projects.

2. Exercises 1 and II can be done in one or two class periods. Exercise III asks students to
car:y out their project. Students will need approximately three weeks to complete P
project. You will need to set a due date for the project and assign interim progress reports.
You will also need to decide if students will be given class titne to work on the project, and
if so, how much. Communicate these decisions to students when they reach Exercise II/.

3. The directions below suggest that students carry out the projects in groups of three or
four. Another approach is to do a class project about a problem of concern to everyone.
You will want to consIder carefully which of these approaches you choose, because they
offer different rewards and challenges.
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UNIT XIV: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
:1Nrao DuctioN

This book has introduced you to information and ideas about appropriate technology. In
[his unit you will have the chance to use your knowledge to a real situation. With a group of
your classmates, you will identify a problem in your school which could be solved using
appropriate technology. You and Your classmates will then work to solve the problem. using
the science study skills and tdeas you have learned in this book.

Some examples of problems worked on by other groups of studehts include:'

I) litter.

2) wasted energy,

3) wasted food.

4) garbage disposal, and

5) transportation.

EXERCINF. 3

&reasons: With your stoup. identify four problems in your school which could be solved
using appropriate technology. You may want to use the list of problems above for
ideas. but the problems you identify should be more specific to your situation.
Write the problems on the lines 1)11)$/dal bdow.

Example: In our school. lights are left on in empty classrooms so that enmv is wasted.

Problems:

2.

3. _

4. .......

Ill

Suggested Directions for Unit XIV
1. Organize your class into groups of three or four. You may choose to assign student's to groups

or allow them to corm their own groups. The groups will need to be able to work together on
the project they choose. If you choose to do a class project, students will work in small groups
on Exercise I only.

2. Have students read the "Introduction" (page III). Discuss as necessary.
Approximate time: 5 minutes

3. Have students read the directions for Exercise I (page 111). Emphasize that they should list
problems which are specific and can be solved. They should also try to choose problems on
which they can have an effect. Suggest to students that they talk to people in the school
other students, teachers, principal, custodians, secretaries, cooks to uncover problems. You
might want to invite one or more of these people into your classroom to talk to students about
school problems.

Have students complete Exercise I (page 111) in their groups. When they have finished, ask
one student from each group to read the group's ideas. List each problem on the board.
Discuss the problems students have identified and how they might begin to solve them.
10-15 minutes
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SOLVING THE. PROBLEM

Once you have identified a problem, you have to plan a strategy for solving it. Remember
how Lisa solved her problem in Unit VII?

The paragraphs below describe several examples of strategies used by students to help
their communities solve problems through the use of appropriate technoIngy. Your local prob.
lems may ),: different from those presented here. You may also have ha time to solve your
prgblan than some of these groups did. But perhaps their ideas will be useful to you in
organising your own problto solving project.

Eamnples of Local Problem Solving

I. In San Jose, California, a group of 20 third, fourth, and fifth graders formed an Energy
Patrol to help their school save electricity. Each day, four Energy Patrol members picked
up special jackets, name tags, and keys kept for their use in the office. During morning
recess, they checked unoccupied areas to see that lights had been turned off. If the lights
were on, patrol members turned them off and attached a picture of their school mascot
crying about energy waste. If the lights were off, they attached a picture of the mascot
smiling. The Energy Patrol saved their school thousands of kilowatt hours of electricity in
each of the first three months of their project.

2. A group of Sheehan High School ninth graders in Wallingford, Connecticut were con
caned about t:te energy being wasted in their school. They formed a group called the
Wallingford Auditing Technical Team (WATT) to look at the ways their school could
save energy. WATT presented its findings to the school board and convinced the boat t
that tremendous amounts of energy could be saved through simple conservation mea .44
like the ones you learned about hi Unit XI. The board appointed WATT as its Energy
Management Team in the next two years, the school spent about S12,000 on conservation
and saved over S$00.000.

3. Since 1970. 250 youths in La Crescenta, California have been helping to build Sunfire, a
5.kilowatt solar collector. These modems designed many parts of the collector, obtained
scrap material, and did most of the construction. They plan to donate the collector to
Pitcairn Island in the South Pacific. The island suffers from a severe energy shortage. The
students are currently involved in developing a successful means of transporting the coke.
tor to Pitcairn Island.

112

4. Ask students to read "Solving The Problem" (page 112). Then, read the "Examples Of Local
Problem Solving" (page 112-113) aloud, or have students take turns reading them aloud.
Point out that some of these projects took more than a year to complete, but they are
examples of what students can do. Discuss as necessary.

Note: Examples cited were provided by:

National Commission on National Energy Education Day Project
Resources for Youth, Inc. P. 0. Box 2518
605 Commonwealth Avenue Reston, VA 22090
Boston, MA 02215

Further examples can also be found through the Center for Youth Development and Research,
University of Minnesota, 48 McNeal Hall, St. Paul, MN 55108

10 minuses
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4 Sake 1970. Room& }huh School students in Ellwood. Pennsylvania base been the
moving force behind au appioptiate technology designed to conserve their community's
energy and material resources. By 1982, these students had recycled over 2 million pounds
of glass, oser I million pounds of on. nearly 3 million pounds of newsprint. over 50 tons
of IBM cards, and about 1,000 used ear batteries. As a Mull of their recycling efforts,
Rocerside students have contributed close to 56.000 toward school and community
projects.

5. Na aio youth in Wint1Jcs Rock School District IS, Fort Defiance, Arizona demonstrated
how appropriate technology could help cut their community's dependence on non.
renewable energy by using a plentiful local resource, ;unlight. Many of the students had
been thinking of dropping out of school before the project began. Instead, they pitched in
to design and build a solar hogan, an eight sided structure which combines traditional
Navajo building with modern solar technology. The limn. which stirred interest
throughout the Navajo community, may become a model for future construction projects.

6. Studet'ts in two different parts of the United States came up with very different
appropriate technologies for solving transportation problems in their communities. These
students were concerned about air pollution, traffic problems, and the inefficient use of
energy. In Jacksonville, Florida, high school students formed Students for Mass Transit to
educate citizens about the need for more public transportation. Students at George
Washington I ligh School in Denver, Colorado found another appropriate solution to a
similar problem. They organized and operated a computer carpooling service which is
used by many Denver businesses and state agencies.

7. fst elve teenagers in Ava. Illinois were [rained to identify energy-wasting problems and
how to correct them using no cost /low cos: weatherization techniques. This group was a
part of the Jackson County Aaiun to Save Energy. In only 10 weeks, these students
weatherized 50 homes belonging to elderly and lowincome members of their community.

I'AERaSE II

threasons: With 'our group. choose one of the problems you or your classmates have
identified that you think you can help to solve. Write the problem in the space
provided below.

Then, write down the information. materials. apd steps you will need to take to
solse the problem. Use the space provided on the next page.

PROBLEM'

153

5. Have students read the directions to Exercise 11 (page 113). Suggest to students that they
choose a problem from the class list or from the four problems they identified in Exercise I.
Ask students to complete Exercise II (page 113-115). Emphasize to students that the more
detailed and specific they can make their responses in this exercise, the easier !t will be to
complete their project. You might again suggest to students that other people in the school and
community may be valuable resources for them.

15 minutes
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(Use your own paper If you need more space for any of these sections.)

Information needed solve IM problem:

information

2.

3.

4.

6.

Materials needed to sotse the problem:

Materials

1.

2.

3

4.

S.

6.

Where will you gel it?

Where will you Net II?

Steps you will take to site the problem:

Ste Who will do it? By what date?

2.

3.

....
114

170
151
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Step

5. .

6

7

EXERCISE MI
Directions With your group, carry out your problem solving strategy. Your teacher will tell

you when during the project you need to report your progress. and when the
project should be completed Present your completed project to the lass in one of
the ways described below

Project presentations:

I. A written repot; describing your project tried it out. and what your results
were.

Who will do it? By whit date?

2. A Rause article lot the local newspaper. in which sou describe your project and your
results (Read some feature stones from she paper to get an idea of the way this might be
written.)

3 An coal presentation to the class which colour. the problem, your planned solution, and
your results. Charts and pictures will kip you in this presentation.

4 A pictureixeseniation (for example, a bulletin board) which describes your problem, how
you went about solving 13, and your results. This presentation could include wilting,
drawings, photographs, charts, and whatever else helps to exploit, your project

l's

6. Have students read the directions and presentation options for Exercise III (page 115). Tell
students when final presentations are due. Halfway through the project, have students turn in
an interim progress report that states what steps they have completed, what problems they have
encountered, and what they have left to do. Be sure to tell students when these reports are due.
Students will also need to know how much (if any) class time they will have to work on the
project. A schedule that shows students all of this information will help them organize and
plan their project.

Example:

M w Tki F

1

prole'
Assigned

2 I 3
Coat/in.

4 5

8 9 11 12

00tot

00010egl
00

15 16 17 18 119

CO nioitt
101

Note: Be sure to publicize students' efforts on these projects. Newspaper publicity and recog-
nition from the mayor, school principal, the PTA, and the community will help students
see the value of their efforts and maintain interest in the activity.

When students have finished their projects, have each group present what they have done to
the class. Discuss what worked and what diu not, and how students might be able to follow
through on these or other ideas about appropriate technology in the future.
Approximately 3 weeks
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UNIT XIV Summary

In this unit you have used many of the science study skills and ideas you have learned to
help solve a school problem. By doing this you have shown that appropriate technology is
useful in solving local problems. You have also shown that you can be an important part of
yo.or community's and country's energy and technology future!



GLOSSARY

Acidity - The percentage of acid in something. An acid
turns blue litmus paper red. Acids taste sharp and
sour. Some acids may burn the skin.

Acre - A unit of area equal to 43,560 square feet.

Active solar - A technology which uses the sun's rays to
produce heat and then uses electrically powered fans or
pumps to move the heat where it is needed or stored
for later usc.

Air tight - Closed so tightly that no air or other gases can
get in or out.

Anthracite - A kind of coal that is hard and makes little
smoke when it burns.

Appropriate - Carefully chosen to fit the situation or usc.
Suitable, prow.

Atmosphere - The gas that surrounds a body in space, esp..
daily around the earth.

Back-up heating - System designed to provide heat when
the main system cannot supply enough.

Barrel (of oil) - Equal to 42 gallons and to 5.6 x 10' BTU.

Billion - 1,000,000,000 or 10'.
Biomass - Any plant material which can be turned into

energy.

BTU - British Thermal Unit. One BTU can raise the tem-
perature of onc pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.

Calorie - A unit of heat in the n.etric system. One calorie of
heat must be added to raise the temperature of one
gram of water one degree Celsius.

Carbon dioxide - CO:. A gas given off by fossil fuels when
they burn in an atmosphere containing enough
oxygen.

Carbon monoxide - CO. A poisonous gas given off by a
fuel burning in an atmosphere containing little oxygen.

Centi- - A prefix meaning 1/100. There are 100 centimeters
in a meter. One centimeter = 1/100 or .01 meter.

Climate - The average weather for a region; rainfall, tem-
perature, winds.

Coefficient - In scientific notation, the number multiplied
by the 10. In 3 x 10', 3 is the coefficient.

Commercial sector - The part of the economy consisting
of offices, schools, retail stores, hospitals, nursing
homes, etc.

Community - A group of people living in th same area
who act together in some way.

Compost - Partially decomposed organic waste (such as
leaves, food scraps, lawn clippings, animal manure)
used to enrich soil.

Conduction- The transfer of heat energy from molecule to
molecule within a solid. Also the transfer of heat
energy from one material to another which touches it.

Conserve - Not waste, make last as long as possible.

Contract - Shrink, occupy a smaller space.

Convection - Transfer of heat energy in gases or liquids. As
convection occurs, warmer matter rises and cooler
matter sinks.

Converted Changed from one form to another.

Cord (of wood) - A unit of measure for cut firewood. A
cord of wood is equal to a stack that is four feet high,
four feet wide, and eight feet long.

Corrode - To wear away or be worn away, especially by
chemical action. f
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Crisis - A time of danger or difficulty in which great changes
can take place.

Cubic foot - A unit of volume which is onc foot by onc
foot by onc foot.

Deposit - A pool or vein of material like oil or coal which
has formed beneath the surface of the earth.

Disposal - The act of throwing away or getting rid of some-
thing.

Domestic - At home; within the country.

Efficiency - Getting good results without wasting time,
materials, or effort.

Electric resistance heating - Electricity flowing through a
wire heats up the wire which can be used to cook food
or heat space or water.

Energy - Ability to move objects or do other kinds of
physical work.

English system - A measurement system based on various
common forms (foot, yard) which have now been
standardized.

Entropy - A measure of the amount of energy unavailable
for work, or lost through conversion.

Environment - Surroundings in which a plant or animal
lives, including the air, water, and soil.

Expand - Enlarge; occupy a larger space.

Exponent - In scientific notation, the number above and to
the right of the 10, indicating the number of times the
decimal has been moved. It also indicates how many
times 10 is to be multiplied by itself. In 3 x 10', 6 is the
exponent.

Finite - Having a definite end, able to be completely used
up.

First cost - The amount of money it takes to buy some-
thing.

Fluid - Matter that is able to flow, liquids and gases are
fluids.

Fluorescent - A type of lighting in which gas molecules are
put into motion by electric current; as a result they
glow.

Fossil fuel - A burnable material formed over a period of
millions of years from decaying plants and animals;
oil, coal, arid natural gas.

Friction - A force that slows down or stops the motion of
two objects as they rub against each other.

Fuel - A material such as wood, coal, gas or oil which is
burned to produce energy.

Gas- Matter in which the molecules are far apart and move
so rapidly they tend to escape from an open container.

Gram - Basic unit of mass or weight in the metric system.
1,000 grams are equal to approximately 2.2 pounds in
the English system.

Greenhouse effect - The increase in temperature which
occurs in a closed structure when light passes through a
clear material and is converted into heat.

GNP - Gross National Product. The total dollar value of
all the goods and services produced in a country in a
year.

Hydropower - A technology for using the energy contained
in falling water to produce electricity or to perform
mechanical work.
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Inappropriate Not suitable or proper for a particular
situation or use.

Incandescent - A type of lighting in which a thin wire
(filament) glows when electricity passes through it.

Industrial sector - The part of the economy involved in the
manufacture of products and the mining of fuels and
other ores.

Insula.ed - Surrounded with a material that slows or stops
the passage of heat.

Insulation - Any material which does not conduct heat
easily. Used to slow down heat loss from a house or
building.

Kilo- - A prefix meaning 1,000. A kilogram = 1,000 grams;
a kilowatt = 1,000 watts.

Kilowatt-hour - One thousand watts used for one hour.
Ten one hundred watt light bulbs left on for an hour
would use one kilowatt-hour of electricity.

Kinetic energy - Energy that has to do with motion.
Life cycle cost - The money it takes to buy, use, maintain,

and eventually replace something over the entire t'me it
is °Alta

Liquid - Matter in which the molecules move more quickly
than in a solid. Liquid matter takes on the shape of its
container.

Liquified natural gas - To transport natural gas long dis-
tances, gas is cooled until it becomes a liquid, because
it takes up less space.

Liter - Basic unit of volume in the metric system. One liter
is approximately eoual to one quart in the English
system.

Local - Nearby.
Maintain - Keep in good working order.
Marine - Of or living in the sea.
Matter - Anything which has mass and takes up space.

Mechanical - .laving to do with machines or tools.
Meter - The basic unit of length in the metric system. One

meter is approximately equal to one yard in the English
system.

Methane - A burnable gas which is one part of natural gas
and which can also be produced from decaying organic
waste.

Metric system - A system of measurement based on tens or
powers of ten. In the metric system. 100 centimeters =
I meter; 1,000 meters = 1 kilometer.

Milled - Ground up into fine pieces.
Milli- - A prefix meaning 1/1,000. A millimeter = 1/1,000

or .0001 meters.

Molecule - Two or more atoms joined by chemical bonds.
A molecule is the smallest piece of matter that still has
the properties of that form of nutter.

Natural gas - A fossil fuel often found with petroleum.
Network - An organization which helps its members share

information, goods or services with one another.

Nittogen - An clement that makes up 78% of the atmo-
sphere.

Non-renewable - Consumed faster than it can be replaced.

Nuclear fission - The splitting of certain heavy atoms into
lighter atoms. This causes the release of energy

OPEC - Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

Organic - Of or coming from living things.

Organization - A group of people who come together be-
cause they have a common interest or want to accom-
plish a certain task.

Passive solar - A technology which uses sunlight to heat air
and water without the use of electrical fans or pumps.

Payback for simple payback) - The time necded to save
enough money to recover the cost of an investment.
(Does not consider the impact of inflation.)

Petroleum - A liquid fossil fuel.
Photon - A particle of light.
Photovoltaic" - A technology which turns sunlight into

electricity.

Pollution - The process of making air, water, food, etc.
harmful to living things; the result of this process.

Protractor - A tool used to measure angles.

Proven reserve - The portion of a coal, oil, or natural gas
deposit which can be sold for more than it presently
costs to get it out of the ground and prepare it for sale.

Quad - A unit of energy equall to one quadrillion BTUs.

Radiate - Send out in straight lines in all directions.

Radiation - Transfer of energy through space in all direc-
tions. Radiation can occur even in a vacuum.

Radon - A radioactive gas produced by the element radium.

Recycle - Turn into something else so that it can be used
again.

Reliable - Dependable, trustworthy.

Renew - To make new or like new again; to replace.

Renewable - Capable of being renewed. A renewable re-
source is replaced almost as quickly as it is used.

Residential sector - The part of the economy which is made
of the places in which people live, such as houses,
apartments, mobile homes, condominiums, coopera-
tives.

Resource - A supply of something that is available for use.

Revitalized - Put net. life into, brought back to life.
Rural - Having to do with the country as opposed to the

city.
Jearce - Hard to find, often because there is not much left.

Scientific notation - A system for writing large numbers as
single digit numbers times ten to some power. For
example, 3,600,000 = 3.6 x Mt.

SERI - Solar Energy Research Institute.

Shortage - Lack of enough to satisfy a need or demand.

Short ton - A milt of weight equal to 2,000 pounds.
Silicon - The second most common element found in

nature, used to make photovoltaic cells.

Solar - Coming from or having to do with the sun.
Solid - Matter in which the molecules are so close together

that it retains its shape.

Sprouted Started to grow.

Standard of living - Measure of what a person spends to
support his or her life; the level of comfort in everyday
life.

Strip mining - Mining in an open pit after removing the
earth and rock covering the deposit.

Sulfur oxides - Chemical compounds containing rilfur and
water. When these combine with water they produce
acids which may cause damage to buildings and may
be harmful to people.
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Sulfuric acid - Acid that results when certain sulfur oxides
and water combine.

Technology - Materials and method which people use to
meet their needs.

Thermal mass - Material which absorbs and stores heat.

Thermometer - A tool used to measure temperature. As the
liquid in the thermometer absorbs heat, it expands. As
it loses heat, it contracts.

Transportation sector - The part of the economy involved
in the movement of goods and people from place to
place. includes cars. buses, trains, planes, ships, pipe-
lines, etc.
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Transported - Carried from one place to another.
Trillion - 1,000,000,000,000 or 1003.

Ultimately recoverable resource - A resource which can
be put to use at some future time, once it oecomes
profitable to mine and process ft.

Uranium - A heavy element which is naturally radioactive.

Urban - Having to do with the city as opposed to the
country.

Vulnerable - Unprotected from danger.

Waste - Something which is thrown away.
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APPENDIX A*
Petroleum, Coal, and Natural Gas: Proven Reserves and Production

Table 1: Petroleum, Coal, and Natural Gas Proven Reserves**

RESOURCE AS OF 1/1/80 AS OF 1/1/81 AS OF 1/1/82

Petroleum (in billion barrels)

U.S. 29.8 29.8 29.4
World 641.6 648.5 670.3

Coal (in billion short tons)

U.S. 472.7 Not Available Not Available
World 975.2 Not Available Not Available

Natural Gas (in trillion cubic feet)

U.S. 201.0 199.0 201.7
World 2,573.2 2,638.5 2,915.0

*To update these figures, call the National Energy Information Center (DOE) at (202)
252-8800.

**U.S. (Domestic) figures from Annual Energy Review, 1982. World figures from Inter-
national Energy Annual for 1979, 1980, and 1981. Both published by the Energy Infor-
mation Administration, Depart ent of Energy.

Table 2: U.S. (Domestic) Production of Petroleum, Coal and Natural Gas***

RESOURCE 1918 1919 1980 1981 1982

Petroleum
Million barrels
per day 8.71 8.55 8.60 8.57 8.67

Billion barrels
per year 3.18 3.12 3.14 3.13 3.16

Coal
Billion short
tons per year .67 .78 .83 .82 .83

Natural Gas
Billion cubic
feet 19,974.0 20,471.0 20,379.0 20,178.0 18,462.0

Trillion cubic
feet 19.97 20.47 20.38 20.18 18.46

***Figures from Monthly Energy Review, June 1983, published by the Energy Information
Administration, Department of Energy.
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Table 3: Number of Years Domestic Reserves Will Last at Present Rate of Production

Petroleum

29.4 billion barrels (Proven Reserve as of 1/1/82)
= Lasts 9.3 years

3.16 billion barrels per year (1982 Production)

Natural Gas

Coal

201.7 trillion cubic feet (Proven Reserve as of 1/1/82)
Lasts 10.93 years

18.46 trillion cubic feet (1982 Production)

472.7 billion short tons (Proven Reserve as of 1/1/80)
Lasts 569.5 years

.83 billion short tons (1982 Production)

1 7 7
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APPENDIX B

Units of Energy

BTU Values of Energy Sources (approximate)

Coal (per 2,000 pound ton)
Anthracite
Bituminous
Sub-bituminous
Lignite

25.4 x 106 BTU
26.2 x 10' BTU
19.0 x 106 BTU
13.4 x 106 BTU

Natural Gas (per cubic foot)
Dry 1,031 BTU
Wet 1,103 BTU
Liquid (average) 4,100 BTU
1 Therm = 100 cubic ceet of natural gas
I Therm = 103,000 BTU

Nuclear

1 gram (0.0353 oz.) of fissioned
Uranium 235 = 74,000,000 BTU

1 kilowatt-hour electricity equals
0.88 pounds coal
0.076 gallons oil

10.4 cubic feet natural gas

1 tcf (trillion cubic feet or 10n) natural gas
equals
39.3 x 106 tons coal

184.0 x 10' barrels oil

1 million tons of coal equals

Electricity

1 kilowatt-hour (at home) 3,413 BTU
1 kilowatt-hour

(at the power plant) 11,600 BTU

Petroleum (per 42 gallon barrel)

4.48 x 10' barrels of oil
6.7 x 10' tons of oil

25.0 x 1012 cubic fee: ilatural gas

1 million tons of oil equals
6.65 x 10' bbl. oil
4.0 x 10' kwh electricity (when used to

Crude Oil 5.6e x 106 BTU generate power)
Residual Fuel Oil 6.2 x 10' BTU 1.5 x 104 tons of coal
Distillate Fuel Oil 5. . x 106 BTU 41.2 x 109 cubic feet natural gas
Gasoline

(inc. aviation gas) 5 25 x 106 BTU
Jet Fuel (kerosene) 5.67 x 10' BTU
Jet Fuel (naphtha) 5.36 x 10' BTU
Kerosene 5.67 x 106 BTU
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